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EARN CLE WHILE LEARNING FROM
THE BEST WITH PLI — EXPLORE OUR
PROGRAMS FOR THE FIRST HALF OF 2020
As the law changes, so does PLI’s authoritative tools and training to keep you up to date
on innovations throughout the profession.
Only PLI can assemble more than 4,000 of the world’s foremost practitioners — including
those from the government and judiciary — to deliver award-winning continuing
education programs that are as practical as they are topical. It’s why more than 300,000
legal professionals trust us for training, instruction, and staying current on developments
in the law.
And we make it easy: Privileged Members benefit from unlimited access to our vast library
of CLE courses in formats fitting their busy schedules — at no additional cost:
• Earn credit hours remotely by viewing any one of our thousands of on-demand
programs available on our website
• Attend one of the 400+ live PLI programs and SEC Institute Forums we hold across the
country — with many programs viewable through live webcasts and groupcasts
• Benefit from our timely One-Hour Briefings on leading industry topics,
our web-exclusive Studio Briefing roundtables, and our Interactive Learning Center’s
cutting-edge programs and games
Whether you need an update on a facet of law, curricula to help you train your teams,
or tools to manage your credit history, PLI exists to serve you and your profession.
We remain deeply committed to creating the most innovative, informative, and accessible
CLE training — without any hassle. Staying current has never been easier.
Sincerely,

Craig A. Miller, Esq.
Vice President, Membership
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Save time.

Focus on your clients.
And stop worrying about
CLE compliance with
My Credit Tracker.

Available to anyone with a PLI
account, My Credit Tracker
allows you to effortlessly track
professional credits earned from
any provider, in any jurisdiction, on
any subject. Credits earned from
PLI are automatically displayed,
and you can enter any credits
earned elsewhere. All credits are
displayed on an elegant user
interface that is accessible from
a desktop or mobile device.
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Harness the power of
My Credit Tracker:
• Access a complete view of the credits
you’ve earned toward your compliance
requirements
• Manage all your credits and certificates
from PLI and external providers in
one place
• Update your compliance group or period
information in your profile and
get reminders about CLE deadlines

PLI is committed to serving you
and making compliance painless.
Log in or set up an account today.

CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Mergers & Acquisitions 2020:
Advanced Trends and Developments†
Chair
Kevin Miller, Alston & Bird LLP, New York City
Merger and acquisition activity remained robust in 2019. The ability
to properly advise companies, their boards of directors and special
committees and to effectively negotiate an M&A transaction requires
detailed knowledge of the latest trends and developments affecting
M&A. This program will help you stay up to date on M&A activity
and cutting-edge trends and developments regarding M&A litigation,
appropriate board and special committee processes, SEC disclosure
matters, and tax and other issues with important M&A implications.
Panels of top industry professionals, a Justice of the Delaware Supreme
Court, two members of the Delaware Court of Chancery, and the Chief
of the Office of Mergers & Acquisitions at the Securities and Exchange
Commission will discuss these and other developments.
Topics Include
• The outlook for mergers and acquisitions in 2020
• How to best advise a special committee in the current
M&A environment
• The impact of recent Delaware decisions on standards for assessing
board behavior in the context of a sale of a company
• The latest tax trends and developments affecting M&A transactions
• The latest developments in litigation trends affecting the deal
environment, and much, much more . . .
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Lauren E. Nochta
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 9-10
New York, #273833 • Atlanta, #284151 • Boston, #283343 • Cleveland,
#283766 • Indianapolis, #283853 • New Brunswick, #284683
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #273836, $230

“Every year, I remain impressed with the quality of this program and the
faculty. So informative! Outstanding in all respects. Thank you.”
– James Lawless, Butler Snow

“Very well done, practical and informative. Great panel that engaged in
thoughtful discussions.”
– Robert Katz, Jabil Inc.

“The overall quality was excellent. The Tax Aspects presentations, in
particular, both oral and written, were excellent!”
– Saul Laureles, Schlumberger Limited

Limited Space. Register Early!

SEC Reporting and Practice Skills Workshop for
Lawyers 2020†
Workshop Leaders
Gary M. Brown, Partner, Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP
George M. Wilson, Director, SEC Institute, a Division of PLI
Many lawyers learn SEC reporting through on-the-job training that
often is piecemeal at best. This Workshop is intended to replace
that ad-hoc learning process by helping participants develop an
in-depth understanding of the reporting requirements of the U.S. federal
securities laws. Workshop participants will build the foundational
knowledge and practical experience necessary to understand, prepare
and review periodic and current reports and proxy statements in order
to comply with the SEC’s detailed disclosure requirements. Participants
will also learn important rules and techniques for communicating
with the public, including what triggers the “duty to disclose,” the
importance of “insider trading” policies, and the art of drafting
disclosure documents and press releases with a view toward limiting
potential liability. This Workshop is also a great refresher for any
lawyers who desire to keep their SEC reporting skills up to date.
The Workshop is geared to beginners or as a refresher for experienced
SEC reporting professionals. Attorneys, general counsel, in-house
counsel and corporate legal staff, investor relations professionals,
and others involved in the preparation of SEC filings will take away
valuable practical information and skills necessary to satisfy the
current SEC reporting requirements. For accountants and auditors, we
recommend taking our SEC Reporting Skills Workshop for Financial
Professionals for a more in-depth analysis of financial reporting issues
in SEC reporting.
Topics Include
• Key disclosures and issues in Forms 10-K, 10-Q, and 8-K, and the
proxy statement
• How to communicate with the public within the constraints of the
SEC’s rules and guidance, including Regulation FD (“fair disclosure”)
and Regulation G (“non-GAAP financial measures”)
• How to implement stock buyback programs (including pursuant
to Rules 10b-18 as well as issuer tender offers) and to protect the
company and executives from charges of insider trading, including
through the use of insider trading policies and Rule 10b5-1 plans
• How to ensure compliance by executives with Section 16 reporting
and disclosure requirements
• How to write an effective MD&A
• Latest developments in SEC reporting, including changes from the
SEC’s Disclosure Modernization and Simplification rules and other
recent and proposed amendments
• How to deal with the SEC staff and understand their “hot buttons,”
including frequent comment areas such as executive compensation,
non-GAAP measures, contingencies, cybersecurity, revenue
recognition and segments
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Prerequisites: We recommend some prior experience with the
SEC reporting process and use of the Instructions to Forms and
Regulations S-K and S-X.
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and CFE Fraud
Senior Program Attorney: Robin D. Goldstein

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later

San Francisco & Live Webcast,* January 9-10
New York & Live Webcast,* February 24-25
San Francisco, April 9-10
New York, June 25-26
San Francisco (January), #284567 • New York (February), #284568
• San Francisco (April), #284569 • New York (June), #284570
Program Fee: $1,595; Privileged Member Fee: $1,276
SEC Institute is not affiliated with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
Note: Privileged Members will receive a 20% discount.
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Drafting and Negotiating Corporate Agreements
2020†

Secured Transactions 2020: What Lawyers Need
to Know About UCC Article 9†

Co-Chairs
Alyssa A. Grikscheit, Sidley Austin LLP, New York City (New York only)
Jodi A. Simala, Mayer Brown LLP, Chicago (Chicago only)
Martin A. Wellington, Sidley Austin LLP, Palo Alto (San Francisco only)

Co-Chairs
Kenneth Chin, Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP, New York City
Penelope L. Christophorou, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP,
New York City

Learn the basics of drafting and negotiating corporate agreements —
from how the provisions of an agreement fit together, to the fundamental
drafting and negotiating principles common to all corporate agreements.
Our expert faculty will teach you how to reduce your client’s goals to
a complete, clearly written and enforceable agreement, and how to
identify what issues are most likely to come up in a negotiation of that
agreement. You will gain an understanding of why and where the tough
issues usually arise during the drafting phase, as well as what you can
do to effectively, and creatively, solve those issues. Plus you will obtain
a litigator’s perspective on how to draft contracts with enforcement
in mind, and learn about common ethical issues in drafting
corporate agreements.

Secured transactions — interests in specific collateral granted by the
debtor in conjunction with the debtor’s promise to pay — are governed
by Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code. Understanding UCC
Article 9 and how to properly secure collateral is fundamental for
attorneys at all levels of their banking, commercial, corporate, and
transactional practice.

Topics Include
• Key terms of standard transactional agreements and how they
are organized
• When and how to use letters of intent, confidentiality and
standstill agreements
• The wide range of M&A agreements, both public and private
• Special agreements, including equity (NYC & CHI), credit/indenture
(NYC), employment (SF & CHI), and licensing (SF) agreements
• The importance of boilerplate to the enforcement of contracts from
a litigator’s perspective
• Common ethical errors in contracts
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 15
Chicago, January 30
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* February 10
New York, #278611 • Atlanta, #284552 • Columbus, #284547
• Mechanicsburg, #284551 • Nashville, #284548 • New Brunswick, #284717
• Philadelphia, #284549 • Pittsburgh, #284550 • Chicago, #278612
• San Francisco, #278613
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278622, $115

“I found this seminar to be extremely informative and interesting.”
– Janet Madden, Reed Smith LLP

“Very helpful; always learn something new. Nice job by moderator.”
– James Hughes, Young Conaway Stargatt & Taylor LLP

Footnote Key:
Transitional CLE course: For newly admitted attorneys during the first two years
after admission to the Bar of the State of New York.

†

*Webcast attendees: Please register online prior to the program date.
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A faculty of experienced UCC practitioners will address the
fundamentals of acquiring a security interest, including how to attach, to
perfect (filing and non-filing methods), and to gain (and maintain) priority
in the collateral of your choice. They will share their best practices on
how to secure the most common forms of collateral, as well as how to
perfect a security interest in some uncommon forms of collateral. There
will be an in-depth discussion on UCC considerations when things
go wrong, and a review of common default and enforcement issues,
including protecting your security interest from the bankruptcy trustee.
Attendees will also have the opportunity to improve their understanding
of how to best draft a security agreement. Throughout the program the
faculty will feature relevant new case law as well.
Corporate, banking, commercial and transactional attorneys at all levels
will find this program to be uniquely helpful and insightful.
Topics Include
• Where to file
• Is perfection by filing the best method?
• How to describe the collateral
• Determining the debtor’s name
• How to categorize collateral
• Techniques for drafting the security agreement
• What are the non-temporal priorities, and why do they matter?
• How do you know that the security interest has attached?
• How to perfect in assets commonly held by individuals, including
bitcoins and PayPal accounts
• How to comply with the default enforcement rules
• What is the difference between a public and a private sale?
• When can the secured creditor buy in at the sale?
• How bankruptcy can affect your lien
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Stephanie N. Figueroa
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 16
New York, #278915 • Atlanta, #284242 • Columbus, #283417
• Mechanicsburg, #283894 • Nashville, #283720 • New Brunswick, #284710
• Philadelphia, #283892 • Pittsburgh, #283893
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278916, $230

CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Understanding Financial Products 2020†
Co-Chairs
Margery K. Neale, Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP, New York City
Robert S. Risoleo, Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, Washington, DC
The emergence of new financial products has taken over the attention
of consumers and investigators alike, emphasizing the importance of a
basic understanding of financial products for attorneys at all levels of
practice. This program will explain the fundamentals you need to know
when dealing with the more common financial investment products in
the marketplace today. Experts in the financial industry will discuss the
varying kinds of financial products, their individual structures and uses,
and the impacts of recent regulatory and legislative developments.
Derivatives products, capital markets products, securitized products,
permanent capital vehicles, and cryptocurrencies will each get an
in-depth review. And while these instruments have been invaluable
tools, with enormous potential for product manufacturers, investors,
and the financial institutions that offer them, they also create
potentially significant legal risks and challenges for clients and their
legal counsel. Whether it is a result of changes in the market or the
impact of regulation, there has not been a better time to improve your
understanding of financial products.
Topics Include
• Gain insight into the use of derivatives — swaps, collars, options,
futures and forwards to hedge portfolio positions
• Overview of regulatory approaches to cryptocurrencies and
crypto-assets
• Learn how hedge funds and other private funds are structured
and operated in light of government enforcement agencies’ efforts
surrounding them
• Review universal life insurance, variable insurance products,
guarantees, and life settlements
• Discuss flow-through entities, including REITs, BDCs, and
similar vehicles
• Understand the effects of the credit crisis on securitized products

Private Fund Regulatory Developments and
Compliance Challenges 2020
Chair
K. Susan Grafton, Dechert LLP, New York City
An expert faculty featuring in-house, regulatory and outside counsel will
address new and ongoing regulatory and compliance issues for legal
and compliance professionals in the hedge fund and private equity
fund industries.
The agenda will address regulatory exam priorities, the challenges of
designing and implementing a compliance program, and preparing for
an examination with practical insights from the regulatory and in-house
perspectives. The program will deliver a complete discussion in a short
time, focusing on sharing key takeaways from a broad range of
legal viewpoints.
Topics Include
• Regulatory developments for hedge funds and other private funds
• Implementation challenges of compliance programs
• SEC and NFA examination priorities and other compliance challenges
• Practical tips for managing risk
Special Feature
• Half-day format
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
January 30, 1:00 – 5:15 p.m. ET
New York, #277808 • Boston, #284517 • Nashville, #284592
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277812, $65

Special Features
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
• NY transitional attorneys: earn Professional Skills credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Stephanie N. Figueroa
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 21-22
New York, #278926 • Atlanta, #284243 • Boston, #283401 • Cleveland,
#283716 • Indianapolis, #283879 • Mechanicsburg, #283882 • New Brunswick,
#284714 • Philadelphia, #283880 • Pittsburgh, #283881
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278927, $230

ATTEND
FROM YOUR
LOCATION!
REGISTER
FOR OUR
LIVE WEBCASTS
Most of our programs are available as live
webcasts. Reserve your seat to watch PLI’s
acclaimed faculty as they discuss the hottest
legal trends, developments, case law and
regulations. . . . View all supporting material. . . .
And earn CLE and CPE credit.
Register today at www.pli.edu/YFW0 or
Call 800.260.4754
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Fiduciary Investment Advice 2020†
Chair
Clifford E. Kirsch, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, New York City
The legal framework applying to fiduciary investment advice is
undergoing a sea change. The SEC has finalized its rulemaking
that is dramatically changing the regulatory framework establishing
standard of conduct obligations for broker-dealers, and has also issued
interpretative guidance that clarifies the scope of advisers’ fiduciary
duties. The DOL has indicated its rulemaking will be next and has
signaled that its rule proposal will be out very soon. While the regulatory
framework takes shape, regulators are subjecting regulatory entities to
intense scrutiny regarding firms’ identification, disclosure and mitigation
of conflicts of interest. In this program, we review the respective
frameworks and discuss practical considerations for navigating the
regulatory maze.
Topics Include
• The legal framework applying to fiduciary investment advice
• Practical implementation issues related to the SEC’s Regulation Best
Interest Rule
• The impact of the State Securities Fiduciary Initiatives
• Regulatory expectations with respect to establishing a conflicts of
interest program
• Current litigation and enforcement
Special Feature
• Half-day format
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Grace E. O’Hanlon
New York & Live Webcast,* February 5, 1:30 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #275314
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275315, $115

Nineteenth Annual Institute on Securities
Regulation in Europe: Practical Implications of
U.S. Law on EU Practice
Co-Chairs
Andrew J. Bagley, EMEA General Counsel, Goldman Sachs
International, London
John W. Banes, Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP, London
Diana Billik, Allen & Overy, London
We are delighted to present PLI’s Nineteenth Annual Institute on
Securities Regulation in Europe, on 6-7 February 2020 in the offices
of Allen & Overy in London. With a focus on the application of U.S.
securities law in the EU, the Institute will feature a faculty of leading
practitioners, in-house counsel and government regulators from the
U.S. and the UK, who will address recent developments in market
activity and enforcement and offer practical guidance for companies
and financial institutions across Europe, the U.S. and beyond.
The Institute is the most comprehensive securities conference you
can attend in 2020 and is vital for corporate and securities lawyers
in private practice and in-house, CEOs, CFOs, CIOs, and others in
senior management whose decisions are affected by securities laws,
and by cross-border mergers & acquisitions, private equity, and
shareholder activists.
Topics Include
• The current regulatory environment and market trends impacting
U.S. and cross-border capital markets
• Deal tips and practice points for structuring cross-border
M&A transactions
• Recent developments in accounting and auditing
• Lessons learned from recent enforcement cases
• Fintech, blockchain, cryptocurrency
• ESG disclosure and reporting obligations
Special Features
• Two networking luncheons
• Featured Speaker: William H. Hinman, Director, Division of Corporation
Finance, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
• Regulator and practitioner perspectives
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Programme Attorney: Seema Lal Meehan
London, Allen & Overy LLP & Live Webcast,* 6-7 February
London, #278730
Programme Fee: $2,895 USD (£2,248 GBP); Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278731, $230 USD (£178 GBP)
GBP equivalents based on exchange rate, and are subject to change based on current
exchange rates.

SAVE THE DATE!
Legal Operations 2020
New York & Live Webcast,* April 23
Visit www.pli.edu for additional information
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Investing, Trading and Doing Deals in a
Dynamic World 2020†

Doing Deals 2020: The Art of M&A
Transactional Practice†

Chair
Randall H. Cook, Senior Managing Director, Ankura, New York City

Chair
Igor Kirman, Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, New York City

Companies, investors, and counsel are encountering a changed
international business and regulatory environment. A potent
combination of geopolitical and national security tensions, populist
political energy, and technological acceleration and convergence is
dramatically impacting government regulation of foreign investment,
international trade and technology transfers, data and privacy controls,
and network and supply chain security.

The M&A market continued its busy pace in 2019, while macroeconomic
trends and political considerations continued to create uncertainty.
In addition to a robust volume of M&A deals, the market has also
seen a number of hostile deals, creative deal structures, shareholder
activist campaigns, and developments in Delaware M&A jurisprudence,
including the first-ever judicial finding of an “MAE.” This year’s program
will again include an in-house lawyers’ panel, which will give us
insights into how these trends are “viewed from the inside.” These
developments are among the points that will be discussed at the Doing
Deals program.

Indeed, the past year has marked an inflection point in U.S. policy
and brought statutory changes that already have and will continue
to significantly affect regulatory expectations and activity, including
(among others):
• Significant expansion of regulatory authority and activity related to
national security review of Foreign Direct Investment
• Increased regulation of exports (including any access by non-U.S.
persons) of emerging and foundational technologies, including
such commercial areas as robotics, artificial intelligence, advanced
computing, and biotechnologies
• An executive order barring U.S. companies from using IT and
communications technology and services provided by companies or
nationals of U.S. adversaries
• Denying Chinese telecom leader Huawei from receiving any U.S.
technology or products
• Aggressive use of tariffs as an instrument of national security and
economic policy
These dynamics are not limited to the United States. Europe, Canada,
Japan, Australia, Israel, and China, among others, are reevaluating
or changing their national security-related investment, trade, and
technology controls to account for a more contentious and unstable
global environment.
While this changing environment presents new challenges for
corporate transactions and dealmaking, it also creates opportunities
for companies, investors, and counsel who strategically engage and
adapt. Cross-border transactions can still get done. Parties who plan
for and implement management, operational, and technical controls
and solutions that proactively address regulator concerns in this
environment will have an advantage in the market and unlock value
for their stakeholders.
This program will seek to identify and assess these challenges and
opportunities in three related policy contexts directly affecting the
international business and deal environment: investment, technology,
and trade. The program will bring together industry, financial, and
policy experts; attorneys and professional service providers; U.S. and
foreign government officials; and corporate executives who operate at
the intersection of policy, trade, and finance to deliver interdisciplinary
insights into the risks and opportunities of a dynamic world.
Topics Include
• What macro drivers underlie policy priorities in each of the three
regulatory contexts
• How those policies have evolved and are being addressed by U.S.
and other governments
• The practical impact the policies are generating in the business and
financial environment
• The industries and sectors where changed policies and regulation are
having the greatest impact
• Practical approaches that companies, counsel, and investors may
take to mitigate risk and maximize opportunity in the current
policy environment
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Justin Capuano
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
February 20, 12:45 – 5:15 p.m. ET

A prominent faculty of top outside and in-house lawyers and investment
bankers will share their years of experience and teach you how best
to represent your clients by creatively structuring, coordinating and
managing M&A transactions.
Topics Include
• How to choose a transaction structure: navigating the world of
mergers and tender offers
• Special considerations when doing cross-border deals, including the
effect of the 2017 tax reforms
• The critical importance of pre-deal documents, such as confidentiality
agreements
• In-house counsel perspective on M&A deals and outside advisers
• The nuts and bolts of definitive agreements — representations and
warranties, covenants, conditions and indemnification provisions
• How to launch or defend against a hostile deal or an activist
hedge fund
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Lauren E. Nochta
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 4
New York, #273858 • Atlanta, #284154 • Boston, #283347 • Cleveland,
#283767 • Columbus, #283348 • Indianapolis, #283854 • Nashville, #283768
• New Brunswick, #284684
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #273859, $230

“Great program overall. Enjoyed the discussion of specific
NDA provisions.”
– Brennan Gumerove, Wiggin & Dana LLP

“Superb job by the panelists.”
– Scott Budlong, Richards Kibbe & Orbe LLP

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later

New York, #276726 • Atlanta, #284205 • Nashville, #283783
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276727, $230
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Corporate Governance — A Master Class 2020

How to Read Financial Statements 2020†

Co-Chairs
Brian V. Breheny, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP,
Washington, DC
Meredith B. Cross, Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP,
Washington, DC

Chair
Mose (Chad) Rucker III, Valuation Research Corporation, New York City

Corporate governance provides the framework within which directors
and officers must operate in fulfilling their responsibilities. In-house
and outside advisers are called on to provide day-to-day counseling
and to address crisis situations in the corporate governance context.
Our program will both highlight the fast-moving market and legal and
regulatory developments that directors, officers and their advisers face,
as well as provide practical guidance as to how to address them.
Topics Include
• Latest governance trends for boards and each key board committee,
including how to deal with current hot topics
– Board oversight duties after Marchand v. Barnhill
– The role of technology in the boardroom
– Living with CAMS
– GDPR, Brexit, trade wars, political uncertainty — the role of the
board in addressing ever-increasing challenges at their companies
– Latest thinking on board refreshment and diversity
– Executive compensation trends
• Preparing boards and management for increasingly demanding
shareholder engagement
• Successful proxy season: getting to “yes”
Special Features
• Featured Speaker: Commissioner Elad L. Roisman,
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
• Luncheon Workshop: Proxy Recap with Lillian Brown, Ning Chiu,
Marty Dunn, Richard H. Grubaugh and Hagen J. Ganem

Financial statements provide key information on the financial performance
of companies, and are the language of business. Attorneys must
understand financial statements in order to provide solutions to their
clients’ problems, including structuring financial transactions and
litigating business disputes.
At this practical half-day event, a distinguished panel of experts will
provide a primer for understanding the basic elements of balance
sheets, income statements, and cash flow statements. Among other
things, the panelists will discuss important elements that all attorneys
should be aware of when encountering these financial statements in the
course of common business transactions and in litigation. This primer
will lay the foundation for attendees to pursue more in-depth studies of
financial statements.
Attorneys who work with financial information, whether in the course
of business transactions, including M&A and corporate financing
transactions, securities filings, or in the context of litigation, will benefit
from this program.
Topics Include
• Understand how to read, understand, and perform basic analyses of
balance sheets, income statements, and cash flow statements
• Identify key components of the asset, liability, and equity sections of
a balance sheet, including current and long-term assets, current and
long-term liabilities, retained earnings and initial capital contributions
• Learn how to calculate and interpret EBITDA and free cash flow
• Evaluate and learn to calculate key financial ratios
• Explore P/E multiples
• Analyze financial metrics and qualitative factors that can be potential
warning signs, indicative of a need for more in-depth investigations

Senior Program Attorney: Grace E. O’Hanlon

Special Features
• Convenient half-day program format
• NY transitional attorneys: earn Skills credit

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 6

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

New York, #275308 • Atlanta, #284163 • Boston, #283432 • Cleveland,
#283701 • Indianapolis, #283895 • Mechanicsburg, #283898 • New Brunswick,
#284724 • Philadelphia, #283896 • Pittsburgh, #283897
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275309, $230

Program Attorney: Stephanie N. Figueroa

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

“Very engaging and informative presentation. Speakers were excellent!”
– Michael Lehmann, Dechert LLP

“First time participating in this session, it was an excellent,
high level review.”
– Jose Ibietatorremendia, Catalent Pharma Solutions
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New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
March 27, 1:30 – 5:15 p.m. ET
New York, #278998 • Atlanta, #284245 • Nashville, #283722
Program Fee: $995; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278999, $230

“The course struck the right balance between presenting major basic
concepts and analyzing the details of the financial statements.”
– Alexandra Newman, Grant Thornton LLP

CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Securities Litigation 2020:
From Investigation to Trial†
Co-Chairs
Lyle Roberts, Shearman & Sterling, Washington, DC
Jonathan K. Youngwood, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP,
New York City
The landscape of securities litigation is constantly evolving and
changing. This program takes you through all the issues that can arise
in the most complex securities matters — from the initial government
investigation to the filing of the civil cases to either settlement or trial.
If you practice in this dynamic field, you know that the need to stay
current and develop new strategies and tactics has never been more
important. Our faculty of leading practitioners, government officials,
and judges will update you on the latest best practices and case law.
This program is designed for securities practitioners, outside and
in-house counsel, compliance officers, regulators, investment bankers
and securities dealers.
Topics Include
• How to approach the initial investigation and work with state and
federal regulators in the interests of your clients
• How to assess the civil complaints and coordinate
multi-district actions
• How to litigate the case through the pleadings, discovery,
class certification and summary judgment
• How to approach mediation and settlement of a securities action
• How to try a securities litigation or arbitration
• How to approach and assess ethical issues associated with complex
securities litigation

The SEC Speaks in 2020†
Co-Chairs
Stephanie Avakian, Co-Director, Division of Enforcement, U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, Washington, DC
William H. Hinman, Director, Division of Corporation Finance,
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Washington, DC
Steven R. Peikin, Co-Director, Division of Enforcement, U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, Washington, DC
Each year, PLI, in cooperation with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, presents The SEC Speaks program, which provides an
essential update on the current initiatives at the Commission, as well as
the priorities for the coming year. At this unique program, you will hear
remarks by the Chairman, Commissioners, and Investor Advocate, as
well as panel discussions by senior staff at the Divisions of Corporation
Finance, Economic and Risk Analysis, Enforcement, Investment
Management, and Trading and Markets, and the Offices of the Chief
Accountant, Compliance Inspections and Examinations, Credit Ratings,
General Counsel, International Affairs, and Municipal Securities. You
will also hear commentary from former Chairmen and Commissioners,
and have the opportunity to receive answers to your most pressing
questions in the smaller breakout workshop sessions at the end of each
program day.
Special Features
• All attendees and speakers are invited to a cocktail reception on
Monday evening, immediately following the afternoon session
• The Association of Securities and Exchange Commission Alumni, Inc.
(ASECA) will give its annual dinner on Monday, March 30, immediately
following the conference and cocktail reception. For further
information, go to www.SECalumni.org

Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit

Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and CFE (Fraud)

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

Washington, DC & Live Webcast,* March 30-31

Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman

Washington, DC, #275873
Program Fee: $1,095; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275874, $230

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 30
New York, #276139 • Atlanta, #284161 • Boston, #283341 • Cincinnati,
#284034 • Mechanicsburg, #284033 • New Brunswick, #284772 • Philadelphia,
#284031 • Pittsburgh, #284032
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276144, $230

Senior Program Attorney: Grace E. O’Hanlon

“Excellent program!”
– Nina McKenna, Advisor Group

INTERACTIVE LEARNING CENTER

Sharpen your skills
while having fun!

Learn by doing with real-world scenarios that will engage you and
sharpen your skills in a practical way. Award-winning ILC programs
incorporate the latest in interactive technology and research-based
instructional design. These innovative programs and games can be
taken anytime and anywhere that is convenient for you.
Programs available at www.pli.edu/ILC
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Cannabis: Business Fundamentals 2020†
Chair
Shabnam Malek, Brand & Branch, LLP, Oakland, CA
The cannabis industry is growing fast and the legal industry supporting
it is growing at the same lightning speed. Firms of all sizes and
attorneys in various practice areas are being asked to offer counsel and
advice on regulatory compliance, mergers and acquisitions, large-scale
disputes, national and international expansion, complicated corporate
structures, and the development of domestic and global intellectual
portfolios — all while managing the risk involved with operating a
business that is still federally unlawful. If you are considering serving
cannabis clients or already do so, this is a must-attend program on the
legal and business issues you will confront every day. You will learn
about the legal landscape in the cannabis industry; the regulatory
framework that supports legal, commercial transactions in the cannabis
industry; and how to best serve your current or prospective clients as
they seek to enter or grow within this emerging legal industry.
Topics Include
• Understanding how the licensing and regulatory systems operate
in California
• Navigating the current licensing and regulatory system to best counsel
clients on company and product/services development, compliance,
infrastructure and growth
• Examining the intellectual property landscape and learning how
an industry that is still federally unlawful can develop a deep and
protectable intellectual property portfolio
• Navigating issues around advertising and the role of California and
federal agencies in enforcing advertising rules and regulations
• Learning best practices in negotiating and drafting commercial and
supply chain agreements in an industry where regulatory concerns
and historical practices can sometimes conflict
• Examining what disputes look like in this industry and considering
alternative dispute resolutions and alternatives to trial
• Comparing and contrasting legal issues to other regulated industries
• Understanding ethical considerations behind representing
a cannabis client
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Laxmi Rees

The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and
International Anti-Corruption Developments
2020†
Co-Chairs
Richard W. Grime, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, Washington, DC
Kimberly A. Parker, Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP,
Washington, DC
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”) is at the top of most
companies’ key risk areas. The DOJ and SEC remain focused on
investigating violations and enforcement of the law. Recent FCPA
settlements demonstrate that no industry is immune from scrutiny
and the trend towards higher penalties involving multiple regulators
has continued. As more countries and international organizations
ramp up their anti-corruption enforcement the need for effective
anti-corruption programs grows. This program, taught by a faculty
of leading practitioners, in-house counsel, and DOJ, SEC, and FCPA
enforcement officials, will equip you with the knowledge you need to
spot the issues early, develop workable risk management processes,
plan and manage internal investigations, and implement effective
compliance programs. This program is designed for both in-house and
outside counsel interested in gaining a practical, in-depth understanding
of the FCPA, as well as for accounting and financial advisers.
Topics Include
• Conversation with DOJ and SEC officials: enforcement trends,
recent cases, DOJ’s Corporate Enforcement Policy, and
multijurisdictional investigations
• Crisis management and how to effectively handle government
investigations
• Maximizing the use of data to improve compliance and investigations
• Practical tips and best practices for dealing with outside auditors
in FCPA investigations
• How to manage risk in various third-party relationships and
corporate acquisitions
• Improving your anti-corruption compliance program to take it to
the next level
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit

San Francisco & Live Webcast,* April 14

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

San Francisco, #278854
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278855, $115

Program Attorney: Justin Capuano

“Great content and presenters.”
– Erin L. Neff, Practical Law
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New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 14-15
New York, #276889 • Atlanta, #284207 • Cincinnati, #284218
• New Brunswick, #284863
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276894, $230

CORPORATE & SECURITIES
The Future of AdTech Law†
Chair
Monique N. Bhargava, Loeb & Loeb LLP, San Francisco
Digital marketing is evolving at a rapid pace, and companies are
increasingly using emerging advertising technologies to focus marketing
campaigns, create consumer-relevant content, and enhance consumer
reach. Advertising innovation is fraught with complex regulatory and
compliance issues around ad fraud and brand safety, new data privacy
legislation, and allocation of risk and responsibility when negotiating
agreements. These issues raise real concerns that can affect the
performance of advertising campaigns, as well as an advertiser’s
bottom line.
Attending this session will arm you with knowledge of the issues
and strategies to prepare, plan and address them. This program also
examines the new issues and compliance hurdles brought on by
domestic and international privacy legislation.
Topics Include
• Learning about various types of ad fraud and best practices for
combating ad fraud; learning about the scope of and issues around
brand safety, and what steps the industry is taking to tackle the issue
• Examining how international and domestic privacy legislation has
affected the adtech industry and what advertisers, platforms, and
agencies should prepare for in light of recent privacy legislation
• Understanding best practices to effectively negotiate agreements and
allocate risk appropriately
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Laxmi Rees
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* April 16
San Francisco, #278860
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278861, $115

“Great program & timely!”
– Cassandra Porter

✓

Global Capital Markets & the U.S.
Securities Laws 2020†
Co-Chairs
Paul M. Dudek, Latham & Watkins LLP, Washington, DC
David M. Lynn, Morrison & Foerster LLP, Washington, DC
Capital markets are adjusting to a wide range of evolving regulatory
standards that affect the ways in which offerings are conducted around
the world. At the same time, issuers around the world are subject
to changing accounting and corporate governance standards, while
market participants navigate new ground with respect to investor
expectations. Issuers and market participants also face an increasingly
active global enforcement environment targeting activities taking place
around the world. This program will provide an update on domestic and
international regulatory and market developments, bringing together
an engaging group of expert practitioners and senior regulators for an
in-depth look at how the U.S. securities laws work in the context of a
rapidly evolving global regulatory environment. The program is aimed at
in-house attorneys, outside counsel and other professionals involved in
securities regulation and capital markets.
Topics Include
• Securities enforcement in an increasingly global
regulatory environment
• The latest developments with global regulatory efforts
• Efforts to promote capital formation through private and
public offerings
• Evolving accounting, disclosure and governance standards for issuers
• Current developments with private and public offering practices
• Ethical issues in a complex cross-border environment
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 17
New York, #278307 • Atlanta, #284566 • Indianapolis, #284562
• Mechanicsburg, #284565 • New Brunswick, #284719 • Philadelphia, #284563
• Pittsburgh, #284564
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278308, $230

GUARANTEE
IT’S SIMPLE
If you are not completely satisfied
with the return on your investment
from any PLI program, we will
refund your money in full.
Register/Order Online at www.pli.edu/YFW0 | 11

CORPORATE & SECURITIES
ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance)
and Promoting Corporate Sustainability 2020

Private Placements and Hybrid Securities
Offerings 2020†

Co-Chairs
Jonathan E. Richman, Proskauer Rose LLP, New York City
Ashley Walter, Fenwick & West LLP, Seattle

Chair
Anna T. Pinedo, Mayer Brown LLP, New York City

Delivering financial performance to stakeholders while also
communicating a sense of purpose is more important than ever for
today’s companies. This program, a must-attend for company leaders,
general counsel, board members, and anyone who has a stake in the
future direction of an organization, will answer that question by bringing
together a seasoned faculty of experts to discuss key strategies
for developing a true, actionable corporate social responsibility,
sustainability, and governance plan.
How can companies address growing societal pressure on corporations
to become more engaged? What responsibilities does a corporation
have to society, and how should management and boards work
together to successfully communicate the corporation’s CSR program
and corresponding messaging to shareholders, employees, customers
and the communities in which it is based? How does addressing these
issues translate into long-term growth for the company? Attend this
program, and learn how Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)
is changing investment management and corporate behavior.
Topics Include
• ESG overview and key legal requirements for reporting and disclosure
• What is driving employee, shareholder, and investor expectations
around social responsibility and sustainability?
• Corporate governance issues: creating a long-term strategy and
actively involving the board
• Managing shareholders, including employees and activists
• What is the role of the lawyer when it comes to ESG?
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Seema Lal Meehan
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 20
New York, #276955 • Atlanta, #284201 • New Brunswick, #284784
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276962, $230

“Really good & timely program.”
– Jennifer Allen, Triumph Group

Join our expert faculty of leading practitioners and regulators as they
discuss and analyze the changing regulatory framework and market
for private and hybrid offerings. We will walk you through the basics of
private placements, resales of restricted securities, Section 4(a)(1-1/2)
transactions and block trades. We will address the changes to private
and exempt offerings brought about by the JOBS Act and the SEC’s
Concept Release on Harmonization of Securities Offerings Exemptions,
including “accredited investor” crowdfunding offerings, the changes to
Rule 701 and the SEC concept release on Rule 701 and Form S-8.
We will also discuss the documentation, principal negotiating issues,
and market developments relating to late-stage or pre-IPO private
placements, PIPE transactions, 4(a)(2) and 144A offerings, and
confidentially marketed public offerings.
Topics Include
• Basic framework relating to exempt offerings, including Section 4(a)(2)
and Regulation D
• Changes to accredited investor definition
• The bad actor rule and practical implications
• Guidance from the SEC staff on “general solicitation” and
“pre-existing substantive relationships”
• Resales of restricted securities; secondary sales of securities of
privately held companies and private secondary markets
• Pre-IPO private placements and late-stage or “cross-over”
private placements
• Special considerations for broker-dealers, investment advisers and
funds engaged in private offerings
• Amendments to Rule 701, enforcement matters, and other updates
affecting Rule 701
• How to structure, document, and execute a private placement to
institutional investors, a PIPE transaction, a Rule 144A offering,
a 4(a)(2) debt private placement, an at-the-market offering, and
a confidentially marketed public offering (“CMPO”)
Credit Offered: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Location, April 20-21
New York, #278634 • Indianapolis, #284598
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278639, $230

BECOME AN EXPERT
IN AN HOUR
PLI One-Hour
Audio Briefings
More than 135 Briefings a year,
on topics ripped straight from the
headlines. You can’t read about
them here, but watch your Inbox
on Sundays. Not receiving our
updates? Visit www.pli.edu/YFW0
for a complete list or to subscribe.
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Basics of Mutual Funds and Other Registered
Investment Companies 2020†
Co-Chairs
Clifford E. Kirsch, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, New York City
Laurin Blumenthal Kleiman, Sidley Austin LLP, New York City
This program is designed to provide attendees with a basic overview
of the legal, regulatory and operational issues affecting “registered
investment companies” — the universe of publicly offered pooled
investment vehicles that include mutual funds, closed-end funds,
exchange-traded funds (“ETFs”) and others. Attendees will learn the
fundamentals of the extensive regulatory framework that dictates the
structure and operations of retail investment funds as well as hot topics
and developments affecting this $13 trillion industry. A distinguished
faculty of practitioners will offer insights into regulatory and enforcement
developments — including the current administration and SEC —
that could significantly change the landscape of the retail investment
management industry.
Topics Include
• The history of registered fund regulation
• How funds are created, managed and sold
• The extensive variety of publicly offered funds, including money
market funds, mutual funds, closed-end funds, exchange-traded
funds (“ETFs”) and variable insurance products
• The SEC’s 2020 regulatory and exam priorities
• Fund valuation issues
• Litigation and enforcement hot topics
• Inherent conflicts of interest — and how they are addressed
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Lauren E. Nochta
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 22
New York, #273902 • Atlanta, #284160 • New Brunswick, #284685
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #273903, $115

Venture Capital 2020: Nuts and Bolts†
Co-Chairs
Doug Bernstein, General Counsel, First Round Capital, New York City
(New York only)
Dror Futter, RIMÔN Law, New York City (New York only)
Curtis L. Mo, DLA Piper LLP (US), East Palo Alto, CA (San Francisco only)
This program is designed for attorneys who advise start-up companies,
and for investors and venture capitalists. A thorough understanding
of current market practice, deal terms and conditions, transaction
documents and applicable securities, regulatory and ethical issues
is critical in the venture capital business. For those seeking a secure
foundation in the venture capital field, you will learn the essentials
of venture capital. From examining the anatomy of a venture capital
deal, to participating in a mock term sheet negotiation, to exploring
key issues in follow-on financing rounds, exit strategies and securities
law compliance, our expert faculty of lawyers, venture capitalists and
business executives will analyze the legal and business issues you need
to master to actively and successfully participate in today’s venture
capital environment. You will also learn about the latest financing trends,
regional differences in deal practice, and ethical issues that arise when
representing start-ups and venture-backed companies.
Topics Include
• How to form and counsel start-ups
• Key venture capital finance terms
• Angel and seed financing
• Structuring exit strategies
• Digital asset trends and new financing techniques
• The various applicable securities and tax laws
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 23
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 7
New York, #278623 • Atlanta, #284600 • Boston, #284599 • Indianapolis,
#287530 • New Brunswick, #284720 • San Francisco, #278624
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278633, $230

Take a Seat at the Roundtable
Join the conversation with PLI Studio Briefings
These online-only roundtable discussions featuring legal and
industry experts deliver PLI’s standard in educational CLE
programming though an exciting new format. Tune in and watch
as our panelists share practical legal insights set in helpful
practice contexts for a range of topics and industries.

www.pli.edu/programs/studio-briefings
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
How to Prepare an Initial Public Offering 2020†

Twenty-First Annual Private Equity Forum

Co-Chairs
Robert A. Freedman, Fenwick & West LLP, San Francisco
Sophia Hudson, Kirkland & Ellis LLP, New York City

Chair
Leor Landa, Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP, New York City

In almost any market, understanding the IPO process is an essential
skill for both legal and business advisers. Hear from an experienced
faculty, including attorneys, underwriters, and accountants, on the
key elements of an initial public offering. The speakers will guide you
through the initial public offering process and highlight issues presented
by new regulations and the current state of the market. They will discuss
specific fact patterns that arise during the IPO process and how to
practically address them. Each session will feature audience interaction.
Topics Include
• IPO readiness
• Timetable and responsibilities of parties
• Drafting disclosure documents
• Negotiating the underwriting and lock-up agreements
• Accounting, internal control and comfort letter requirements
• The SEC’s role in the IPO process
• Communication dos and don’ts
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 28
New York, #278640 • Boston, #284576 • Mechanicsburg, #284580 • Nashville,
#284577 • New Brunswick, #284723 • Philadelphia, #284578 • Pittsburgh,
#284579
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278645, $65

Whether it is the impact of new tax laws on private equity funds,
practical practice tips for a global market, or conflicts of interest trends
inherent in the investment advisory business, this year’s forum will
tackle more than just the basics and hot topics of the private equity
fund practice.
This program will address the key issues in marketing private equity
funds on a global basis, the architecture of sponsor-led restructuring
deals, current issues in negotiating the terms of private equity funds,
and establishing effective private fund compliance. There will be a
private equity tax update with an in-depth review of the taxation of
carried interest and the impact of new tax laws on private equity funds.
Also featured is an ethics segment focused on the issues arising
between advisers and their funds, and in managing multiple funds.
The program is designed for securities and corporate attorneys in
private practice, in-house counsel, private equity or venture capital
investors, principal investment professionals, investment bankers,
accountants and others involved in the fundraising and
financing businesses.
Topics Include
• How to organize a global fundraising effort, with emphasis on U.S. and
European fundraising
• Best practices for recurring issues in private equity transactions
• Negotiated fiduciary duty provisions
• Expense allocation for service providers
• Succession planning and how to plan for generational change
• Enforcement priorities and trends of private equity funds
• Conflicts of interest inherent in the investment advisory business
Special Feature
• Featured Speaker: Regulatory focus and hot topics in 2021

PLI MOBILE

Meet
Our
Versatile
App
Download our expert and ever current
audio and video content, on-demand and
on-the-go. Access your Online Library.
Review all your course materials. Request
CLE and other approved audio and video
learning credits in your state.
AVAILABLE IN THE APP STORE!
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Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Stephanie N. Figueroa
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 30 – May 1
New York, #279010 • Atlanta, #284246 • Indianapolis, #283883
• New Brunswick, #284715
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #279011, $230

CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Leveraged Financing 2020

Alcohol Beverage Law 2020†

Co-Chairs
Jason Kyrwood, Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP, New York City
Jeffrey E. Ross, Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, New York City

Co-Chairs
Laura Altieri, Del Monte Foods, Walnut Creek, CA
Rebecca Stamey-White, Hinman & Carmichael, LLP, San Francisco

At this conference, the country’s leading experts in leveraged finance
will examine key concepts and strategies in serving leveraged
companies, including portfolio companies of private equity firms.
You will learn about the leveraged finance marketplace today, including
new deal activity; continuing refinancing needs; evolving trends in
leveraged finance; funding sources and product offerings; the impact
of macroeconomic, regulatory and political developments; current
covenant approaches; and financing product alternatives. Transactional
attorneys, internal investment bank legal advisers, and anyone else
whose responsibilities require an awareness of recent developments in
leveraged finance techniques, will benefit from attending this program.

For anyone working with alcohol licensees on partnerships, transactions
and other negotiations, this program will give you an overview of the
complexities of alcohol law and emerging trends and challenges facing
the industry. Or perhaps you’re interested in changing practices or
are already working in or with the industry and want to expand your
network? Learn more about the various issues affecting the industry,
including the boom of M&A deals, the effects of technology, and the
wave of cannabis legalization.

Topics Include
• Business and legal drivers of deal activity
• Deal structuring considerations and financing trends
• Commitment letters and the acquisition financing process
• Perspectives on covenant trends
• Case law developments every practitioner should know
• The latest financing documentation topics and trends
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 5
New York, #278317 • Atlanta, #284589 • Cleveland, #284585 • Mechanicsburg,
#284588 • New Brunswick, #284722 • Philadelphia, #284586 • Pittsburgh,
#284587
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278318, $230

Topics Include
• Understanding the main legal framework governing alcohol
regulations, what you should know before taking on an alcohol client,
and recent Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) and state actions
on trade practices
• Disruption at what cost? Examine Amazon, Whole Foods, and mobile
providers’ disruption of the alcohol delivery industry, and hear from the
head of a state alcohol beverage control agency about the legal and
policy implications and challenges presented by disrupting retail and
e-commerce models
• Examining hot topics and transactions, including the latest from the
Supreme Court, licensing and ownership restrictions on commercial
transactions, trends in M&A, and mixing cannabis in your cocktail
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Laxmi Rees
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 8
San Francisco, #278866
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278867, $115

“This was the best PLI program I’ve attended to date. Engaging
speakers; subject matter expertise was evident. Great program.”
– Heather McCollum, HX Holdings LLC

“This was an outstanding CLE. Informative, interesting and
excellent faculty.”
– Megan Krebbeks, Constellation Brands, Inc

ON-DEMAND
THE EASIEST WAY TO COMPLETE
YOUR MCLE REQUIREMENT!
Over 10,000 hours of web
programs, available whenever
and wherever you need it.
You can view entire programs or
individual web segments 24/7,
along with downloadable course
materials.
www.pli.edu/YFW0
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Enforcement 2020: Perspectives from
Government Agencies†

Acquiring or Selling the Privately Held Company
2020†

Co-Chairs
Joan E. McKown, Jones Day, Washington, DC
Richard Owens, Latham & Watkins LLP, New York City
Linda Chatman Thomsen, Davis Polk & Wardwell, LLP, Washington, DC

Co-Chairs
Michael P. Lee, Reed Smith LLP, Chicago (Chicago only)
Brian C. Miner, Holland & Knight LLP, Philadelphia (San Francisco only)
David W. Pollak, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, New York City
(New York only)

The current administration will continue to bring unprecedented
changes in our economic, business and regulatory regimes in general,
and in enforcement efforts in particular. This unique program — now in
its tenth year — brings together panels of senior staff from the various
enforcement and regulatory agencies. Over the years these agencies
have included the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission,
FINRA, New York State Department of Financial Services,
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, U.S. Attorney’s Office,
U.S. Department of the Treasury, U.S. Department of Justice,
U.S. Department of State, Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board, and Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Moderated by law
firm enforcement practitioners, the panels will discuss agency priorities
and how the agencies are working together, and offer best practices
for working with the government in today’s continually changing
enforcement environment. Those who represent, as in-house or outside
counsel, businesses and individuals that need to comply with financial
regulatory requirements, businesses and individuals that are working
hard to avoid regulatory and enforcement scrutiny, and businesses and
individuals that, for whatever reason, find themselves under regulatory
and enforcement scrutiny, will benefit from this timely program.
Topics Include
• Enforcement priorities of federal and state regulators and
law enforcers
• What are the agencies thinking about, what are they focusing on, how
are they working together, and how do you need to work with them?
• Changes in practice, and practical ways to deal with those changes
• Practical implications of dealing with multi-agency investigations
• Hot topics in enforcement: the agencies’ perspectives for 2020
• Legal and policy developments in the enforcement space
Special Features
• Perspectives from various government enforcement agencies
on each panel
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Justin Capuano
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 8
New York, #276990 • Atlanta, #284208 • Cincinnati, #284214
• Mechanicsburg, #284213 • New Brunswick, #284864 • Philadelphia, #284211
• Pittsburgh, #284212
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276991, $230

“Great day — particularly liked ethics session and cyber pieces.
All sessions were informative.”
– Kathleen Querfeld, AXA US Holdings Inc.

At this perennial favorite, our experienced faculty will walk you through
all of the steps associated with acquiring and selling a privately held
company, whether it is a large independent corporation, a division
or subsidiary of a large public company, or a smaller venture
capital-backed or family-owned entrepreneurial enterprise. You will
learn about the special issues that apply when a private equity firm
is the buyer or owns the target company, and about the techniques
and strategies that are essential to successful negotiations. You will
also gain an understanding of the key employee benefits, labor and
employment, and intellectual property issues that arise and how to
address them. Plus you will learn about special diligence concerns
involving international deals, including compensation, benefits, and
labor issues.
Topics Include
• Analyze the terms of an acquisition agreement
• Develop successful negotiation strategies
• Use letters of intent to maximize strategic advantage
• Structure and negotiate earn-outs and critical risk allocation provisions
• Spot and deal with the key issues that arise in non-corporate law
areas, such as:
– Employee benefits
– Labor and employment
– Intellectual property
• Cope with the special problems associated with acquisitions of
divisions or subsidiaries
• Understand the fiduciary duties of directors and majority shareholders
in a sale transaction and the special issues relating to
financial sponsors
• Recognize ethical issues that arise during the negotiation and
documentation of transactions
• Avoid common drafting pitfalls when non-U.S. laws govern part or all
of a deal
• Understand representations and warranties insurance and how it can
be used to your client’s advantage
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Justin Capuano
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 13-14
Chicago, June 3-4
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 22-23
San Francisco, #277844 • Chicago, #277845 • New York, #277846 • Atlanta,
#284210 • Boston, #283386 • Cleveland, #283761 • Indianapolis, #284223
• New Brunswick, #284865
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Two-Volume Course Handbook: #277847, $250

“Excellent program.”
– Brendan Radigan, Citizens Financial Group

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Delaware Law Developments 2020:
What All Business Lawyers Need to Know†

Doing Business in and with Emerging Markets
2020†

Co-Chairs
Catherine G. Dearlove, Richards, Layton & Finger, P.A., Wilmington, DE
Hon. Tamika R. Montgomery-Reeves, Delaware Supreme Court,
Wilmington, DE
Amy Simmerman, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, Wilmington, DE

Co-Chairs
David Grosgold, Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, New York City
Alex Hao, Jun He Law Offices, New York City

Delaware law continues to play a critical role in U.S. corporate and
securities law, particularly in today’s challenging and changing business
environment. This unique annual program focuses on the important
Delaware corporate law developments over the past year and the
practical impact on your corporate or legal practice. The very top
Delaware corporate law experts from the Delaware judiciary, leading
law firms and corporations, and academia will examine the latest case
law and practical trends and share their real-world experiences, insights
and advice on the issues of greatest concern to the corporate/securities
legal community.
Topics Include
• Recent developments in Delaware law: a discussion of recent opinions
of the Delaware Supreme Court and Court of Chancery by leading
Delaware practitioners
• Nuts and bolts of litigation practice in the Delaware Chancery Court:
what litigators and transactional attorneys need to know
• Recent developments with LLCs and limited partnerships
• Current issues in appraisal litigation and valuation
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Grace E. O’Hanlon

Our stellar faculty of international dealmakers will analyze the latest legal
and business trends in key emerging markets. The program provides
a comprehensive overview of the most pressing legal and business
issues involved in international dealmaking in and with emerging
markets. Attorneys and other professionals in the field will benefit from
the insights offered by a strong, international faculty, who will draw on
decades of combined experience to share the best practices and most
effective strategies they have learned and successfully employed. This
program will bring together dozens of leading attorneys with global
expertise, providing an excellent networking opportunity in addition
to an unmatched learning experience.
Topics Include
• Recent developments and outlook for cross-border transactions
in and with emerging markets
• The impact of trade sanctions and tariffs
• Litigation and arbitration issues in cross-border transactions
• Ethical and professional responsibility issues raised by
cross-border transactions
• Handling data in cross-border businesses and transactions
• Challenges of negotiating and executing transactions in and with
emerging markets
• Recent developments in anti-corruption enforcement and compliance
for investments in emerging markets
• The general counsel’s perspective on emerging markets:
what keeps them up at night

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Location, May 14

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

New York, #275379 • Boston, #283433
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275380, $230

Program Attorney: Justin Capuano

“Excellent program.”
– Eric Freedman, K&L Gates

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 1
New York, #277601 • Atlanta, #284209 • Boston, #283384 • Indianapolis,
#284222 • Mechanicsburg, #284217 • Nashville, #283759 • Philadelphia,
#284215 • Pittsburgh, #284216
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277602, $230

INDIVIDUAL PRIVILEGED MEMBERSHIP
UNLIMITED ACCESS TO PLI’S LIVE AND ONLINE
PROGRAMMING FOR ONE FLAT ANNUAL FEE!

For more information on
Individual Privileged
Membership, please
call 800.260.4754
or email
membership@pli.edu
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CORPORATE & SECURITIES
Internal Investigations 2020†
Co-Chairs
Richard J. Morvillo, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, Washington, DC
(New York only)
Mark D. Pollack, Paul Hastings LLP, Chicago (Chicago only)
Steven S. Scholes, McDermott Will & Emery LLP, Chicago (Chicago only)
From commencement to conclusion, lawyers face numerous
issues when conducting an internal investigation. Allegations by a
whistleblower, ethical dilemmas, interacting with parallel government
investigations and managing the costs of an investigation are just some
of the challenges that may arise. Companies and their counsel must
anticipate potential risks and quickly resolve all issues before, during,
and after the investigation. At this program, an expert faculty will review
the fundamentals of conducting an effective and efficient investigation,
by using a real-world hypothetical with animated video to bring the
story to life. Leave the program with a better understanding of best
practices and current developments to enable you to better anticipate
and navigate the many complex issues associated with the handling of
sensitive investigations for your clients or company.
Topics Include
• Determining the nature and scope of the investigation
• Addressing document retention and data privacy issues
• Managing labor and employment law issues
• Protecting the attorney-client privilege and work product
• Understanding the government’s use, evaluation and weighing of
internal investigations
• Best practices to mitigate the risks of parallel government and
regulatory investigations
Special Features
• An animated video depiction of an investigation
• The regulators’ perspective on internal investigations
• One hour of Ethics credit!
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and CFE (Fraud)
Senior Program Attorney: Grace E. O’Hanlon
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 10
Chicago, June 24

Fundamentals of Investment Adviser Regulation
2020†
Chair
Clifford E. Kirsch, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, New York City
Over the past few years, the SEC has put the regulation of investment
advisers under the microscope, with advisers becoming a major focus
of the SEC’s 2019 enforcement and exam program. As part of this
focus, the SEC has set high expectations for advisers in identifying
and responding to conflicts of interests and for providing robust and
targeted client disclosures.
At the same time, the business landscape is dynamic with the
emergence of digital advice, “break-away” broker-dealers and
continued innovation regarding advisory programs, including
model-based programs.
At this program, attendees will get a solid foundation in the regulatory
regime applying to investment advisers. Attendees will learn how the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and state securities laws interact
in governing the advisory industry. In addition to providing a solid
foundation, the program will include extensive discussion and analysis
regarding “hot topics” facing advisers today.
A distinguished faculty will offer insights into recent developments,
including the SEC’s adviser exam program and recent
enforcement cases.
Topics Include
• What is the significance of the SEC’s new interpretative guidance
regarding the scope of an adviser’s fiduciary duty?
• Who are the regulators and how do they interact?
• What lessons can be learned from recent enforcement actions
against advisers?
• What are the SEC’s 2020 exam priorities related to advisers?
• How does an adviser register with the SEC?
• What determines whether an adviser is SEC-registered or
state-registered?
• What does an adviser’s fiduciary duty entail?
• How are conflicts of interest managed and disclosed?
• What rules apply to adviser advertising?
• What is the role of the adviser’s Chief Compliance Officer?

New York, #275385 • Atlanta, #284196 • Cleveland, #283702
• New Brunswick, #284727 • Chicago, #275386
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275387, $230

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

“Without a doubt the best training I’ve attended in several years.
Thank you. Clearly a lot of thought and effort was invested in this
training and I truly appreciate it.”

New York, #273921 • Atlanta, #284167 • Cleveland, #283769 • Mechanicsburg,
#283858 • New Brunswick, #284687 • Philadelphia, #283856 • Pittsburgh,
#283857
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #273922, $230

– Joseph Buczek, Marsh & McLennan

“Very informative; truly knowledgeable panel; one of the better ones
I’ve seen recently.”
– James Boudreau, Greenberg Traurig LLP

Senior Program Attorney: Lauren E. Nochta
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 22

“Terrific program.”
– Barbara Grugan, Pepper Hamilton LLP

“This is a great program with a lot of timely content, given recent SEC
rulemaking and guidance.”
– Brian Daly, Hirschler
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
PLI IS PROUD TO PRESENT ORIGINAL CONTENT AND RESOURCES
TAILORED TO THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY

PD

INSIDER

PLI sits down with the leading voices in Professional Development to hear
their insights, initiatives, and best practices
View interviews from our growing library, covering PD topics including attorney
wellness, team management, performance evaluations, and more.

Visit www.PLI.edu/pdcenter
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COMPLIANCE
Compliance & Ethics Essentials 2020
Co-Chairs
Theodore L. Banks, Scharf Banks Marmor LLC; President, Compliance
& Competition Consultants, LLC, Chicago (Chicago only)
Rebecca Walker, Kaplan & Walker, LLP, Santa Monica, CA
(New York only)
Compliance and ethics programs are critically important to the
success and growth of any organization. Effective programs allow
organizations to identify and mitigate legal risks, thereby preventing
reputational damage or harm to the value of a company. An effective
compliance and ethics program also allows any organization, large or
small, to establish itself as doing business with integrity, which enables
organizations to command the respect of employees, customers,
suppliers, and the government. With an increasingly tough enforcement
environment, and greater demands for transparency and accountability
from a variety of stakeholders, an effective compliance program is
no longer just “nice-to-have” — it’s essential. And you need to stay
on top of changes in the law and government enforcement policies,
which will be covered. A distinguished faculty, drawn from major
corporations, academia, law firms and the government, will provide you
with the tools you need to create or enhance a program that works to
increase employee awareness and mitigate legal risk. Compliance &
Ethics Essentials 2020 is highly interactive and includes case studies,
practical tools and real-time benchmarking with peers. If you are
involved in any aspect of corporate compliance and ethics, as a general
counsel or other in-house counsel, a compliance and ethics officer or
manager, an internal audit or human resources professional, or a risk
manager or outside counsel or consultant, this event should be on your
annual calendar.
Topics Include
• Recent developments, including guidance from the DOJ and
cutting-edge, practical tools
• Designing and conducting effective compliance risk assessments that
enhance your program
• Structuring your program for appropriate independence and authority
• The evolving role of the Board of Directors
• Evaluating your program and performing effective compliance audits
• Investigating and managing allegations of wrongdoing
• Best practices in compliance communications, training and tools
• Mitigating the risks created by suppliers, agents and other third parties
• Global compliance expectations and best practices
• Ethical considerations for compliance professionals
Special Feature
• Earn one full hour of Ethics credit!
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA), CCB (Compliance) CEUs,
CFE (Fraud) and HRCI/SHRM
Program Attorney: Victoria Kennedy
Chicago, April 23-24
New York & Live Webcast,* June 29-30
Chicago, #278553 • New York, #278554
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278555, $230

“Great sessions and materials presented.”
– Deni Anderson, William Morris Endeavor

“Thanks for this very informative program. Great content and
great presenters!”
– Sorina Tira, W. W. Grainger Inc.

“Thanks for a great look at this complicated area.”
– Matthew Chayt, Blue Shield of California

“The speakers were excellent.”
– Irena Goldstein, Paul Hastings LLP
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Anti-Money Laundering 2020:
Risks, Due Diligence and Compliance in
an Evolving Legal and Technical World†
Co-Chairs
Eytan J. Fisch, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP,
Washington, DC (San Francisco only)
Peter Hardy, Ballard Spahr LLP, Philadelphia (New York only)
Nicole S. Healy, Ropers Majeski Kohn & Bentley PC, Redwood City, CA
(San Francisco only)
Money laundering is a fast-growing problem for many different
industries in today’s global economy. Money laundering scandals,
both in the U.S. and abroad, have become staples of media reports.
While many law enforcement and regulatory actions involve providers
of financial services, money laundering concerns may reach individuals
and businesses outside the financial services industry. As new financial
products and services continue to be developed, regulators around
the globe have proposed or implemented regulations to prevent
their misuse, including by requiring providers to implement robust
compliance programs to prevent the misuse of the financial system by
criminals and terrorists.
And because so many white collar offenses are money laundering
predicate offenses, including trade violations, public corruption,
securities fraud, bank fraud, and other offenses, companies and
professionals outside the financial sector need to be aware of
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist finance (AML/CFT) laws
and regulations — as well as the federal criminal statutes prohibiting
money laundering.
Topics Will Include
• Recent investigations, enforcement actions and settlements
• Why you and your clients need to worry about AML/CFT compliance
• Offshore entities, shell companies, and trusts — who are you really
doing business with?
• Emerging issues in money laundering regulation and enforcement
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Justin Capuano
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
May 12, 9:00 a.m. – 1:15 p.m. ET
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 15, 9:00 a.m. – 1:15 p.m. PT
New York, #276997 • Cleveland, #283760 • Columbus, #283387 • Indianapolis,
#284221 • Mechanicsburg, #284226 • Philadelphia, #284224 • Pittsburgh,
#284225 • San Francisco, #276998
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276999, $65

“Best BSA/AML program I have ever attended.”
– Martha Svoboda, Poyner Spruill LLP

“Really great speakers and interesting topics.”
– Ethan Singleton, HSBC Technology & Services

“Excellent content! I loved the topics were based on the last updates
of AML.”
– Ruben Uribe, American Express Co

ACCOUNTING
Limited Space. Register Early!

SEC Reporting Skills Workshop for Financial
Professionals 2020
Workshop Leaders
Bob Laux, Associate Director, SEC Institute, a Division of PLI
Cheryl L. Linthicum, Professor of Accounting and former Associate
Dean, College of Business, The University of Texas at San Antonio
George M. Wilson, Director, SEC Institute, a Division of PLI
Designed for accounting and financial reporting professionals, this
Workshop will help you build the foundational knowledge and practical
experience necessary to prepare and review the SEC’s periodic
and current reporting forms. Participants will learn the structure and
details of Forms 10-K, 10-Q, and 8-K, with particular emphasis on
challenging and complex disclosures and how to effectively use the
SEC’s guidance. Annual proxy requirements and SEC insider trading
rules will also be discussed. Frequent SEC comment areas will be
reviewed along with example comments. This interactive, in-depth
Workshop is perfect for beginners or as a refresher for experienced
SEC reporting professionals. CFOs, controllers and their staff, internal
auditors, partners of public accounting firms and their staff, investor
relations professionals, audit committee members, and others involved
in the preparation of SEC filings will take away valuable practical
information and skills necessary to succeed in the current SEC reporting
environment. For attorneys, general counsel, in-house counsel and
corporate legal staff, we recommend taking our SEC Reporting and
Practice Skills Workshop for Lawyers for a more in-depth analysis of
legal issues in SEC reporting.
Topics Include
• Key disclosure issues in Forms 10-K, 10-Q and 8-K, and the
proxy statement
• Understanding the structure and use of the SEC’s Integrated
Disclosure System, including Regulations S-K and S-X,
Staff Accounting Bulletins and all related guidance
• Mastering the art of writing an effective MD&A
• Reviewing all of the changes to Regulations S-K and S-X from the
SEC’s March 2019 and August 2018 Disclosure Modernization and
Simplification Final Rules and incremental proposed changes
• Reviewing the SEC’s proposed changes to the Accelerated Filer
definition and related SOX implications
• Learning the latest developments from the SEC, including Brexit,
LIBOR, cybersecurity, and other disclosure changes
• Understanding the SEC staff’s “hot buttons,” including frequent
comment areas such as quantified MD&A analysis, non-GAAP
measures, revenue recognition, the statement of cash flows, segments
and contingencies
Prerequisites: We recommend some prior experience with the SEC
reporting process and use of the Instructions to Forms and Regulations
S-K and S-X.
Credit Available: CPE (NASBA), CLE, CPD and CFE (Fraud)
Senior Program Attorney: Robin D. Goldstein
New York & Live Webcast,* March 31 – April 1
Dallas, May 12-13
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 20-21
New York, May 28-29
Houston, June 1-2
New York (March), #284541 • Dallas, #284542 • San Francisco, #284543
• New York (May), #284544 • Houston, #284545
Program Fee: $1,595; Privileged Member Fee: $1,276
Please visit www.pli.edu for information regarding the Workshop Leader for a specific
program location.
SEC Institute is not affiliated with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
Note: Privileged Members will receive a 20% discount.

Basics of Accounting for Lawyers 2020:
What Every Practicing Lawyer Needs to Know†
Co-Chairs
John J. Carney, Baker & Hostetler LLP, New York City
Matthew B. Greenblatt, FTI Consulting, Inc., New York City
Increasingly, lawyers are learning how helpful it is to have a basic
knowledge of accounting. Whether working on an M&A deal or litigating
an accounting fraud allegation, having a baseline understanding
of accounting concepts and terms can only help lawyers to better
understand the full picture of legal matters they work on that may
involve elements of accounting or finance.
Designed for lawyers of all experience levels, Basics of Accounting for
Lawyers reviews how some common accounting concepts may emerge
in legal work, and what lawyers should consider when encountering
them. The goal of this program is to help lawyers familiarize themselves
with the language of accounting to become better at their practices.
Topics Include
• Understanding Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
• Learning the accounting cycle
• How to read the balance sheet, income statement, statement of
cash flows, and notes to the financial statements
• Ethical considerations in working with financial experts
• Regulatory changes and views from those impacted or involved
in the changes
• Tax accounting vs. book accounting
• Accounting fraud and damages calculations
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics CLE credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Stephanie N. Figueroa
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 13-14
New York, #279017 • Atlanta, #284247 • Indianapolis, #283884 • Nashville,
#283723 • New Brunswick, #284716
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #279020, $230

SAVE THE DATE
UPCOMING FORUM!

SEC Institute’s Midyear Forum is designed to keep participants up to
date with the ever-changing world of accounting and SEC reporting.
Expert faculty will discuss the latest developments at the SEC, FASB
and PCAOB, as well as significant changes happening in accounting
and auditing. The Midyear Forum is geared to SEC reporting
professionals, including those involved in the preparation of financial
statements, partners of public accounting firms and their staff,
lawyers and corporate legal staff, investor relations professionals,
audit committee members, and others involved in preparation or review
of the financial statements.

35th Midyear SEC Reporting & FASB Forum
Co-Chairs
Bob Laux, Associate Director, SEC Institute, a Division of PLI
Cheryl L. Linthicum, Professor of Accounting and former Associate
Dean, College of Business, The University of Texas at San Antonio
(New York only)
Senior Program Attorney: Robin D. Goldstein
New York & Live Webcast,* June 11-12
San Francisco, June 15-16
New York, #284633 • San Francisco, #284634
Program Fee: $1,695; Privileged Member Fee: $0
SEC Institute is not affiliated with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
Forums included in Privileged Membership. Visit www.pli.edu for more information.
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ACCOUNTING
Audit Committees and Financial Reporting
2020: Recent Developments and Current Issues
Co-Chairs
Linda L. Griggs, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC
Paula Loop, PwC, New York City
Michael J. Scanlon, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, Washington, DC
Audit committees face a rapidly changing landscape with the many
new regulations promulgated by the SEC, PCAOB and financial
institution regulators. This program is designed to help improve your
understanding of the nuances of what is required of the audit committee
and those who advise them. Each panel will offer practical advice
based on real-world examples to give you the information and tools
you need to successfully perform and meet the many challenges facing
audit committees and boards today. In addition to presentations by
government regulators who oversee the audit and financial reporting
processes, you will hear from an expert faculty of public company
directors and audit committee members, lawyers and CPAs who advise
audit committees.
Public company directors, audit committee members, lawyers, CPAs
and other public company advisers will take away valuable practical
information and skills necessary to succeed in the current financial
reporting environment.
Topics Include
• The most important developments in the past year for audit
committees, including SEC and PCAOB developments
• Dealing with the host of new regulations from the financial institution
regulators — what audit committees and their advisers need to know
• Key accounting developments: important changes and GAAP/IFRS
convergence update
• How to build and maintain strong compliance programs
• The audit committee’s role in overseeing risk
• Ethical issues that arise when advising audit committees
Special Features
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
• Interactive panels
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Stephanie N. Figueroa

SEC
INSTITUTE
BLOG

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 28
New York, #279034 • Atlanta, #284248 • Boston, #283408 • Indianapolis,
#283885 • Mechanicsburg, #283888 • New Brunswick, #284718 • Philadelphia,
#283886 • Pittsburgh, #283887
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #279035, $230

Receive updates
and join discussions
regarding the FASB
and the SEC.
Visit our SEC Institute Blog
to learn more and subscribe to receive
notifications of new posts by email

seciblog.pli.edu
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TAX
Taxation of Financial Products and Transactions
2020
Chair
Matthew A. Stevens, Ernst & Young LLP, Washington, DC
New and anticipated guidance under the 2017 Tax Act continues to
have an impact on planning and compliance in the world of financial
products. Additionally, new asset classes, such as litigation finance
and cryptocurrency, require a rethinking of established tax concepts.
This year’s program will help attendees understand both the new rules
and the application of old rules to new transactions.
Topics Include
• Tax consequences of nonfunctional currency transactions
• Financial products issues under Section 163(j)
• Litigation finance issues for U.S. and non-U.S. investors
• Tax issues raised by crypto assets
• Update on base erosion anti-abuse tax (“BEAT”) issues
Credit Available: CLE, CPE (NASBA), IRS-CE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Stacey L. Greenblatt
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 13
New York, #277193 • Atlanta, #284536 • Indianapolis, #283794
• Mechanicsburg, #283797 • New Brunswick, #284761 • Philadelphia, #283795
• Pittsburgh, #283796
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277194, $65

Consolidated Tax Return Regulations 2020
Chair
Mark J. Silverman, Steptoe & Johnson LLP, Washington, DC
During the past twenty-eight years, the Department of the Treasury
and the Internal Revenue Service have substantially revised the
consolidated return regulations. These changes, coupled with recent
legislative developments, judicial decisions, and published and private
rulings, have dramatically changed the operating rules of consolidated
returns. An understanding of these rules is critical for practitioners and
corporate tax counsel who practice in this area. This program explores
the policy and mechanics of these rules and regulations, including the
impact of the 2017 Tax Act. Leading private practitioners in the field and
government officials responsible for drafting the regulations will explain
the latest developments.
Topics Include
• How the 2017 Tax Act affects and interacts with the rules in the
consolidated return regulations
• The Third Circuit decision in Duquesne Light Holdings and
the Ilfeld doctrine
• ILM 201726012 and the interaction of the consolidated return
regulations and Subchapter K
• The impact of the Marvel decision on the investment adjustment rules
• The unified loss rules’ impact on corporations filing consolidated
returns, including selling stock of a subsidiary member anticipating
a loss, and buyers acquiring subsidiary stock from a selling
consolidated group
• The ways in which the economic substance doctrine affects
consolidated returns
• The interplay between the intercompany transaction provisions and
the controlled group rules of Section 267(f)
• The ways in which the cancellation of debt (COD) provisions interact
with the intercompany transaction rules
Credit Available: CLE, CPE (NASBA), IRS-CE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Stacey L. Greenblatt
New York, Live Webcast * & Groupcast Locations, January 21-22
New York, #277199 • Cleveland, #283798 • Columbus, #283799 • Indianapolis,
#283800 • Mechanicsburg, #283803 • Philadelphia, #283801 • Pittsburgh,
#283802
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Four-Volume Course Handbook: #277200, $390

VIEW
NEAR YOU

Now you can attend PLI programs
at our remote viewing locations
in Atlanta, Boston, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, Nashville,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh. Get a classroom
experience — and live CLE credit —
without having to leave town.
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TAX
International Tax Issues 2020

22nd Annual Real Estate Tax Forum

Chair
Michael A. DiFronzo, PwC, Washington, DC

Co-Chairs
Sanford C. Presant, Greenberg Traurig, LLP, Los Angeles
Blake D. Rubin, Ernst & Young LLP, Washington, DC
Andrea Macintosh Whiteway, Ernst & Young LLP, Washington, DC

As the world’s economies grow increasingly integrated through trade,
acquisitions and joint ventures, and global taxation becomes more
aligned, U.S. international tax laws impact a greater percentage of
businesses and transactions. These international tax rules affect not
only large U.S. and non-U.S.-based multinationals, but also increasingly
affect mid-sized and smaller organizations and investors, financing
transactions, mergers and acquisitions, and other commercial activity.
A working knowledge of these international tax rules is of paramount
importance to a wide variety of tax professionals.
At this year’s program we will assemble some of the world’s leading
experts and senior government officials to discuss the complex rules of
U.S. international taxation in light of the 2017 Tax Act (formerly the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act — “TCJA”). We will focus upon both operational and
transactional implications of these rules, and describe the application of
the rules to both U.S. and non-U.S.-based organizations and investors.
Topics Include
• Transfer pricing developments and transfer pricing’s role in new global
intangible low-taxed income (“GILTI”) and foreign-derived intangible
income (“FDII”) provisions
• The impact of OECD developments, treaty developments and the new
base erosion anti-abuse tax (“BEAT”) and hybrid provisions included
in the TCJA
• Cross-border merger and acquisition issues, techniques and
developments, including the new Section 245A temporary regulations
• Changes to the anti-deferral rules, foreign tax credits and FDII
• Dealing with international joint ventures, revisiting fund structures and
the new paradigm shift for the partnership form
Credit Available: CLE, CPE (NASBA), IRS-CE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Stacey L. Greenblatt
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 4
New York, #277205 • Atlanta, #284537 • Boston, #283804 • Cleveland,
#283805 • Indianapolis, #283806 • New Brunswick, #284765
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
New York Course Handbook: #277207, $230

REGISTER/ORDER TODAY!
FOR FAST SERVICE
WEB: www.pli.edu/YFW0
CALL: 800.260.4754
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This year’s program will continue to focus on transactions, highlighting
the tax problems encountered by practitioners in today’s typical
commercial real estate transactions and structures, and examining the
range of approaches and solutions being used by the experts following
the passage of the 2017 Tax Act (formerly the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act —
“TCJA”) and subsequent guidance thereunder. Panels of nationally
recognized real estate tax experts from major law and accounting firms
will provide attorneys, accountants and real estate professionals with
a detailed analysis of the most cutting-edge and creative tax planning
techniques available for structuring, restructuring and unwinding
different types of real estate transactions in today’s challenging
environment. Using extensive visual aids and actual deal structures,
this group of entertaining, experienced and knowledgeable speakers
will share their experiences with today’s state-of-the-art planning
techniques, and emphasize practical approaches to solving difficult tax
issues affecting real estate investment and operation.
Topics Include
• The latest developments in real estate taxation and partnership
taxation (legislative, administrative and judicial), including:
– Impact of the TCJA and administrative guidance on real estate —
the business interest limitation and real estate exception; 20%
deduction for qualifying business income; Qualified Opportunity
Zone (QOZ) provisions; carried interest; cost recovery and
expensing rules; limitation on active losses; like-kind exchanges;
partnership terminations; non-shareholder capital contributions;
and more
– Analysis of current structures in light of the first two sets of
Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund (QOF) regulations, the FAQs and
any additional guidance, including leasing, related party rules and
multiple asset QOFs
– Critical new regulations on bottom dollar guarantees and the
allocation of partnership liabilities that are changing how deals
get done
– Drafting partnership agreements to deal with the new partnership
audit rules
– Changes to the partnership disguised sale regulations that
affect “leveraged partnerships” but also many other common
transactions
• Structuring to maximize capital gain and avoid “dealer” status;
strategies for avoiding income recognition traps and minimizing taxes
under Sections 704(b), 704(c), 707, 737 and 752
• Simplified approaches for drafting effective tax provisions for
partnership and LLC agreements, including book-ups for
service partners
• Like-kind exchange developments, including tenancies-in-common,
build-to-suit, reverse and related party exchanges
• Tax issues for those who purchase debt at a discount
Special Feature
Our transactional approach will feature case studies and other
illustrative methods to provide in-depth analysis of many typical but
challenging commercial real estate transactions, including contributions
of properties to partnerships, LLCs and REITs and UPREITs, roll-ups of
portfolios of multiple properties, QOFs and QOZBs, redemptions and
divisions of partnerships with negative capital accounts, pitfalls and
opportunities in leasing transactions, like-kind exchanges and
much, much more.
Credit Available: CLE, CPE (NASBA), IRS-CE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Stacey L. Greenblatt
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 10-11
New York, #277213 • Atlanta, #284538 • Cleveland, #283807 • Indianapolis,
#283808 • Mechanicsburg, #283811 • New Brunswick, #284766 • Philadelphia,
#283809 • Pittsburgh, #283810
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Two-Volume Course Handbook: #277214, $250

TAX
Hot Topics in State and Local Tax 2020
Chair
Keith D. Eisenstein, Ernst & Young LLP, New York City
While the focus of the last year has been on state reactions to the
2017 Tax Act and the Supreme Court’s decision in Wayfair, these
are not the only hot topics in state and local taxation. The states
and localities remain active in adopting new laws and regulations
beyond the parameters of the Tax Act, in particular in the area of
combined reporting and digital goods and transactions. State and local
jurisdictions also remain aggressive in the area of controversy. Another
continuing trend is the impact of our ever mobile workforce on the
state and local tax posture of the company and the employee. At this
program, state and local tax experts will provide updates and insights
on these and other issues important to your practice.
Topics Include
• Continued development of state responses to the 2017 Tax Act
provisions and the Wayfair decision
• Statutory and regulatory updates in key states and localities in other
areas, including combined reporting and digital products and services
provided via the internet
• Emerging state and local tax controversy issues
• State and local tax considerations for the mobile workforce, including
short-term business travel

2017 Tax Act – What Has Changed
Two Years In?
Co-Chairs
David H. Schnabel, Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP, New York City
Karen Gilbreath Sowell, Ernst &Young LLP, Washington, DC
The significant changes made by the 2017 Tax Act impact virtually
every business and its owners. Two years after the Act’s passage, the
Treasury Department and Internal Revenue Service continue to work
on guidance to implement the many novel provisions. The guidance
answers many of the questions raised by the statutory language, but
many issues remain. At this full-day program, our faculty of recognized
tax experts will analyze and discuss the tax law changes and guidance.
Topics Include
• Recently issued Treasury and Internal Revenue Service guidance on
many of the Act’s provisions
• The impact of the Act’s provisions on businesses and individuals
• The impact of the Act’s provisions on transaction planning
Plus you’ll have the opportunity to have your questions answered by our
expert faculty throughout the program.
Credit Available: CLE, CPE (NASBA), IRS-CE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Stacey L. Greenblatt

Credit Available: CLE, CPE (NASBA) and CPD

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 17

Senior Program Attorney: Stacey L. Greenblatt

New York, #277225 • Atlanta, #284540 • Cleveland, #283814 • Indianapolis,
#283815 • Nashville, #283816 • New Brunswick, #284768
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277226, $230

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
March 10, 9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. ET
New York, #277219 • Atlanta, #284539 • Cleveland, #283812 • Indianapolis,
#283813 • New Brunswick, #284767
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277220, $230

“The speakers were all very good — articulate, well prepared.”
– Gail Niemann, Massey & Gail LLP

The Leader in
GLOBAL LEGAL
EDUCATION
Explore our new UK-focused site and take
advantage of our live and on-demand
PLI programmes.
Discover what’s trending and browse the
practice areas of banking and finance,
mergers and acquisitions, and tax.
Get Started at www.PLI.edu/UK
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TAX / EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW
Tax Planning for Domestic & Foreign
Partnerships, LLCs, Joint Ventures &
Other Strategic Alliances 2020
Co-Chairs
Stephen D. Rose, Los Angeles
Eric B. Sloan, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, New York City
Clifford M. Warren, Internal Revenue Service, Washington, DC
This three-day program has been designed to ensure that all attendees
will benefit, from beginners to experts. The first two days will present
a logical and comprehensive study of the basic framework and many
important intricacies of Subchapter K, an area of the tax law that many
believe can be understood only in its totality. The third day will focus on
timely advanced and specialized topics, such as the new partnership
audit rules and international joint venture issues, and the application
of partnership taxation to specific industries, including oil and gas,
hedge funds and private equity funds. Throughout this intensive
program, emphasis will be given to legislative, regulatory and judicial
developments in Subchapter K, including the impact of the 2017
Tax Act, as well as important partnership transactions, controversies
and trends.
Topics Include
• Overview of partnership income taxation’s place in the overall U.S.
tax regime
• Effects of recent or proposed tax legislation, including the 2017
Tax Act, and pending regulatory proposals
• The benefits and detriments of choosing the partnership form
• Partnership interest basis issues, including allocation of liabilities
• Drafting partnership agreement allocation and distribution provisions
• Formation of partnerships, including joint ventures of
operating businesses
• Partnership mergers and divisions
• Partnership audit rules
• International joint venture issues and planning
• Private equity passthrough investments
• Hedge fund structures and tax planning for managers and investors
• Publicly traded partnerships and the rules of Section 7704
• Economic substance, judicial doctrines and ethics issues
Special Features
• Two new sessions exploring the impact of the 2017 Tax Act on
partnerships, including discussion of Sections 163(j), 168(k), 199A
and 1061
• Session featuring IRS and Treasury representatives on the government
perspective on key partnership issues

Wage & Hour Litigation and Compliance 2020†
Co-Chairs
Michele R. Fisher, Nichols Kaster, PLLP, Minneapolis
David S. Fortney, Fortney & Scott, LLC, Washington, DC
Wage and hour litigation over minimum wage and overtime exemptions,
employee classification, overtime rates of pay, and unpaid time worked
remains steady in courts and is becoming increasingly common in the
arbitration forum. Attorneys as well as human resources and compliance
personnel must stay up to date on the latest legal developments, be
informed about Department of Labor initiatives and regulatory changes,
and be aware of issues arising in independent contractor and joint
employment relationships. Attorneys will obtain skills credit for learning
how to calculate damages in a wage and hour case, and will also hear
from experienced practitioners about common wage and hour mistakes
employers make and how to effectively remedy them. Finally, test your
knowledge of which Rules of Professional Conduct may be implicated in
wage and hour cases, and earn Ethics credit while doing so.
This program is designed for all practitioners who are involved in wage
and hour issues, at all knowledge and experience levels, whether from
the perspective of outside counsel or in-house counsel in the private
and public sectors, labor union attorneys, representatives of individuals
or groups of employees, or human resources and corporate compliance
executives and representatives. Litigators, government regulators and
advisers, judges, arbitrators and mediators in the wage and hour area
will also find this program particularly valuable.
Topics Include
• Learn the latest updates in wage and hour case law
• Get informed about challenges being made to arbitration and learn
how cases are proceeding on the arbitration front, now that arbitration
has been accepted by the courts and is rapidly expanding (subject to
some states’ laws)
• Understand the risk employers have when classifying workers as
independent contractors, and learn who can be liable for wage and
hour violations as a joint employer
• Explore the nuances of calculating damages in wage and hour cases
• Receive updates on the latest changes in the federal regulations,
guidance and opinion letters
Special Features
• Featured Speaker: The Honorable Cheryl M. Stanton, Administrator of
the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage & Hour Division
• Transitional credit available
• Earn Ethics and Skills credit
• Lunch will be provided
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and HRCI/SHRM

Credit Available: CLE, CPE (NASBA), IRS-CE and CPD

Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen

Senior Program Attorney: Stacey L. Greenblatt

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 28

Chicago, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP, April 27-29
New York, Roosevelt Hotel & Live Webcast,* May 12-14
San Francisco, Sir Francis Drake Hotel, June 2-4

New York, #278909 • Atlanta, #284676 • Cleveland, #284677
• New Brunswick, #284975
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278910, $115

Chicago, #277231 • New York, #277232 • San Francisco, #277233
Program Fee: $2,995; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Two-Volume Course Handbook: #277234, $250
The Partnership Tax Practice Series: Planning for Domestic and Foreign Partnerships, LLCs,
Joint Ventures & Other Strategic Alliances 2020, #275013, $3,150
The Partnership Tax Practice Series: Planning for Domestic and Foreign Partnerships, LLCs,
Joint Ventures & Other Strategic Alliances 2020 on Flash Drive, #277343, $3,150
PLEASE NOTE: The program fee does not include hard copies of the 2020 edition of
The Partnership Tax Practice Series. Attendees will receive a complimentary electronic copy of the
2020 edition of The Partnership Tax Practice Series once it is available. Attendees will also receive a
complimentary Course Handbook containing speaker outlines and PowerPoint slides for reference
at the program.

“All of the different instructors and panel members brought something
different to the table which enhanced my learning experience greatly.
It was a really valuable course that I look forward to attending again
next year.”
– Joe Casullo, RSM US LLP
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“This was a very informative training.”
– Tracey Burkett, Research Defense Fund

“Fantastic panels, especially the former EEOC and DOL officials.”
– Jacob Rubinstein, Cozen O’Connor

EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW
Noncompetes and Restrictive Covenants
2020: What Every Lawyer, Human Resources
Professional, and Key Strategic Decisionmaker
Should Know†
Chair
Russell Beck, Beck Reed Riden LLP, Boston
Don’t miss your chance to attend this unique full-day program, offering
an in-depth look at noncompete laws nationally!
One of your client’s key employees just left to go to a competitor in
violation of a noncompete. Or your client is that competitor, who has
just received a cease and desist letter demanding that it terminate the
employee. Or your client is that employee. What do you do?
Noncompete agreements and similar restrictive covenants help
companies protect their trade secrets, customer relationships, and
other recognized legitimate business interests. But noncompete laws
vary state by state, ranging from bans in California, Oklahoma, and
North Dakota, to strong, pro-enforcement policies in Florida. And, while
public opinion, evolving state legislation, emerging federal regulation,
and trends in judicial review and enforcement are moving toward
greater restrictions on the use of these agreements, the risks posed by
employees who are not subject to restrictive covenants is increasing.
Understanding the changing landscape and its complications is nothing
short of critical — particularly for companies engaged in business
across state lines.
Bringing together experts and thought leaders from around the country,
this program starts with a level-setting of basic noncompete law, and
then delves into nuanced and advanced issues from the perspectives of
the employee, the former employer, and the new employer.
PLI’s Noncompetes and Restrictive Covenants 2020 is designed
to help those responsible for assisting clients in drafting, negotiating,
enforcing, and defending against noncompetes and other restrictive
covenants. It will benefit in-house counsel, business and trade secrets
litigation counsel, employment lawyers, human resources professionals,
and other key strategic personnel.

OFCCP & Government Contractors 2020:
Critical Issues for Government Contractors,
Counsel & Compliance Staff†
Chair
Gary R. Siniscalco, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, San Francisco
OFCCP continues to be the premier government regulatory agency
for contractors’ compliance with non-discrimination and affirmative
action requirements. The agency continues to aggressively pursue
systemic hiring and pay equity. Under Director Leen, the agency
has issued multiple new directives. This half-day program will bring
together experienced in-house and outside counsel, as well as OFCCP
leadership, to offer their high-level expertise on OFCCP activities
and compliance.
In-house employment counsel, HR leaders with responsibility for EEO
compliance, and any senior diversity leader, as well as outside counsel,
who advise government contractors on their EEO compliance, will
benefit from attending this program.
Topics Include
• Candid advice and strategies for successfully responding to OFCCP
compliance evaluations and investigations, including OFCCP’s new
procedures and criteria for assessing compensation
• New OFCCP initiatives on investigation, conciliation and enforcement
• Practical advice and insights on addressing and negotiating OFCCP
audits, responding to the new pre-determination notice step, and
resolving adverse findings
• The use (and misuse) of privilege by contractors and by OFCCP
• OFCCP’s special focus on financial services, technology industry, and
higher education employers
• OFCCP’s new approaches to statistics
Special Feature
• Featured Speaker: Craig E. Leen, Director, Office of Federal Contractor
Compliance Programs (OFCCP)
• Convenient half-day program format

Topics Include
• Understand the basics of noncompete agreements
• Discover how to use state-of-the-art computer forensics to bolster
your case for enforcement, and what it means for the defense
• Find out advanced practices for seeking and defending against
temporary restraining orders, preliminary injunctions, and related
preliminary orders
• Learn how to prove causation and damages
• Get the latest legislative developments regarding noncompete
agreements and best practices from practitioners
• Hear differing perspectives on noncompete policy from in-house
counsel, academics, and others
• Gain insight into judges’ approaches to the practical aspects of
enforcing noncompetes

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and HRCI/SHRM

Special Feature
• Learn how to avoid potential ethical traps for the unwary in
noncompete disputes

“Great program. Very practical advice.”

Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
February 12, 1:00 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #278921• Atlanta, #284673 • Cincinnati, #284834 • Cleveland,
#284672 • Mechanicsburg, #284837 • Nashville, #284671 • Philadelphia,
#284835 • Pittsburgh, #284836
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278922, $115

“In my opinion, great discussions and great interactions between the
presenters. I appreciated the viewpoints that everyone provided and I
got some new insights into the topic.”
– Dennis Norton, Aetna Better Health

– Nancy Holt, FordHarrison LLP

Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA), CFE and HRCI/SHRM
Senior Program Manager, California: Ivo Mijac
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* January 31
San Francisco, #289411
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #289412, $230

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later

This is the premier offering of this program.
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EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW
Understanding Employment Law 2020†

Psychological Issues in the Workplace 2020†

Co-Chairs
Allan S. Bloom, Proskauer Rose LLP, New York City
Christie Del Rey-Cone, Cerasia & Del Rey-Cone LLP, New York City

Chair
Stephen P. Sonnenberg, JAMS, New York City

Whether you are new to the field, seeking a quick refresher, or if your
law practice only touches upon employment law issues, this
jam-packed employment law primer is designed for you. An expert
faculty will lead you through the major statutes, regulations, case
law, and other considerations governing the employer/employee
relationship, and offer practical pointers ranging from hiring to firing
and everything in between.
This program is designed for attorneys and human resources
professionals at all levels.
Topics Include
• The basics of employment discrimination, retaliation, and pay equity
• Harassment law and trends
• Drafting key employment documents and policies
• Wage and hour fundamentals and litigation trends
• Disability, leaves of absence, and accommodation law
• Key ethical considerations for employment law practitioners
Special Features
• Earn up to one full hour of Ethics credit
• Transitional credit available
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and HRCI/SHRM
Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 9
New York, #278932 • Atlanta, #284678 • Indianapolis, #284838 • Nashville,
#284679 • New Brunswick, #285032
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278933, $230

“Use of scenarios made the CLE interesting and useful in real life
in-house practice.”
– Elana Sbarro, Axiom Global, Inc.

“Wonderful utilization of real world scenarios and engaging
hypothetical situations.”
– Bradley Raboin, Loeb & Loeb LLP

Psychological issues create, compound, and often are the key to
resolving legal disputes in the workplace. A wide array of claims,
from harassment and discrimination to wage and hour, are profoundly
impacted by the range of emotions that motivate employees and
employers alike. A diverse group of professionals, including attorneys,
treating psychotherapists and forensic experts, play critical roles prior to
and during litigation. And neutral mediators help to resolve disputes at
all stages of conflicts, considering not only the facts and the law, but
the emotions that create, sustain and ultimately defuse employment
law claims.
This program brings together in-house and outside counsel, mental
health professionals and mediators to address the litigation and
resolution of employment law claims, and the manner in which
psychological issues influence the employees, the employers and, last
but not least, the attorneys involved in conflicts.
Prominent practitioners from the employee rights and management bars
and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, psychiatrists,
and neutral mediators will transcend jargon, identify practical ways of
working together, and describe effective strategies to avoid, pursue and
resolve litigation. They will address in a clear and pragmatic way key
legal issues at the intersection of employment law and psychology, as
well as ethical issues that arise when employers and employees deal
with the threat or occurrence of workplace violence.
In-house employment and labor counsel, outside counsel for employees
and employers, human resources executives, and forensic mental health
professionals will benefit from this program.
Topics Include
• Update from the EEOC and plaintiffs’ and defense bars on the pursuit
and defense of emotional distress claims in litigation and key mental
disability issues under the Americans with Disabilities Act, including
accommodations issues
• Strategies to resolve disputes through mediation before they give rise
to litigation, and best practices for in-house and outside counsel to
prepare their clients and work with mediators to resolve litigated cases
• Ethical and professional responsibility issues that arise when
employers mandate psychiatric and psychological evaluations of
employees and otherwise respond to the risk of workplace violence
Special Features
• Convenient half-day program format
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
• NY transitional credit available
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and HRCI/SHRM
Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
April 22, 1:00 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #278974 • Columbus, #283450 • Nashville, #284693
• New Brunswick, #285037
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278975, $115

“This was such a great topic and the information was very informative.”
– Elsa Hampton, NYC Department of Information Tech and Telecomm

“Very well-organized and thoughtful presentation by Attorney Ritz
in particular.”
– Jonathan Orleans, Pullman & Comley
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EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW
Cross-Border Employment Law 2020†
Chair
Philip M. Berkowitz, Littler Mendelson P.C., New York City
The global workplace is changing. The worldwide on-demand economy
has shifted employer and employee expectations, and laws, around
the world. The longstanding issues of hiring, retaining, disciplining, and
terminating employees can no longer be examined in the same way.
In the face of new developments from technology and artificial
intelligence, blockchain and privacy, and the proliferation of contract
workers and alternative, flexible work environments, employers are
increasingly challenged to hire and retain talented employees who have
their own ideas of what a workplace should look like.
This phenomenon is global, and global employers demand global
solutions. Employers need global strategies in dealing with change —
as well as in traditional areas such as dealing with unions and works
councils, addressing sex and disability discrimination, diversity and pay
equity, and conducting global internal investigations.
This program brings together highly experienced and sophisticated
practitioners, in-house counsel, and senior human resources executives
from around the world. They will present, in a practical way, how best
to advise the multinational employer, HR professional and employee on
these critical issues and more.
General counsel and outside counsel for U.S. and overseas-based
multinationals, in-house international and labor counsel, and human
resources executives will benefit from this program.
Topics Include
• The on-demand economy and how it is changing the global workforce
• LGBT discrimination across borders
• Update on global unions and organizing, and working with
works councils
• Flexible working and other non-traditional employment arrangements
• Cross-border investigations: what happens when employees and
employers act badly
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Diversity & Inclusion/Elimination of Bias credit

Employment Discrimination Law & Litigation
2020†
Co-Chairs
Louis P. DiLorenzo, Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC, New York City
Susan Ritz, Ritz Clark & Ben-Asher LLP, New York City
This program, designed for employment law practitioners and human
resources professionals at all levels, brings together prominent
practitioners from the management and plaintiffs’ bars, in-house
counsel, EEOC representatives and members of the judiciary, to
analyze and provide practical guidance on the latest developments in
the employment discrimination arena. In addition to providing critical
updates on recent developments in the law, our expert faculty will offer
their respective perspectives on addressing potential employment
discrimination issues in the workplace proactively, as well as in litigation.
The program will also address diversity and inclusion in the workplace.
Any attorney or human resources professional who advises or
represents employers, employees, labor unions or government, or who
has judicial/arbitral/mediator responsibility, will benefit from attending
this program.
Topics Include
• New laws, regulations and rulings that can affect the advice you give,
the strategies you choose, and the settlements you propose
• Experts’ advice on bringing and defending employment
discrimination cases
• What judges think about lawyers’ approaches to litigating employment
discrimination claims
• The EEOC’s perspective on key discrimination hot topics
• Advice to employer and employee representatives on counseling
clients involving alleged discriminatory conduct
• Discrimination trends and the experts’ future predictions
• Evidentiary issues in employment discrimination cases
• What is unconscious bias and how does it operate in the workplace?
Special Feature
• Earn one full hour of Diversity & Inclusion/Elimination of Bias credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and HRCI/SHRM

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and HRCI/SHRM

Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen

Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 15

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 5

New York, #279004 • Atlanta, #284711 • Columbus, #283455 • Nashville,
#284712 • New Brunswick, #285041
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #279005, $230

New York, #278992 • Atlanta, #284700 • Boston, #283454 • Columbus,
#283453 • New Brunswick, #285040
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278993, $230

“Great program — really appreciated the global representation on
the panel.”

“WONDERFUL Program and panelists! Many thanks for these
exceptional presentations.”
– Melanie Shong Helm, Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc.

– Mona Reinhardt, DXC Technology
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ERISA AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Cool Compensation Considerations for the
Private Company 2020: Pay, Performance and
Perspectives†
Chair
Steven W. Rabitz, Dechert LLP, New York City
Significant trends associated with the compensatory practices of
U.S.-listed companies are often reported upon in the mainstream
and financial press, and other emerging patterns can otherwise be
observed through those publicly filed documents that such companies
are required to file in accordance with applicable securities law
requirements. However, for the many unlisted and other private
companies that are not required to make such filings, the trends,
practices and challenges may be harder to assess. Obtaining key
insights from leading practitioners about the private company space
thus is highly valuable for those that advise such companies, particularly
when the perspectives are shaped by the ever-burgeoning legal and
regulatory landscape and the commercial lens. While this program is
designed to examine some of the most current legal and commercial
compensatory trends for private companies, the lessons to be
learned should have broad appeal. Like their publicly traded company
counterparts, private companies, private equity funds and their portfolio
companies, start-ups, and closely held mature ventures face relentless
competitive compensation considerations.
This program is specifically designed to bring leading experts to discuss
cutting-edge advanced developments on compensation and other
“reward” practices for the non-publicly traded company.
Executive compensation practitioners at law firms and in-house at
companies, as well as those business leaders at private equity firms
and other privately held companies — and those at public companies
that may purchase private companies (or later sell them) — will enjoy
a star lineup of hand-picked seasoned experts in this special forum.
Those interested in remaining current and ahead of the curve on
compensation practices outside of the public company space will find
the challenges of the issues discussed enlightening.
Topics Include
• Leading practitioners’ perspectives on private company
compensation trends
• Experienced views on the private equity compensation and carried
and similar acquisitive and dispositive compensatory structures
• Insights on turnaround management and performance improvement
for troubled companies returning to solvency
• Interpretive and operational complexities associated with
change-in-control issues
• The latest legal, tax reform and other regulatory developments, cases
and trends of interest
Special Feature
• Earn up to one full hour of Ethics credit as our experts analyze
issues that arise when advising Boards of Directors on private
company compensation issues.
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA), IRS-CE and HRCI/SHRM
Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 14
New York, #278902 • Atlanta, #284675 • Cincinnati, #284810 • Columbus,
#283448 • Indianapolis, #289231 • Mechanicsburg, #284813 • New Brunswick,
#284922 • Philadelphia, #284811 • Pittsburgh, #284812
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278903, $115
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ERISA Plan Investments in the Financial
Markets 2020: The Fundamentals†
Co-Chairs
Mary E. Alcock, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP, New York City
Howard Pianko, Seyfarth Shaw LLP, New York City
ERISA plans are major investors in a constantly evolving financial
marketplace. Both financial firms designing and selling financial
products and plans purchasing financial products need to understand
the inner workings of the products in order to analyze them under
ERISA and ensure compliance. This course provides an in-depth look
at the nuts and bolts of various financial instruments and investment
vehicles and the ERISA issues that arise in connection with them.
With each focusing on a different type of common plan investment, our
panels of experts will explore the interaction between ERISA and the
Code and how financial products and markets actually work.
Practitioners in the field (or who are considering entering the field)
seeking to gain a better understanding of financial products available
in the marketplace and the regulatory issues that arise from plan
investment will benefit from this program.
Topics Include
• Understand ERISA’s initial transition to the new rules and application
to the financial community
• Explore issues arising under ERISA in connection with derivatives
and other financial instruments, including an update on the DOL’s
Fiduciary Rule
• Analyze the issues arising under ERISA in connection with
commingled investment vehicles — VCOC, REOC and hedge funds
• Evaluate the ERISA implications of using alternative investment
vehicles
• Gain expert insights on the implications of investing plan assets
abroad — foreign transaction considerations
Special Features
• Lunch will be provided
• NY transitional credit available, including Skills credit
• Case Study: Navigating bitcoins and other virtual currencies in
ERISA plan investments
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 16
New York, #278938 • Atlanta, #284680 • Indianapolis, #284841
• Mechanicsburg, #284844 • New Brunswick, #285034 • Philadelphia, #284842
• Pittsburgh, #284843
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278939, $230

Pension Plan Investments 2020:
Current Perspectives
Co-Chairs
Arthur H. Kohn, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP, New York City
Howard Pianko, Seyfarth Shaw LLP, New York City
Experienced ERISA practitioners in the area of plan investments will
provide their perspectives, and share their substantive knowledge,
on recent structural and legal developments in this space. The ongoing
evolution in ERISA statutory and regulatory issues ensures a full
agenda for our outstanding panelists to explore and analyze. In this
environment, it is important for practitioners to stay informed with
respect to these regulatory, as well as case law, changes.
This conference also is an essential venue for learning about new
plan investment products and market practices.
ERISA practitioners in financial institutions, service providers and law
firms will benefit from this program.
Topics Include
• Legislative, DOL regulatory and litigation developments
• Current investment fund issues
• ERISA plan investment considerations
• Considerations for financial institutions that transact with, or provide
services or products to, plan investors, including developments
relating to prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA
• Evolving decision points for plan fiduciaries and sponsors
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 4
New York, #278986 • Atlanta, #284696 • Cleveland, #284697 • Columbus,
#283451 • Mechanicsburg, #284868 • New Brunswick, #285039 • Philadelphia,
#284866 • Pittsburgh, #284867
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278987, $230

ONE-HOUR
BRIEFINGS
GAIN ALL-INCLUSIVE ACCESS
TO PLI’S ONLINE SEARCHABLE
DATABASE
24/7 access to over 90,000 documents of
legal research in 25 practice areas
TREATISES, COURSE HANDBOOKS,
ANSWER BOOKS, JOURNALS, LEGAL
FORMS AND PROGRAM TRANSCRIPTS
For more information, contact PLI at
877.900.5291, PLUS@pli.edu, or
www.pli.edu/PLUS

Legal analysis of
news you can use,
in 60 minutes or less
Explore our website:

WWW.PLI.EDU/PROGRAMS/
ONE-HOUR-BRIEFINGS

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE APP STORE!
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LAW PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
Cybersecurity Best Practices for Lawyers 2020†

Project Management for Lawyers 2020†

Chair
Richard Raysman, Holland & Knight LLP, New York City

Co-Chairs
Susan Raridon Lambreth, Principal, LawVision Group, Nashville
Sheila Kennedy, Senior Director, Global Legal Operations, Medtronic,
Minneapolis

Lawyers, law firms, and all legal services providers have an obligation
to safeguard client data. Increasingly they are under intense pressure
from government regulators and clients to ensure that sensitive client
data stored in law firm servers is secure. The Securities and Exchange
Commission, for example, is taking a closer look at cybersecurity
breaches in public companies — viewing them as fiduciary lapses.
Legal services providers, like most vendors, are required to adhere to
the same security standards as their clients. Join PLI’s expert faculty
to learn more about the technical, ethical, and security challenges legal
services face in guarding against cyberattacks. This program is geared
toward all attorneys and related professionals working with client data.
Topics Include
• Recent developments — keeping up with the regulatory requirements
• Best cybersecurity practices for attorneys, law firms and
law departments
• SEC regulation of public companies and law firms in the context
of cybersecurity
• Special cybersecurity regulations and risks for law firms with
banking/financial services clients
• Best practices for handling a cyberbreach when it occurs
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Senior Program Attorney: Willis Goodmoore
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
February 3, 9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. ET
New York, #277552 • Atlanta, #284840 • Cleveland, #283980 • Columbus,
#283443 • Indianapolis, #284699 • New Brunswick, #284959
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277553, $230

“Knowledgeable panel, illuminating discussion on Cyber
Security concerns.”
– James Campbell, Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer LLP

“Excellent panels.”
– Ernesto Mayoral-Megwinoff, McConnell Valdes

Legal project management continues to be a key way that legal
organizations are changing their business models and increasing
efficiency and effectiveness. This year’s program will have two distinct
parts. The morning will cover the whats and how-tos of implementing
legal project management at a matter level. The afternoon will address
how to implement legal project management across your organization
to improve service delivery, teamwork and profitability/value for legal
spend. This program will offer insights and approaches for legal project
management that can be implemented immediately. Private practice
lawyers — from solo practitioners to those working at the largest firms
— as well as in-house teams and legal professionals who assist them
will benefit from this one-day program.
Topics Include
• What legal project management is
• Tools for using legal project management on your matters
• How legal project management approaches and disciplines apply
to all types of practices and all sizes of matters — ranging from
litigation to counseling to transactional practices
• Recent success stories in legal project management at leading
law firms and legal departments
• Changing client expectations for efficiency and innovation/working
with legal operations professionals
• Using legal project management to manage from one matter
to portfolios
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York & Live Webcast,* February 12
New York, #275920
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275925, $230

“Really great and thorough program on an innovative area that can
improve efficiency and client satisfaction.”
– Katherine Kunz, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later
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REAL ESTATE
Real Estate M&A and REIT Transactions 2020†
Co-Chairs
John T. Haggerty, Goodwin Procter LLP, Boston
Robin Panovka, Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, New York City
Despite market fluctuations in some sectors — such as retail — in 2020
REITs continue to be among the most popular real estate investment
vehicles. We will take an in-depth look at industry trends, along with key
recent transactions, and help you navigate the complex structures, legal
frameworks and dynamics of the current environment. This program
will be of great value to REIT, real estate, corporate, and restructuring
lawyers seeking to understand the new paradigms and peculiarities and
complexities of REIT and REOC M&A and capital markets transactions;
REIT and REOC general counsel; and transactional lawyers. Likewise,
analysts, bankers, executives and other professionals who need to
understand the latest developments in the world of real estate will
benefit from this program.
Topics Include
• How to understand and evaluate the current landscape — what trends
and developments must you watch?
• How to evaluate non-traded and/or externally managed REIT
structures — and the structural and transaction considerations
regarding related internalization transactions
• How to think about the various REIT structuring alternatives and
methods of accessing the capital markets — including spin-offs,
conversions, access to capital in a public vs. private model, and other
trends for capital raising
• How to address the latest governance concerns — particularly in the
face of rising activism
• How to evaluate the current tax landscape — including proposed
regulations on the definition of “real property”
• How to complete an M&A negotiation from start to finish —
learning by example through a mock negotiation

CMBS and the Real Estate Lawyer 2020:
Lender and Borrower Issues in the
Capital Market†
Co-Chairs
Joseph Philip Forte, Sullivan & Worcester LLP, New York City
Meredith J. Kane, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP,
New York City
After billions of dollars of commercial conduit loans matured in 2018,
the market saw the return of original lending and refinancing, and
a surge of CRE-CLO issuances in 2019. Real estate and securities
investors are now looking to their legal counsel to advise them on
where to go from here. Join our expert faculty as they discuss key
developments in the CMBS market, CRE-CLOs, workouts and
restructuring, and complex issues faced by CMBS borrowers.
Anyone representing lenders, borrowers, servicers, commercial
property developers, owners, landlords, tenants, trustees, issuers
and underwriters; as well as analysts, bankers, executives and other
professionals who have to understand the world of commercial real
estate finance in the capital markets should attend this program.
Topics Include
• An overview of marketplace economics
• Addressing issues faced by borrowers in CMBS servicing
and workouts
• Negotiating workouts and debt restructuring
• Risk retention requirements — horizontal vs. vertical retention
• Securitized vs. portfolio loans: a comparison of the risks and rewards
• REMIC limitations on CMBS loans
• Essential deal points for lenders, borrowers and guarantors
• Guarantors and non-recourse carve-outs
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit

Program Attorney: Victoria Kennedy

Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IRS-CE

New York, #274068 • Atlanta, #284659 • New Brunswick, #284733
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #274069, $230

Program Attorney: Victoria Kennedy
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 7
New York, #273701 • Boston, #283587 • Indianapolis, #284532
• Mechanicsburg, #284535 • Philadelphia, #284533 • Pittsburgh, #284534
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #273702, $230

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 24

“I practice in this area and found this program very informative.”
– Jerrold Peven, Dykema Gossett PLLC
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REAL ESTATE
Negotiating Commercial Leases 2020†

Commercial Real Estate Financing 2020

Co-Chairs
Michael E. Meyer, DLA Piper LLP (US), Los Angeles
John Busey Wood, Akerman LLP, New York City

Co-Chairs
Alexandra R. Cole, Perkins Coie LLP, Chicago (Chicago only)
Steven R. Davidson, Dentons US LLP, Chicago (Chicago only)
Joshua Stein, Joshua Stein PLLC, New York City (New York only)

Now in its 51st year, Negotiating Commercial Leases — formerly
known as the “Milton Friedman Lecture Series” — is one of the longestrunning programs at PLI. This faculty has trained more attorneys in
commercial leasing than any other program in the country.
Leases, known as the building blocks of value for all real estate, are a
primary business and investment asset. However, they also contain and
create landmines of liability, accidental litigation, and disputes along
with hidden risks and hidden costs with attendant opportunities for
malpractice and mistake of the parties. If written poorly, negotiated by
inexperienced counsel, or administered without expertise, leases can
be the downfall of an otherwise sound real estate investment and
generate considerable material litigation as well as malpractice actions.
Attending this course should be a priority for anyone representing users
or occupiers of space, or owners as investors in real estate.
This program will help you to feel truly competent to negotiate these
lengthy and sophisticated instruments, and to spot the hidden costs,
risk shifting, and common law demising. Your client is depending on
you to help preserve their investment in today’s world.
With the changing market, and rise of cleverly drafted leases, learning
how to stay a step ahead and fine-tune your skills, techniques and
strategies is certainly a wise investment of your time. Landlords,
developers, real estate investment advisers, lenders and anyone in
the commercial real estate leasing field, and other allied professionals,
including certified public accountants, retail facilities directors,
real estate brokers, commercial property managers, property fund
managers, government regulators/service providers, lease cost
compliance professionals, and REIT investors and managers should
attend this program.
Topics Include
• Expanding permitted uses: medical, hotel and retail upstairs
• Long-term development and ground lease trends coupled with
sale/leaseback structures
• Increasing numbers of disputes and litigation in “grossing up”
and inclusion of “ownership” costs in drafting and interpretation
• Tricks and traps of subleasing and sub-subleasing
• Current negotiation strategies, market tricks, custom, and advice
for avoiding common traps with “turnkey” and “build to suit” versus
hidden costs for the construction or work allowance
• Examine alternative financial strategies for securing the landlord’s
performance and security for owner cash flow obligations under large
lease work letters and tenant improvement allowances
• Identifying traps that increase tenant alterations costs — from the
hidden to the obvious
• Default remedies, and complex real estate issues in arbitration
versus litigation
• Reemergence of the “takeover lease” — documenting the risk and
securing performance, and the “good guy guaranty games”
• Negotiating or drafting options to purchase and the risk of malpractice
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit

We will explore new and advanced topics in commercial real estate
financing. Our faculty of experienced attorneys, in conjunction with
non-attorney real estate professionals, will discuss (i) issues that loan
documents need to address that they didn’t need to address a decade
ago; (ii) a borrower’s short list for negotiating loan documents;
(iii) financing of ground leased properties and leaseholds; (iv) rating
agency expectations and securitized loans (NY only); and (v) problems
and opportunities in dealing with tenants (Chicago only). We will also
explore the process of beginning a loan workout — and look ahead
to a possible borrower bankruptcy. A special panel will cover recent
litigation on commercial real estate financing and lender liability issues.
Commercial real estate attorneys, executives, in-house counsel,
investment bankers who acquire and sell real estate, asset managers,
and acquisition managers will benefit from attending this program.
Topics Include
• The state of the commercial mortgage financing market
• Ground leases as collateral, for both landlords and tenants
• New magic language to include in loan documents
• Real estate funds as JV partners, investors, and borrowers (NY only)
• Title insurance coverage and endorsements in multistate,
multiproperty transactions (Chicago only)
• How guaranties and other loan documents get negotiated
• Bankruptcy law 101 for real estate lawyers
• What should you know if you are asked to handle a workout
of a troubled loan?
• How to prevent malpractice in loan closings
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Victoria Kennedy
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 31 – April 1
Chicago, April 20-21
New York, #278543 • Atlanta, #284644 • Columbus, #283645 • Indianapolis,
#284642 • Mechanicsburg, #284643 • New Brunswick, #284740 • Philadelphia,
#284640 • Pittsburgh, #284641 • Chicago, #278544
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278545, $230

“This was a very informative overview of financing in Commercial
Real Estate.”
– Julia Covino, Foot Locker Inc.

“Excellent program. Effective speaker. Good slides.”
– Daniel Slattery, Bridgestone Americas Inc

“A great update on national commercial real estate issues.”
– John Egan, Frost Brown Todd LLC

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Victoria Kennedy
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 27-28
New York, #277750 • Atlanta, #284664 • Indianapolis, #286306
• New Brunswick, #284734
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Two-Volume Course Handbook: #277751, $250

“This was an EXCELLENT CLE. I’m going to recommend that some
of my coworkers listen to the replay!”
– Rebecca Olliff, Wells Fargo

Footnote Key:
Transitional CLE course: For newly admitted attorneys during the first two years
after admission to the Bar of the State of New York.

†

“This was a great presentation in all respects. I would recommend it to
real estate lawyers at all stages of the practice.”
– James Burch, Albertsons-Safeway
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*Webcast attendees: Please register online prior to the program date.

REAL ESTATE / ESTATES AND TRUSTS
Negotiating Real Estate Deals 2020†

International Estate & Tax Planning 2020

Co-Chairs
Jonathan L. Mechanic, Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP,
New York City
Martin D. Polevoy, DLA Piper LLP (US), New York City

Co-Chairs
Dean C. Berry, Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP, New York City
Megan R. Worrell, Duane Morris LLP, New York City

Negotiating Real Estate Deals 2020 features some of the nation’s
most respected real estate lawyers, ready to share battle-tested
tips and techniques for negotiating your most complex real estate
transactions. Part lecture, part discussion, this program delivers the
type of informative interactive segments that skillfully blend prepared
presentations with spontaneous audience engagement. Whether the
deal includes a new residential development or a “trophy” commercial
property, this program will share current, helpful strategies for navigating
a variety of transactions in a range of real estate matters.
Topics Include
• The market overview of major real estate transactions
• Negotiating joint venture agreements
• Loan defaults and foreclosures and their impact on workouts
and restructurings
• Pre-negotiation agreement “musts”
• Lender negotiations in loan agreement
Special Feature
• Earn one full hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Victoria Kennedy
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 9
New York, #278585 • Atlanta, #284531 • Columbus, #283646 • Indianapolis,
#284530 • Nashville, #284529 • New Brunswick, #284747
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278586, $115

This in-depth program maps out the complex tax and estate landscape
to equip experienced legal and financial professionals with the most
competitive and proven tools for advising clients with assets abroad or
nonresident alien individuals (NRAs) with U.S. investments. Participants
gain a better understanding of how to design trusts and investment
structures that remain effective despite changing legal and tax rules for
expats and foreign investors.
Topics Include
• Practical case studies
• Estate and tax planning under the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
• Understanding FinCEN’s scrutiny of geographic location
• Foreign trusts
• Planning for pre-immigration income
• Legal ethics for the cross-border estate practitioner: recent IRS and
anti-money laundering enforcements, due diligence requirements for
clients and sources of funds.
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA), CFE (Fraud) and IRS-CE
Program Attorney: Victoria Kennedy
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 6
New York, #278560 • Atlanta, #284654 • Indianapolis, #284650
• Mechanicsburg, #284653 • New Brunswick, #284744 • Philadelphia,
#284651 • Pittsburgh, #284652
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278561, $230

“PLI always has the best CLEs which is why I keep coming back.
Both written materials and instructor qualify is TOP. Thank you.”
– Monica Langfeldt, Langfeldt Law

INTERACTIVE LEARNING CENTER

Sharpen your skills
while having fun!

Learn by doing with real-world scenarios that will engage you and
sharpen your skills in a practical way. Award-winning ILC programs
incorporate the latest in interactive technology and research-based
instructional design. These innovative programs and games can be
taken anytime and anywhere that is convenient for you.
Programs available at www.pli.edu/ILC
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS | JANUARY – JUNE 2020
JANUARY
6-7
IP Issues in Business Transactions 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 39
7
Real Estate M&A and REIT Transactions 2020
New York; Boston, Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 33
7-10
Patent Office Exam Course 2020
DC area, Page 48
8
Basic Negotiation Skills 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 52
Ethics for the Negotiating Lawyer 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, Nashville, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 65
9-10
Mergers & Acquisitions 2020: Advanced Trends
and Developments
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 3
SEC Reporting and Practice Skills Workshop for
Lawyers 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 3
13
Advanced Data Privacy, Cybersecurity and TCPA
Class Action Litigation 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 51
Taxation of Financial Products and Transactions 2020
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 23
14
Cool Compensation Considerations for the Private
Company 2020: Pay, Performance and Perspectives
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 30
15
Drafting and Negotiating Corporate Agreements 2020
New York; Atlanta, Columbus, Mechanicsburg, Nashville,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 4
16
Intellectual Property Rights Enforcement 2020
New York; Indianapolis Groupcast Location
& Live Webcast, Page 39
Secured Transactions 2020: What Lawyers Need to
Know About UCC Article 9
New York; Atlanta, Columbus, Mechanicsburg, Nashville,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 4
21-22
Consolidated Tax Return Regulations 2020
New York; Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 23
Understanding Financial Products 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 5
24
CMBS and the Real Estate Lawyer 2020: Lender and
Borrower Issues in the Capital Market
New York; Atlanta and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 33
27
Artificial Intelligence Law 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Mechanicsburg,
Nashville, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 40
27-28
Advanced Licensing Agreements 2020
San Francisco, Page 40
28
Wage & Hour Litigation and Compliance 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 26
30
Drafting and Negotiating Corporate Agreements 2020
Chicago, Page 4
Private Fund Regulatory Developments and
Compliance Challenges 2020
New York; Boston and Nashville Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 5
Recent Developments in Distressed Debt,
Restructurings and Workouts 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 59
31
Ethics for Government Lawyers 2020
New York; Atlanta, Mechanicsburg, Nashville,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 65
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31
Government Investigations 2020:
Investigations Arising from Data Breach and
Privacy Concerns and Parallel Proceedings
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 52
Noncompetes and Restrictive Covenants 2020:
What Every Lawyer, Human Resources Professional,
and Key Strategic Decisionmaker Should Know
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 27

FEBRUARY
3
Cybersecurity Best Practices for Lawyers 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis
and New Brunswick Groupcast Locations &
Live Webcast, Page 32
4
International Tax Issues 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 24
Social Media and Mobile Devices 2020:
Addressing Corporate Risks
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 41
5
Fiduciary Investment Advice 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 6
6
Basic Immigration Law 2020: Business, Family
Naturalization and Related Areas
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 62
6-7
IP Issues in Business Transactions 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 39
Nineteenth Annual Institute on Securities Regulation
in Europe: Practical Implications of U.S. Law on
EU Practice
London, Page 6
7
Addressing Domestic Violence Across Practice
Areas 2020
New York; Cleveland and Nashville Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 67
Asylum, Special Immigrant Juvenile Status,
Crime Victim, and Other Immigration Relief 2020
New York; Cleveland Groupcast Location &
Live Webcast, Page 62
Current Developments in Federal Civil Practice 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 53

24
Entertainment Law 2020: Sound Recordings and
Music Publishing
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus, Nashville and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 41
24-25
SEC Reporting and Practice Skills Workshop for
Lawyers 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 3
25
Entertainment Law 2020: TV, Video and UGC;
Changing Media Delivery; Unions and Guilds; Ethics
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Indianapolis, Nashville and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 41
26
Entertainment Law 2020: Book Publishing; Right of
Publicity; Litigation Update in Mobile/Digital; Film
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Columbus,
Nashville and New Brunswick Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 41
Fundamentals of Patent Litigation 2020
New York; Boston, Cleveland, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 48
27
Advising Nonprofit Organizations 2020
New York; Cleveland, Columbus and Indianapolis
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 69
27-28
Negotiating Commercial Leases 2020
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 34

MARCH
2-3
Advanced Licensing Agreements 2020
New York; Atlanta and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 40
TechLaw Institute 2020: The Digital Evolution
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 42
4
California Eviction Defense: Protecting Low-Income
Tenants 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 69
Doing Deals 2020: The Art of M&A
Transactional Practice
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Columbus,
Indianapolis, Nashville and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 7

13
Ethics in Social Media 2020
New York; Atlanta, Columbus, Nashville and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 66
16
ERISA Plan Investments in the Financial Markets
2020: The Fundamentals
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 30
17
2017 Tax Act – What Has Changed Two Years In?
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Nashville and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 25
18
32nd Annual Elder Law Institute
New York; Atlanta Groupcast Location & Live Webcast,
Page 70
19
California Public Benefits: The Basics for Nonprofit
and Pro Bono Advocacy 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 70
19-20
New Jersey Basic CLE Marathon 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 64
23-24
25th Annual Consumer Financial Services
Institute (2020)
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 58
24-27
Patent Office Exam Course 2020
Chicago, Page 48
25-26
TechLaw Institute 2020: The Digital Evolution
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Columbus, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 42
26
Specialized Deposition Techniques 2020
New York; Atlanta and Cleveland Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 54
27
How to Read Financial Statements 2020
New York; Atlanta and Nashville Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 8
30
Securities Litigation 2020: From Investigation to Trial
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cincinnati, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 9

10
Drafting and Negotiating Corporate Agreements 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 4

5
Fundamentals of Taking and Defending
Depositions 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 53

10-11
22nd Annual Real Estate Tax Forum
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 24

6
Corporate Governance — A Master Class 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 8

March 31 – April 1
Commercial Real Estate Financing 2020
New York; Atlanta, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 34

11
Helping Homeowners Facing Fair Lending Problems
in Home Repairs and Improvements: Overview of
Rights and Options
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 71

9
Understanding Employment Law 2020
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis, Nashville and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 28

SEC Reporting Skills Workshop for Financial
Professionals 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 21

Presentation Skills for Attorneys 2020
New York, Page 60

10
Ethics for Corporate Lawyers: Multijurisdictional
Practice and Other Current Issues 2020
New York; Atlanta, Columbus and Nashville Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 66

12
OFCCP & Government Contractors 2020:
Critical Issues for Government Contractors,
Counsel & Compliance Staff
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Mechanicsburg,
Nashville, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 27

Hot Topics in State and Local Tax 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 25

Project Management for Lawyers 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 32

New York CPLR 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 54

13
Bridge-the-Gap II: Ethics and Skills for Newly
Admitted New York Attorneys 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 64

11
Advanced Trademark Law 2020: Current Issues
New York; Cleveland and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 43

19
Bridge-the-Gap I: Ethics and Skills for Newly
Admitted New York Attorneys 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 64
20
Ethics for Commercial Litigators 2020
New York; Atlanta, Columbus and Nashville Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 66
Investing, Trading and Doing Deals in a
Dynamic World 2020
New York; Atlanta and Nashville Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 7
21
Social Media and Mobile Devices 2020:
Addressing Corporate Risks
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus, Nashville and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 41

Ethics for Financial Industry Lawyers 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus and
Nashville Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 66
Social Security Disability 2020: From Administrative
Proceedings to Federal Practice
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland and Nashville Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 69
12
Advanced Copyright Law 2020: Current Issues
New York; Atlanta and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 43
All-Star Business Development for Lawyers 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 60
Pro Bono Basics 2020: Best Practices and Ethics
New York; Indianapolis and Nashville Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 69

30-31
The SEC Speaks in 2020
Washington, DC & Live Webcast, Page 9

APRIL
1
Illinois Professional Responsibility MCLE
Marathon 2020
Chicago, Page 64
2-3
Patent Law Institute 2020: Critical Issues &
Best Practices
New York; Indianapolis and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 49
6
Pretrial Practice 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 55
6-7
Developments in Antitrust Law & Regulation 2020
New York; Cleveland, Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick,
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations &
Live Webcast, Page 61
7
Financial Services Technology 2020:
Avoidance of Risk
New York; Cleveland and Columbus Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 58
9-10
SEC Reporting and Practice Skills Workshop for
Lawyers 2020
San Francisco, Page 3
10
IP Monetization and Investment 2020:
Maximize Your Financial and Strategic Options
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis
and Nashville Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 42

JANUARY – JUNE 2020 | CALENDAR OF EVENTS
14
Cannabis: Business Fundamentals 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 10
14-15
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and International
Anti-Corruption Developments 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 10
16
The Future of AdTech Law
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 11
17
Global Capital Markets & the U.S. Securities
Laws 2020
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 11
20
ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance)
and Promoting Corporate Sustainability 2020
New York; Atlanta and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 12
20-21
Commercial Real Estate Financing 2020
Chicago, Page 34
Private Placements and Hybrid Securities
Offerings 2020
New York; Indianapolis Groupcast Location
& Live Webcast, Page 12
21
Artificial Intelligence and Data-Driven Transactions
2020: A Dynamic Legal Landscape
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 44
Bankruptcy & Reorganizations 2020:
Current Developments
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 59

MAY
4
Fashion and Retail Law 2020:
Trends and Developments
New York; Columbus and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 45
Pension Plan Investments 2020: Current Perspectives
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus,
Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 31
4-5
Twenty-First Annual Institute on Privacy and
Cybersecurity Law
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 45
5
Leveraged Financing 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 15
5-8
Patent Office Exam Course 2020
New York, Page 48
6
International Estate & Tax Planning 2020
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 35
7
Venture Capital 2020: Nuts and Bolts
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 13
7-8
Advanced Licensing Agreements 2020
Chicago, Page 40

19
Selecting a Jury in 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 56
20
Internet of Things 2020: Everything Is Connected
New York & Live Webcast, Page 46
Voter Rights 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 71

27
Expert Witness 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland and Nashville Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 56
Health Care Technology 2020
New York; Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Nashville
and New Brunswick Groupcast Locations &
Live Webcast, Page 62
28
Audit Committees and Financial Reporting 2020:
Recent Developments and Current Issues
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 22
The Future of Blockchain and Digital Assets:
The View of Silicon Valley
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 51

22
Basics of Mutual Funds and Other Registered
Investment Companies 2020
New York; Atlanta and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 13

Enforcement 2020: Perspectives from
Government Agencies
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 16

JUNE

Psychological Issues in the Workplace 2020
New York; Columbus, Nashville and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 28

11
Cloud Computing 2020: Key Issues and
Practical Guidance
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 44

Working with Domestic Violence Immigrant Survivors:
The Intersection of Basic Family Law, Immigration,
Benefits, and Housing Issues in California 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 70
23
Legal Operations 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 6
Venture Capital 2020: Nuts and Bolts
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 13
23-24
Compliance & Ethics Essentials 2020
Chicago, Page 20
Patent Law Institute 2020: Critical Issues &
Best Practices
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 49
24
Diversity & Inclusion in Law Practice 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati, Columbus, Indianapolis
and Nashville Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 65
27
Cloud Computing 2020: Key Issues and
Practical Guidance
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 44
27-29
Tax Planning for Domestic & Foreign Partnerships,
LLCs, Joint Ventures & Other Strategic Alliances 2020
Chicago, Page 26
28
Appellate Advocacy 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus and Nashville
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 55
How to Prepare an Initial Public Offering 2020
New York; Boston, Mechanicsburg, Nashville,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 14
29
20th Annual School Law Institute
New York; Atlanta and Indianapolis Groupcast Locations
& Live Webcast, Page 70
April 30 – May 1
Twenty-First Annual Private Equity Forum
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 14

Patent Eligibility, Prior Art, Obviousness and
Disclosure 2020: Current Trends in Sections 101,
102, 103 and 112
New York; Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 49
11-12
Broadband and Cable Industry Law 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 50
12
Anti-Money Laundering 2020: Risks, Due Diligence
and Compliance in an Evolving Legal and
Technical World
New York; Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 20

15-16
35th Midyear SEC Reporting & FASB Forum
San Francisco, Page 21

21
Wrongful Conviction 2020:
Litigating Claims of Innocence
New York & Live Webcast, Page 71

28-29
SEC Reporting Skills Workshop for Financial
Professionals 2020
New York, Page 21

1
Class Action Litigation 2020
New York; Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, Nashville, New Brunswick, Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 57
Doing Business in and with Emerging Markets 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Indianapolis, Mechanicsburg,
Nashville, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 17
1-2
SEC Reporting Skills Workshop for Financial
Professionals 2020
Houston, Page 21
2-4
Patent Fundamentals Bootcamp 2020:
An Introduction to Patent Drafting, Prosecution,
and Litigation
New York, Page 50
Tax Planning for Domestic & Foreign Partnerships,
LLCs, Joint Ventures & Other Strategic Alliances 2020
San Francisco, Page 26

12-14
Tax Planning for Domestic & Foreign Partnerships,
LLCs, Joint Ventures & Other Strategic Alliances 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 26

5
Cross-Border Employment Law 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Columbus and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 29

14
Delaware Law Developments 2020:
What All Business Lawyers Need to Know
New York; Boston Groupcast Location & Live Webcast,
Page 17
15
Anti-Money Laundering 2020: Risks, Due Diligence
and Compliance in an Evolving Legal and
Technical World
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 20

18
New York Public Assistance and Food Stamp
Advocacy 2020: Representing the Pro Bono Client
New York & Live Webcast, Page 72
22
Fundamentals of Investment Adviser Regulation 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Mechanicsburg,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 18
22-23
Acquiring or Selling the Privately Held Company 2020
New York; Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 16

24
Ethics for In-House Corporate Counsel 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, Nashville, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 67
The Ethics Game Show 2020: A Review of
Ethical Issues
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis and Nashville Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 67
Ethics in Discovery 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati, Columbus and Nashville
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 67
Internal Investigations 2020
Chicago, Page 18
Internet of Things 2020: Everything Is Connected
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 46

3-4
Acquiring or Selling the Privately Held Company 2020
Chicago, Page 16

Basics of Accounting for Lawyers 2020:
What Every Practicing Lawyer Needs to Know
New York; Atlanta, Indianapolis, Nashville and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 21

17
Prison Law 2020
New York, Page 72

23
Hot Topics in Advertising Law 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus,
Mechanicsburg, New Brunswick, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 46

12-13
SEC Reporting Skills Workshop for Financial
Professionals 2020
Dallas, Page 21

13-14
Acquiring or Selling the Privately Held Company 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 16

11-12
35th Midyear SEC Reporting & FASB Forum
New York & Live Webcast, Page 21
15
Employment Discrimination Law & Litigation 2020
New York; Atlanta, Columbus, Nashville and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 29

20-21
SEC Reporting Skills Workshop for Financial
Professionals 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 21

8
Alcohol Beverage Law 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 15

10
Internal Investigations 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cleveland and New Brunswick
Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast, Page 18

8
International Arbitration 2020
New York; Atlanta and New Brunswick Groupcast
Locations & Live Webcast, Page 57

25
Fundamentals of Copyright Law in the Data Era 2020
New York, Page 47
25-26
SEC Reporting and Practice Skills Workshop for
Lawyers 2020
New York, Page 3
26
Fundamentals of Trademark Law in the Global
Marketplace 2020
New York, Page 47
29
Fundamentals of Copyright Law in the Data Era 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 47
Writing for Transactional Lawyers 2020
New York; Atlanta, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus,
Indianapolis and Nashville Groupcast Locations &
Live Webcast, Page 61
29-30
Compliance & Ethics Essentials 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 20

8-9
Twenty-First Annual Institute on Privacy and
Cybersecurity Law
Chicago, Page 45
9
Negotiating Real Estate Deals 2020
New York; Atlanta, Columbus, Indianapolis, Nashville and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 35

30
Fundamentals of Trademark Law in the Global
Marketplace 2020
San Francisco & Live Webcast, Page 47
Please Note: Dates, locations and prices are subject
to change.

9-12
Patent Office Exam Course 2020
San Francisco, Page 48

Mental Health Issues & the New York State
Courts 2020
New York & Live Webcast, Page 71
18-19
Twenty-First Annual Institute on Privacy and
Cybersecurity Law
New York; Atlanta, Columbus, Indianapolis and
New Brunswick Groupcast Locations & Live Webcast,
Page 45
25th Annual Consumer Financial Services
Institute (2020)
Chicago, Page 58

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later
Register/Order Online at www.pli.edu/YFW0 | 37

JOIN THE CONVERSATION WITH

PLI STUDIO BRIEFINGS

These online-only roundtable discussions featuring legal
and industry experts deliver PLI’s standard in educational CLE
programming through an exciting, easy-to-watch format. Tune in
and watch as our panelists share practical legal insights set in
helpful practice contexts for a range of topics and industries.

Take a seat at the roundtable at PLI.edu/StudioBriefings
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
IP Issues in Business Transactions 2020†

Intellectual Property Rights Enforcement 2020†

Co-Chairs
Eric A. Prager, Venable LLP, New York City (New York only)
Kenneth K. Cho, Wiggin and Dana LLP, New York City (New York only)
Karen N. Ballack, Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP, Redwood Shores, CA
(San Francisco only)
Dr. Lothar Determann, Baker McKenzie LLP, San Francisco
(San Francisco only)

Co-Chairs
Brian W. Brokate, Gibney, Anthony & Flaherty, LLP, New York City
Kathleen E. McCarthy, King & Spalding LLP, New York City

Attorneys confront intellectual property issues frequently in the
context of a variety of corporate, commercial, and other business
transactions. By attending this program, you will acquire, update or
refine an in-depth understanding of IP considerations as they arise in
business transactions. The program will begin with a brief update of key
developments, and will explore the strategic role of IP in a company and
its business transactions. Learn how to assess intellectual property as
a strategic asset and how to monetize IP while avoiding costly mistakes.
Expert faculty will also review joint development and shared intellectual
property ventures and due diligence issues, and share best practices.
This program — essential for all IP transactional attorneys — will cover
issues that may arise across patent, trademark, and copyright law.
Topics Include
• Overview of how intellectual property issues arise in the context
of transactions
• Updated review of new issues impacting transactions related to
copyright, trademark, domain names, trade secrets and patents
• Nuts and bolts of due diligence
• Practice points: clause-by-clause analysis of a licensing agreement
• Data and online assets in IP transactions
• IP issues in international business transactions
• Panel discussion: IP issues for in-house counsel
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit

From the physical world to the internet, infringement of IP is a
multibillion dollar industry. In-house and outside counsel need to know
how best to protect their company’s or their client’s investments in
IP. To keep up with the rapidly evolving legal landscape in this field,
companies need to be informed not only about the challenges they
face, but also about the legal developments that affect how they do
business and allocate their resources.
Join our faculty of in-house counsel, outside private practitioners
and federal government agency representatives to receive practical
guidance and learn effective strategies for protection of IP rights.
Topics Include
• Trends and hot topics in copyright and trademark litigation
• The latest developments in anti-counterfeiting case law
• How to avoid ethical problems arising in IP enforcement
• Details on current government agency programs to protect IP
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Justin Capuano
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Location, January 16
New York, #276831 • Indianapolis, #284220
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276832, $230

“Great program with good speakers.”
– Hasumati M. Patel, Cox Communications, Inc.

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Justin Capuano
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 6-7
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* February 6-7
New York, #276715 • Atlanta, #284204 • Boston, #283382 • Indianapolis,
#284219 • New Brunswick, #284861 • San Francisco, #276716
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276717, $230

“As is typical for PLI, this program features knowledgeable speakers.”
– Gregory Rubis, Pepper Hamilton LLP

“Very good program and experienced presenters.”
– Robert Norton, K&L Gates LLP

“Very, very informative.”
– William Norvell, Akerman LLP

ON-DEMAND
THE EASIEST WAY TO COMPLETE
YOUR MCLE REQUIREMENT!
Over 10,000 hours of web
programs, available whenever
and wherever you need it.
You can view entire programs or
individual web segments 24/7,
along with downloadable course
materials.
www.pli.edu/YFW0
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
Artificial Intelligence Law 2020†

Advanced Licensing Agreements 2020

Co-Chairs
Dennis C. Garcia, Assistant General Counsel, Microsoft Corporation,
Chicago
Huu Nguyen, Squire Patton Boggs LLP, New York City
Cassie Pemberton, Senior Attorney, Microsoft Corporation, Seattle

Co-Chairs
Marcelo Halpern, Perkins Coie LLP, Chicago
Ira Jay Levy, Goodwin Procter LLP, New York City
Joseph Yang, PatentEsque Law Group LLP, Menlo Park, CA

Artificial intelligence has become ubiquitous in our homes and
workplaces. We encounter it daily shopping online, using smartphones,
accessing home assistants, and in many other ways. In the workplace,
AI is pervasive in every industry, from manufacturing to health care to
law. Along with the convenience and productivity AI brings, AI comes
with unanticipated legal issues.
At PLI’s popular annual Artificial Intelligence Law program, a panel
of technology and legal experts explores the benefits and risks offered
by AI and the legal issues it presents. You’ll learn the basics of AI law;
legislation and public policy challenges; how governments are using
AI; potential bias in the use of AI; as well as how the legal industry is
leveraging AI.
This program is designed for technology and IP lawyers, in-house
counsel and outside counsel, and all lawyers who need to stay
current on legal issues relating to technology. Business professionals,
computer professionals, and information managers who need to keep
up to date with the dramatic changes in this area will also find this
program valuable.
Topics Include
• What is AI? AI in the legal industry
• AI law — the basics
• AI legislation and public policy challenges
• AI and government — standards for usage, constitutional questions,
and practical issues
• AI transparency, explainability and privacy
• Addressing bias in the legal field using AI and the ethics in the use
of AI technology
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Senior Program Attorney: Willis Goodmoore
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 27
New York, #277628 • Atlanta, #284845 • Boston, #283402 • Cleveland,
#283981 • Mechanicsburg, #284694 • Nashville, #284036 • New Brunswick,
#284960 • Philadelphia, #284691 • Pittsburgh, #284692
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277630, $230

“Very impressive panels on each topic . . . presenters had very diverse
and fascinating points of view. . . . I learned a lot!”
– Wanda Coats, RELX Group

“Great program and program format.”
– Ernest Trello, Philips Healthcare

Intellectual property licensing continues to grow increasingly complex
as the legal, regulatory and technical landscape constantly evolves.
Building and maintaining a successful and effective practice requires
that practitioners stay sharp and current in a wide variety of key areas.
Whether you are using licensing to develop technology, expand or
create market opportunities, develop technology, or generate returns
from existing assets, managing licensing transactions requires a broad
and deep toolkit.
Additionally, whether licensing patents, copyrights, trade secrets or
trademarks, the ability to structure, draft and negotiate complex license
agreements is critical to a successful transaction.
This comprehensive program will feature updates on current legal
developments, present case studies highlighting best practices,
discuss tactics for negotiating frequently contested issues, and provide
guidance on identifying and avoiding common pitfalls.
Topics Include
• Negotiating strategic alliances and other joint
development agreements
• Advanced considerations in copyright, content, and
trademark licensing
• Digital distribution and media licensing issues
• Software licensing
• Walkthrough of the key provisions of a license agreement
• Drafting to account for litigation risks
• Recent developments in legal enforceability of open source licenses
• Special contract issues raised by cloud computing
• Licensing of big data
• Life sciences licensing
• Open source software licensing issues
• Addressing international licensing issues
• Mastering effective negotiation strategies
Special Features
• Breakout sessions to meet your practice needs
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Justin Capuano
San Francisco, January 27-28
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 2-3
Chicago, May 7-8
San Francisco, #276857 • New York, #276858 • Atlanta, #284206
• New Brunswick, #284862 • Chicago, #276859
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276860, $230

“Very good content and very thought provoking.”

“Best seminar by far. Great presenters, spread out topics nicely,
very thorough discussion, well done!”

– Joleen Willis, Santander Bank N.A.

– Jeffrey Harder, Jackson Walker LLP

“One of the best group of presenters and topics I have seen.”
– Alan (Randy) Holland, Marshall Denning

“Great program.”
– John D’Agostino, Pullman & Comley
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
Social Media and Mobile Devices 2020:
Addressing Corporate Risks†
Chair
John F. Delaney, Perkins Coie LLP, New York City
Mobile devices, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Snapchat,
Twitter, Yelp, YouTube and other social media sites and applications
are transforming the lives of consumers and how companies interact
with them. Indeed, even the largest, most conservative blue-chip
corporations have embraced social media: one recent study reveals
that, of the Fortune Global 500, 97% are on LinkedIn; 86% have Twitter
accounts; 84% have a presence on Facebook; 66% have a YouTube
channel; and 45% actively use Instagram; these numbers will only
increase over time.
The exciting new marketing opportunities presented by social media
and mobile applications come along with challenging new legal issues.
Is your company taking the time to identify and address the attendant
legal risks? The good news is that, merely by undertaking simple,
low-cost precautions, companies seeking to use social media can
significantly reduce their potential liability exposure.
This program is designed for both in-house counsel and outside
counsel, and business professionals who need to be on the cutting
edge of the legal issues surrounding corporate use of social media.
Topics Include
• How social media is creating new business opportunities — and new
legal risks — for businesses
• The rise of online contractual ecosystems: what every company
should know
• Legal hurdles and solutions in making marketing uses of
user-generated content
• Use of influencers, native advertising, hashtags and other social media
marketing issues
• Mobile devices — geo-location tracking, interest-based advertising
and other privacy-related developments
• Social media usage in the workplace: identifying risks and
minimizing liability
Special Feature
• In-house panel addresses hot issues and emerging trends, and
provides creative solutions
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, IAPP (Privacy) CPE and HRCI/SHRM
Senior Program Attorney: Willis Goodmoore
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* February 4
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 21
San Francisco, #277531 • New York, #277537 • Atlanta, #284839 • Cleveland,
#283965 • Columbus, #283441 • Nashville, #284035 • New Brunswick,
#284958
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277536, $230

“This was my first PLI conference and I was very impressed with how
well it was run, including use of the technology. The speakers were
excellent, the quality was great and the topic was timely and relevant.”

Entertainment Law 2020†
Co-Chairs
Kenneth M. Kaufman (Ret.), Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP,
Washington, DC
Linda A. Newmark, Executive Vice President – Head of Acquisitions and
Strategic Projects, Universal Music Publishing Group, Santa Monica, CA
Experienced entertainment attorneys and business executives will
discuss legal, financial, business, and ethical issues in the practice of
entertainment law, with a focus on new methods of delivery.
Topics Include
Day 1 — Sound Recordings and Music Publishing
The first day will be geared toward a basic understanding of an artistrecord company agreement, as well as a basic understanding of music
publishing terms and concepts.
Day 2 — TV, Video, and UGC; Changing Media Delivery; Unions and
Guilds; Ethics
The second day will cover legal and business issues and emerging
trends in the television and video industries; address media’s
transformation, including OTTs, MCNs and mobile-driven video; review
issues related to unions and guilds; and offer tips to navigate ethical
pitfalls in the practice of entertainment law.
Day 3 — Book Publishing; Right of Publicity; Litigation Update in
Mobile/Digital; Film
During the third day, experts will cover book publishing best practices,
right of publicity issues, trends and hot topics in digital entertainment,
and motion picture deal terms and concepts.
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit on Day 2
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Seema Lal Meehan
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 24-26
Day 1, New York, #277585 • Atlanta, #284199 • Cleveland, #283782
• Columbus, #283436 • Nashville, #283781 • New Brunswick, #284782
Day 2, New York, #277523 • Atlanta, #284198 • Boston, #283435 • Cincinnati,
#283900 • Columbus, #283434 • Indianapolis, #283901 • Nashville, #283779
• New Brunswick, #284781
Day 3, New York, #277642 • Atlanta, #284200 • Boston, #283438 • Cleveland,
#283786 • Columbus, #283437 • Nashville, #283785 • New Brunswick,
#284783
Program Fee for each day: $1,095; Privileged Member Fee for each day: $0
Course Handbook: #277524, $230

Attend All Three Days and Save $990
Program Fee for All Three Days: $2,295
“A very informative and detailed discussion of a rapidly evolving area.”
– Jim Charne, Gerard Fox Law P.C.

– Sarah McKenna, Dinsmore & Shohl LLP

“The content and guidance was very current and practical.”
– Aram Meade, T-Mobile USA

“Well presented material, and engaging speakers.”
– Aparna Kothari-Mears, Covington & Burling
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
TechLaw Institute 2020: The Digital Evolution†
Co-Chairs
Philip L. Blum, Deputy General Counsel, Broadcom, San Jose
Marc S. Roth, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP, New York City
James G. Snell, Perkins Coie LLP, Palo Alto
Technology is changing at light speed — improving and disrupting,
all at once, communication, commerce, financial services, health
care, government, and even our daily lives. Technological advances
are outpacing existing laws and regulations. Consequently, lawyers
counseling clients on technology-related issues face daily challenges on
all fronts. TechLaw Institute 2020: The Digital Evolution will provide
you with the information you need to serve your clients in this rapidly
changing environment.
This program is designed for technology and IP lawyers, in-house
counsel and outside counsel, and all lawyers who need to stay current
on the cutting edge of legal issues relating to technology. Business
professionals, computer professionals and information managers who
need to keep up to date with the dramatic changes in this area will also
find this program valuable.
Topics Include
• Issues relating to big data and data analytics
• The emerging Internet of Things, and how it may change
the legal landscape
• How hackers attack corporate computer systems and how to respond
• The impact of new technologies on legal ethics
• How technology is changing the way we practice law
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IAPP (Privacy)
Senior Program Attorney: Willis Goodmoore
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* March 2-3
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 25-26
San Francisco, #277739 • New York, #277740 • Atlanta, #284921 • Boston,
#283418 • Columbus, #283446 • Indianapolis, #284708 • New Brunswick,
#284962
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277741, $230

“Best blockchain and crypto CLE — the third and best that
I’ve watched.”
– Emily Nagle, Brighthouse Financial

“Very well presented and engaging.”
– Victoria Cundiff, Paul Hastings LLP

IP Monetization and Investment 2020:
Maximize Your Financial and Strategic Options†
Chair
Jose A. Esteves, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP,
New York City
Intellectual property (“IP”) monetization and investment is a core
consideration for many companies and investors. IP monetization
transactions and structures can generate substantial financial and
strategic value, adding an array of options for IP owners and investors.
At the same time, an ever-increasingly complex set of considerations
must be managed to effectively monetize IP. Staying abreast of relevant
developments relating to IP monetization is critical. The state of the law
and of the IP marketplace continues to evolve rapidly, with significant
legal and business developments occurring on a regular basis. Adding
another dimension of complexity and opportunity, IP monetization at
the international level has become a fundamental component of many
IP monetization programs, as a significant portion of Europe moves
toward a unitary European patent, and IP law and strategies continue
to mature rapidly in Asian economies. The result is a complex and
fluid environment with a substantial amount of both opportunity and
uncertainty.
This program is designed for in-house corporate, financing and
IP counsel and personnel responsible for IP monetization strategies;
corporate IP and knowledge managers; financing and investment
professionals; as well as other allied professionals who need to learn
or get up to speed on the latest developments in IP monetization.
Topics Include
• NEW! Explore the impact of artificial intelligence and blockchain on
IP monetization
• Updated! Gain current tips from a broad range of key
IP monetization players
• New Developments! Master the increasingly complex licensing and
enforcement landscapes; judicial, legislative and agency actions
impacting IP monetization strategies; as well as new monetization
products and strategies
• Revised! Update on IP valuation
• Explore ethical issues arising in IP assertions and
monetization transactions
• Updated! Emerging insurance models and products to manage risk in
monetization transactions
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Manager, California: Ivo Mijac
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 10
New York, #277897 • Atlanta, #284239 • Cleveland, #283715 • Columbus,
#283381 • Indianapolis, #283822 • Nashville, #283714
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277898, $230
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
Advanced Trademark Law 2020: Current Issues

Advanced Copyright Law 2020: Current Issues

Co-Chairs
Kieran G. Doyle, Cowan, Liebowitz & Latman, P.C., New York City
Sheldon H. Klein, Gray Plant Mooty, Washington, DC

Chair
Richard Dannay, Cowan, Liebowitz & Latman, P.C., New York City

This advanced level program will provide an up-to-the-minute review
of current trends and case law impacting the practice of trademark law
today. Essential for corporate and law firm attorneys who specialize or
often find themselves involved in trademark law, this program brings
together an outstanding expert faculty of experienced practitioners
and industry experts who will provide information on the most recent
developments in trademark law and practice. The program pays special
attention to presenting topics emphasizing practical skills. This program
is designed for lawyers experienced in the field of trademark law who
need to stay abreast of current developments in this area.
Topics Include
• Overview of important 2019-2020 trademark decisions
• Advanced prosecution and TTAB practice issues and tips
• Ethics in trademarks
• The intersection of trademark and bankruptcy law
• Willfulness and trademark damages
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Kenneth D. Min
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 11
New York, #278332 • Cleveland, #284729 • New Brunswick, #284730
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278337, $115

As copyright law continues to become increasingly complex in the
face of new technologies and new ways of doing business, it is more
important than ever to stay up to date. In order to continue to provide
the sophisticated, pragmatic legal advice your clients expect, attend
this program where you will learn about the latest developments from
a group of leading experts on copyright law.
The faculty will invite and answer questions to be sure those attending
the program receive information relevant to their practice. This program
is designed for experienced practitioners in the field of copyright law.
Topics Include
• Litigation and legislative update of copyright
• Effect of delay in copyright cases
• Fair use update
• DMCA update
• Termination of transfers
• Music litigation update
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Kenneth D. Min
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 12
New York, #278356 • Atlanta, #284731 • New Brunswick, #284732
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278361, $230

“The program was very interesting and informative and the content and
speakers were excellent.”
– Beth H. Alter, Seward & Kissel LLP

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
Artificial Intelligence and Data-Driven
Transactions 2020: A Dynamic Legal Landscape

Cloud Computing 2020: Key Issues and
Practical Guidance†

Chair
Carrie M. LeRoy, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, Palo Alto

Co-Chairs
Janine Anthony Bowen, Baker Hostetler LLP, Atlanta (New York only)
Peter Brown, Peter Brown & Associates PLLC, New York City
(New York only)
Marc S. Crandall, Head of Global Compliance, Google Inc.,
San Francisco (San Francisco only)
Tanya L. Forsheit, Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz PC, Los Angeles
(San Francisco only)

From the Internet of Things, to machine learning, to lightning-speed
data transfer across the globe, the technology sector is increasingly
adopting artificial intelligence solutions that present unique legal
challenges. If you work at or counsel a technology company or any
other company that creates or works with data-sharing technologies
or services or artificial intelligence offerings to support or enhance
business methods — which probably means most companies today
— this program will provide you with guidance on the legal risks
associated with these technologies and services, best practices, and
tips on how to anticipate and mitigate relevant risks.
Intellectual property, privacy, litigation and corporate counsel focused
on developing or implementing policies to mitigate risks associated
with the exploitation of data, artificial intelligence and related products
and services should attend this program. Additionally, in-house
counsel involved with: (i) data privacy compliance; (ii) assessment of
data collection, sharing and retention practices, as well as AI product
deployment; (iii) litigation risk management in AI development and
exploitation, and/or (iv) addressing the ethical challenges raised by
AI solutions will find this program particularly valuable.
Topics Include
• Hear current best practices in protecting and exploiting data to ensure
compliance with law, including data privacy law
• How to anticipate and address ethical issues raised by AI and
data-centric business models
• Explore intellectual property and product liability issues in the
autonomous realm
• Find out tips for mitigation of the unique legal risks and challenges
presented by artificial intelligence
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Senior Program Manager, California: Ivo Mijac
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* April 21, 9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. PT
San Francisco, #277903
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277904, $230

This program will provide practical advice on the context and
business realities around which cloud computing exists; key terms
for cloud computing contracts; vendor and customer obligations and
responsibilities associated with cloud computing services;
the compliance obligations and concerns most important to potential
purchasers; policies and procedures to help protect sensitive data in
the cloud; transfers of data between cloud computing vendors; and
the unique challenges that cloud presents in litigation. This is an
opportunity to hear from professionals representing providers and
purchasers alike, who will help you understand the unique attributes of
cloud computing deals.
This program is designed for technology and IP lawyers, in-house
counsel and outside counsel, and all lawyers who need to be on the
cutting edge of legal changes in IT law. Chief privacy and compliance
officers and information security professionals will also find this
program valuable.
Topics Include
• How cloud computing technology works and the inherent
operational risks
• How data security may be enhanced, or hampered, by using cloud
computing facilities
• Critical factors to consider with respect to government or other
third-party access to data in the cloud and how the legal landscape
is changing to address those concerns
• Practical and contractual remedies to help secure corporate assets
and intellectual property
• Your options in contract negotiations with cloud computing vendors,
and likely leverage points
• Navigating privacy issues, including the GDPR, CCPA, and others,
when deploying cloud solutions
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Senior Program Attorney: Willis Goodmoore
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 27
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 11
New York, #277856 • Atlanta, #284923 • Cleveland, #283989
• New Brunswick, #284963 • San Francisco, #277857
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277858, $115
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
Fashion and Retail Law 2020:
Trends and Developments†

Twenty-First Annual Institute on Privacy and
Cybersecurity Law

Chair
Howard S. Hogan, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, Washington, DC;
Co-Author, Fashion Law and Business: Brands and Retailers (PLI)

Co-Chairs
Francoise Gilbert, DataMinding, Inc., Palo Alto (San Francisco only)
Thomas J. Smedinghoff, Locke Lord LLP, Chicago (Chicago only)
Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP, New York City
(New York only)

As fashion brands and retailers manage an increasingly competitive
and technological marketplace and provide consumers with a greater
variety of products and expanded retail platforms, significant and
evolving risks present challenges for the lawyers who advise them.
Attend this program and explore the key legal issues for brands and
retailers, and investors in those sectors, in the current environment.
Learn practical guidance from seasoned firm practitioners, in-house
counsel, and industry experts. In-house counsel, outside counsel, and
business professionals in the fashion and retail industries should
attend this program.
Topics Include
• Developments in the intellectual property of fashion
• Legal concerns in privacy and social media
• Key international trade developments
• Real estate issues and new models of development
• Reimagining retail and fashion brand restructurings, dealmaking
and monetization
• Corporate social responsibility and sustainability in fashion
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Senior Program Attorney: Seema Lal Meehan
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 4
New York, #277024 • Columbus, #283439 • New Brunswick, #284785
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277025, $230

“Very relevant and current topics.”
– Allan Anderson, Arent Fox LLP

“The program was very good and informative, particularly the
session on privacy.”
– Wendi Sloane, Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum Nagelberg LLP

This program focuses on the key issues related to information privacy,
cybersecurity and data protection faced by businesses. The internet
and evolving information technologies have prompted the development
of powerful tools for the collection, processing, storage, and use of
personal information. More than ever, businesses are digital and data
driven. These trends create a wide range of compliance risk and liability
issues regarding the collection and use of personal information. They
also raise the stakes for protecting such data in increasingly challenging
risk environments, ranging from internal vulnerabilities to criminal
cyberattacks and other persistent threats. Legislators, regulators and
the courts are rapidly developing new laws and compliance obligations
to address the privacy and security implications of our expanding
information economy and its continuously evolving risks. This annual
conference focuses on these developments with the goal of keeping
attorneys and other privacy professionals informed and up to date in
this complex and dynamic area of laws and regulations.
Topics Include
• Latest U.S. privacy frameworks, including the California Consumer
Privacy Act of 2018
• Enforcement priorities of the FTC and state attorneys general
• Management of privacy and cybersecurity risk in corporate and
commercial deals
• Latest developments in workplace privacy and employee monitoring
• Ethical and cyber-risk management issues in using information
and technology
• Proactive measures to mitigate cyber risk and reactive response
techniques
• Cybersecurity insurance
• Preventive measures to avoid litigation
• Compliance with the EU General Data Protection Regulation
• Latest developments outside the U.S. and EU, including Brazil
and India
• CPOs and CISOs share their secrets
Special Features
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
• Earn Continuing Privacy Education credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Senior Program Attorney: Lauren E. Nochta
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 4-5
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 18-19
Chicago, June 8-9
San Francisco, #273908 • New York, #273909 • Atlanta, #284164 • Columbus,
#283349 • Indianapolis, #283855 • New Brunswick, #284686 • Chicago,
#273910
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Two-Volume Course Handbook: #273911, $250

“As usual, very good discussion of timely topics.”
– Linda Trickey, Cox Communications

REGISTER/ORDER TODAY!
FOR FAST SERVICE
WEB: www.pli.edu/YFW0
CALL: 800.260.4754

“Very relevant and timely subject matter and expertise.”
– Becky Kilpatrick, CenturyLink

“Some new and interesting info. Great presentation style —
very engaging.”
– Stacey Sutton, Carlton Fields

“Great ‘heads up’ of things to think about and how to prepare.”
– Linda Ramsey, American Academic Health System LLC
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
Internet of Things 2020:
Everything Is Connected†
Chair
Leonard T. Nuara, Flatiron Law Group LLP, Summit, NJ
The Internet of Things is a core part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
where ubiquitous electronic objects are equipped with identifying,
sensing, internet communication abilities, which enable a massive scale
of data collection and processing to accomplish previously unforeseen
objectives. As is usually the case, technology presents opportunities but
requires counsel to navigate, or possibly create, the legal framework to
allow IoT to achieve its potential, while preserving individual, societal
rights and improving lives and the planet.
To stay ahead of the rapidly evolving legal landscape, lawyers and
their clients need to utilize a wide variety of skills as the challenges and
rewards require an interdisciplinary approach. Please join us for a robust
discussion of the future of the Internet of Things with leading experts in
the field.
Topics Include
• Issues involving data rights, technology licensing, and regulations
• Consumer vs. commercial vs. industrial IoT
• Cybersecurity and privacy issues
• Liability risks
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Program Attorney: Justin Capuano
New York & Live Webcast,* May 20
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* June 24
New York, #277792 • San Francisco, #277791
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277793, $230

“Great Program. Great materials.”
– Thomas Lovett IV, Ballard Spahr LLP

“Outstanding and relevant program.”

Hot Topics in Advertising Law 2020
Co-Chairs
Tsan Abrahamson, Cobalt LLP, Berkeley, CA
Ashima A. Dayal, Davis & Gilbert LLP, New York City
Updated every year to address advertising challenges posed by new
technologies and creative approaches to marketing to consumers, this
advanced program is led by faculty experts who will examine current
issues companies face as they develop campaigns. Attend this program
to hear real-world advice and learn practical tips and strategies you can
implement as soon as you return to the office.
This program is designed for firm attorneys, in-house counsel,
marketing executives, and allied professionals who practice in the
fields of advertising, media, communications, trademark, and
consumer protection law.
Topics Include
• Review updates at FTC and NAD and updates regarding recent
class actions
• Influencers, endorsements, testimonials and more
• Issues ancillary to advertising that might impact your business
• Up and coming: what are the new issues you need to know about?
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Seema Lal Meehan
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 23
New York, #277045 • Atlanta, #284203 • Cleveland, #283788 • Columbus,
#283440 • Mechanicsburg, #283905 • New Brunswick, #284787 • Philadelphia,
#283903 • Pittsburgh, #283904
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277050, $230

“Great job! Superb faculty on this one.”
– Mark D. Meredith, Dentons US LLP

– Ken Hannahs, WestRock

✓
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GUARANTEE
IT’S SIMPLE
If you are not completely satisfied
with the return on your investment
from any PLI program, we will
refund your money in full.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY
Fundamentals of Copyright Law in the Data Era
2020†

Fundamentals of Trademark Law in the Global
Marketplace 2020†

Co-Chairs
Robert W. Clarida, Reitler, Kailas & Rosenblatt LLC, New York City
(New York only)
Naomi Jane Gray, Shades of Gray Law Group, P.C., San Francisco
(San Francisco only)

Co-Chairs
Beth Goldman, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, San Francisco
(San Francisco only)
Deborah K. Squiers, Cowan, Liebowitz & Latman, P.C., New York City
(New York only)

Fundamentals of Copyright Law brings lawyers new to the practice
and seasoned copyright lawyers together at a unique program designed
to offer practical takeaways and crucial updates for lawyers engaged in
this area. The agenda offers a survey of copyright law basics, including
registration and enforcement, and ends with a review of recent case
law and a discussion on the hottest topics in copyright law, providing a
substantive, practical review of copyright for all attendees.

Fundamentals of Trademark Law delivers a unique blend of basic
trademark review with coverage of the latest cases and controversies
that trademark lawyers of all experience levels can benefit to hear.
Attendees also partake in a capstone exercise featuring a simulation of
a client interview, giving attendees the chance to see how some of the
lessons they learned can emerge in a client engagement.

Topics Include
• Copyrightability, protectable subject matter and rights
• Copyright litigation strategies
• Copyright enforcement strategies
• Review of major recent copyright case law
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Kenneth D. Min
New York, June 25
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* June 29
New York, #278381 • San Francisco, #278382
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278387, $115

“This faculty was uniformly outstanding. Every one of them. I thought
it would be a long day online, but it just flew by. Thanks for putting
together such a strong program.”
– Paul Hurdlow, FloSports

Topics Include
• Trademark law basics: the Lanham Act, unfair competition and dilution
• Tips and strategies for searching and clearing marks
• Trademark infringement strategies, remedies and litigation alternatives:
TTAB or Federal Court
• Applying for federal registration, domestic and international
registration issues
• Hot topics and the latest trademark case law
Special Feature
• Video Simulation — Capstone Exercise: TTAB or Federal Court
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Kenneth D. Min
New York, June 26
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* June 30
New York, #278449 • San Francisco, #278450
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278455, $65

“Very sophisticated presentation with great practical tips
and examples.”
– Victoria Cundiff, Paul Hastings LLP
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PATENT
Patent Office Exam Course 2020

Fundamentals of Patent Litigation 2020†

Chair and Principal Lecturer
John M. White, PLI’s Director of Patent Professional Development;
Director, Soryn IP Group, New York City; Berenato & White, LLC,
Bethesda, MD

Co-Chairs
Gary M. Hnath, Mayer Brown LLP, Washington, DC
John J. Molenda, Ph.D., Steptoe & Johnson LLP, New York City

Featured Lecturer
Eugene Quinn, President and Founder of IPWatchdog, Inc.
The nation’s leading review course for the Patent Office Exam for over
half a century. . . .
We have more live locations and an online homestudy course that works
on all computers, tablets and Android devices!
Check www.PatentOfficeExamCourse.com for details on our live and
homestudy courses.
Everything in PLI’s Exam-focused Patent Office Exam Course 2020 —
the interactive testing software, the course materials, the lectures —
is designed to help you pass today’s Exam.
Get Outstanding Course Materials
• PatWare® — Our exclusive interactive testing software has been
updated and connected to the web so that you can get instant
comparative feedback on your progress toward passing the Exam.
PatWare enables you to practice in all areas of the MPEP tested on
the Exam, or focus on specific chapters, customize practice exams
quickly and easily, get cites for all answers, and monitor your progress
by chapter. It contains not only the old actual Exam questions, but
newer questions written by our faculty to cover the testable materials
added to the Exam, often based on up-to-the-minute feedback from
our thousands of takers.
• Exam-Focus Study Guide — Gives you Exam tips and suggested
study approaches for every section of the MPEP tested on the Exam,
including weighted coverage of material according to its importance.
• Learn-by-Doing Exercises and Practice Exam Materials —
Strengthen your understanding of the material with lots of practice
tests, including test strategies and time management.
Program Attorney: Mark D. Dighton
To register, call 888.296.5973, or visit www.PatentOfficeExamCourse.com
Homestudy online 24/7 for all takers!
DC area, January 7-10
Chicago, March 24-27
New York, May 5-8
San Francisco, June 9-12
DC area, #279589 • Chicago, #279590 • New York, #279591 • San Francisco,
#279593
Live or Homestudy Course — Program Fee: $2,895; Privileged Member Fee: $2,895
Includes Course Materials and Online Course
Students and unemployed persons receive a substantial discount.
**Note: This program is not included in Privileged Membership Agreements.

“PLI truly is the gold standard and provided all I could ask for.
Most specifically, the Patware feature is AMAZING! The vast gamut of
questions and detailed feedback was extraordinary. By the time I took
the course, I was more than ready to pass by flying colors. PLI patent
bar review course is truly the best course available.”
– Scott B. Amankwatia, UNH School of Law; passed the Exam in May 2019

“I took two other . . . much cheaper . . . prep courses, and PLI was well
worth the price. A bargain, in fact. Far superior . . . If you are serious
about passing the Patent Bar Exam the first time, this is the course you
must use to study.”
– Peter Nowak, MS in Ceramic Engineering; attended the May 2019 NY course
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The Supreme Court, the Federal Circuit, and the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO) are reshaping patent law, and this program
will teach you everything you need to know about the basics of patent
litigation in this rapidly changing landscape. An experienced faculty will
cover patent proceedings in a variety of different fora, including federal
district courts, the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC), and
the PTO.
With respect to patent suits brought in federal district court and the
ITC, you will learn essential practical details, such as how to prepare
complaints and answers, where to initiate a patent litigation, and how
to mount an effective defense. The program will also explore the claim
construction process leading up to the Markman hearing, including the
Federal Circuit’s evolving law of how patents should be interpreted.
Learn what is needed to prove infringement and how a patent may
be invalidated by prior art. Explore what to expect at trial and what
remedies are available. With respect to patent challenges brought in
the PTO, learn how inter partes review (IPR) is initiated, the types of
patentability challenges that one can make, and the key procedural
aspects of such proceedings.
Attorneys who will find this program helpful include in-house
attorneys who want to understand what happens if their companies
become involved in patent litigation, litigators who are considering
broadening their practice to include patent litigation, patent litigators
who are looking to enhance their knowledge of the latest trends and
developments, and corporate and licensing lawyers who want additional
expertise when advising their clients on patent-related matters.
Topics Include
• Overview of patents and how they are obtained in the PTO
• Patent enforcement actions in federal district courts and the ITC
• Challenging patents in the PTO through inter partes review
• Strategic considerations for how best to position a patent case for
trial and appeal
• In-depth discussion of current topics and trends in patent litigation
• In-house perspectives on best practices in managing patent litigation
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Manager, California: Ivo Mijac
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 26
New York, #277873 • Boston, #283380 • Cleveland, #283713 • Indianapolis,
#283820 • Mechanicsburg, #283819 • New Brunswick, #284695 • Philadelphia,
#283817 • Pittsburgh, #283818
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277874, $230

“Great overview of the IP litigation space.”
– Joyce L Morrison, Elanco US Inc.

“Great program.”
– John Saydlowski, Moore & Van Allen PLLC

PATENT
Patent Law Institute 2020: Critical Issues
& Best Practices
Co-Chairs
Scott M. Alter, Michael Best & Friedrich LLP, Denver
Douglas R. Nemec, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP,
New York City
John M. White, PLI’s Director of Patent Professional Development;
Director, Soryn IP Group, New York City; Berenato & White, LLC,
Bethesda, MD
The past several years have brought a dizzying array of changes
in patent law, between new legislation, new USPTO procedures,
and Supreme Court activity at a rate not seen in decades.
The Institute is your answer to keeping abreast of these myriad
developments, whether your practice focuses on litigation, prosecution,
or strategy/transactions. The six plenary sessions in this two-day
program will cover topics of interest to all patent lawyers, regardless
of specialty area. Plus, the three-track breakout session structure
allows for a customized program agenda.
Topics Include
• New! ITC patent enforcement strategies and insights
• New! Perspectives on patents from three different judicial
vantage points
• New! IP automation for corporations and law firms
• Software-related patents: patent subject matter eligibility/evolution of
101 and the PTO
• Emerging technologies and patent law
• Halo and its effect on willful infringement and enhanced damages
• The latest PTO rules and regulations
• Exploring the new patent litigation hotbeds post-TC Heartland
Breakout Sessions Include:
Prosecution Breakout Track: Two sessions focused on the latest
USPTO rulemaking efforts. Painlessly stay current with the USPTO
rulemakers’ and guideline writers’ priorities: they’ll be giving the
presentation, so take advantage of the chance to ask questions!
Learn about correcting filing receipt errors, ePetition filing, PPH and
correcting the all-important ADS!
Litigation Breakout Track: Analysis of both successful and
unsuccessful patent appeal strategies before the Federal Circuit
and Supreme Court; understanding patent litigation in international
jurisdictions; PTAB practice overview — the latest law and statistics
concerning IPR, CBM and PGR proceedings; real-time judicial insight
into deciding discovery disputes; and specialist analysis of ITC
patent practice.

Patent Eligibility, Prior Art, Obviousness and
Disclosure 2020: Current Trends in Sections 101,
102, 103 and 112
Chair
John M. White, PLI’s Director of Patent Professional Development;
Director, Soryn IP Group, New York City; Berenato & White, LLC,
Bethesda, MD
Has the “train wreck” that 35 USC 101 has become been solved?
We will provide answers to that question from a PTO and caselaw
(District Court, CAFC, and S.Ct.) perspective. The 101 conundrum
continues as to not only what the various PTO initiatives and guidelines
are, but also: what is the current state of CAFC decision-making
and where will we be in the years and decades ahead — during the
enforcement period of patents now prosecuted and acquired?
Gain insight and have answers for your clients!
Prior art (102) (both pre and post-AIA) and obviousness (103) are
covered inside and outside the USPTO. Obtain a working understanding
of recent interpretations, and case law, along with some perspective
on the future of both. Will Helsinn obtain any legislative interest as
has 101?
The program is geared to patent lawyers who have familiarity with
existing 35 USC 101/102/103 and who regularly work with the statute
in either litigation or patent prosecution. The course will advance the
knowledge of all attendees from their respective starting points and
provide new insights into the statute, recent amendments, and case law.
Topics Include
• Section 101: still on the move?
• 102 and its dates: is there a “grace period” for a secret sale?
• Understanding the “effective filing date” in global terms
• Analyzing 102 — pre- and post-AIA
• A comprehensive review of post-KSR 103 via CAFC and
PTAB precedent
• Impact of benefit claims on the prior art date of a reference and the
effective filing date of the application being examined
• Application of new 101 guidance
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Manager, California: Ivo Mijac
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 11
New York, #277917 • Indianapolis, #283826 • Mechanicsburg, #283825
• Philadelphia, #283823 • Pittsburgh, #283824
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277918, $230

Strategic/Transactional Breakout Track: The key issues concerning
patent-eligible subject matter in view of recent Federal Circuit decisions
and USPTO reactions that continue to greatly affect patent practitioners;
hot topics in patent licensing that every transactional lawyer should
know (but might not); and corporate patent counsel discuss how to
build a strong patent portfolio.
Special Features
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit!
• Customize your Institute by choosing from 18 breakout sessions!
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Manager, California: Ivo Mijac
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 2-3
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* April 23-24
New York, #277885 • Indianapolis, #283821 • New Brunswick, #284698
• San Francisco, #277886
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277887, $230

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later
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PATENT / COMMUNICATIONS/TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Patent Fundamentals Bootcamp 2020:
An Introduction to Patent Drafting, Prosecution,
and Litigation†
Co-Chairs
Jonathan Berschadsky, Merchant & Gould P.C., New York City
Thomas J. Kowalski, Duane Morris LLP, New York City
Paul J. Otterstedt, Otterstedt, Wallace & Kammer, LLP, Stamford, CT
PLI’s Patent Bootcamp offers an exceptionally comprehensive and
interactive environment for attendees who want to learn the basics of
patent application preparation, claims drafting, and prosecution, as well
as recent developments in the law. This benchmark program provides
a rare opportunity to receive individualized feedback and mentoring in
focused small clinic group settings, where multifaceted strategies and
best practices will be explored and discussed. Instructed by leading
patent practitioners in the country who are skilled in various technology
arts, attendees will work within the context of real-life scenarios and
be guided through the entire patent application process, receiving
a thorough understanding of the basics of patent law. In addition, a
litigator’s perspective is provided to show how drafting and prosecution
can influence the development and outcome of patent litigation; and
conversely, how a litigator’s perspective can inform patent drafting and
prosecution practices.
Patent prosecuting and litigating attorneys, patent agents, technical
advisers, patent liaisons, and patent inventors, with or without a Patent
Office registration number and with little or no patent experience, will
greatly benefit by attending this program.
Topics Include
PLI’s Patent Bootcamp features lectures each morning followed
by clinic sessions in the afternoon where classroom problems and
solutions will be furnished. Both the lectures and clinics follow the
patent application process — from invention disclosure and patent
preparation (Day 1), through prosecution, issuance and beyond (Day 2)
to litigation/claim analysis (Day 3). At the end of this program, you will:
• Learn how to prepare a patent application that satisfies the statutory
requirements for patentability and distinctly claims the subject matter
that the applicant regards as the invention with an eye towards
successful prosecution and enforcement
• Understand how to prosecute an application to obtain allowance of an
enforceable patent
• Learn how to interview an Examiner
• Discover effective uses of reissues, supplemental examination
procedures, reexamination, inter partes review, post-grant review, and
other post-issuance proceedings
• Determine best practices to anticipate patent litigation issues during
the patent prosecution process
• Get helpful approaches on patent opinion drafting
• Learn how to prepare infringement/invalidity claim charts for litigation
Special Features
• Hear morning lectures on critical patent application topics
• Sharpen patent writing skills by drafting and reviewing patent claims
with experienced patent practitioners in focused small clinic groups
• Recognize potential ethical issues practitioners often encounter in
patent practice
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Manager, California: Ivo Mijac
New York, June 2-4
New York, #277910
Program Fee: $2,195; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277912, $230
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Broadband and Cable Industry Law 2020†
Co-Chairs
Cristina Chou, Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, Washington, DC
Tara M. Corvo, Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C.,
Washington, DC
Attend this renowned program and hear cutting-edge analysis of federal
initiatives and FCC regulations. Plus examine the latest negotiation and
regulatory trends, current case law, and latest technology forecasts.
Join the country’s leading outside and in-house counsel representing
cable operators, cable programmers, and online service providers —
and the regulators themselves — to gain an understanding of what has
transpired in broadband and cable law over the past year and of where
we might be heading.
Topics Include
• The 2020 communications priorities of Capitol Hill, the White House,
and the FCC
• How will antitrust considerations impact BigTech?
• The Commission’s 621 Order – updates on the appeal
and implementation
• Privacy, cybersecurity, and threats to the communications
supply chain
• What’s new in political broadcasting
• Net neutrality — experts discuss the impacts of the decision, as well
as potential legislative and regulatory initiatives
• Updates to the content ratings system
• Cable’s new technology initiatives
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Seema Lal Meehan
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 11-12
New York, #277017 • Atlanta, #284202 • Boston, #283442
• New Brunswick, #284786
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277018, $230

“I really liked the new piracy and ethics panels. All of the other panels
were also great, as always.”
– Brendan Murray, FCC

“Very comprehensive and helpful.”
– Arthur Harding, Foster Garvey

PRIVACY/CYBERSECURITY
Advanced Data Privacy, Cybersecurity and
TCPA Class Action Litigation 2020

The Future of Blockchain and Digital Assets:
The View of Silicon Valley

Chair
Ian C. Ballon, Greenberg Traurig, LLP, East Palo Alto and Los Angeles, CA

Chair
Mark F. Radcliffe, DLA Piper, East Palo Alto, CA

With new laws set to take effect on January 1, 2020, and additional
legislative and regulatory changes looming on the horizon,
cybersecurity, data privacy, and TCPA class action litigation in 2020 will
look very different than it did in 2019 and past years. To date, much of
the legal regime in the United States has been determined through class
action litigation, which in 2020 will be impacted by an array of new state
laws, including the California Consumer Privacy Act and state biometric
and Internet of Things (IoT) legislation. International developments,
including in Europe, also continue to impact the development of U.S.
law and litigation. And proposed legislative and regulatory changes will
impact the way cases are litigated in 2020 and beyond.

Blockchain is a fundamental technology that will dramatically transform
all industries. Blockchains will affect lawyers and law firms directly
through the implementation of “smart contracts.” This program will
provide an overview of the technology as well as the emerging legal
issues. Lawyers need to understand the technology to effectively assist
companies with blockchain implementations.

Presented by some of the most creative and experienced plaintiffs’
counsel, defense litigators, and federal court judges, this advanced
program will feature a technology tutorial designed to identify the latest
threats and challenges; an exhaustive year-in-review update on the
latest cases, circuit splits and trends; both a judicial panel and in-house
panel to provide insights, perspectives and practice tips; extensive
discussion of strategy on multiple panels featuring top lawyers and
judges in the field; and very granular discussions of the latest class
certification, motion practice and settlement trends, along with
techniques for valuing different types of cases.

Topics Include
• Learning the critical basics of blockchain technology and how
different blockchains work, knowledge which is essential in assisting
companies in planning blockchain implementations
• Learning about the rise of “tokenization” and the opportunities in
different industries
• Understanding the new issues arising from smart contracts, which
include enforceability and liability for mistakes in programming
• Analyzing critical future issues for blockchain and digital assets
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Program Attorney: Laxmi Rees
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 28

You should attend if you are: a general counsel or in-house counsel
or are outside counsel to companies that face security, cybersecurity
breach, data privacy and TCPA exposure; a litigator or transactional
lawyer who defends or advises clients on data privacy, security
breaches and advertising law, including TCPA issues; or a chief
information security officer, chief privacy officer or other allied
professional responsible for data privacy and security compliance.

San Francisco, #278878
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278879, $115

Topics Include
• Look “under the hood” at the technologies, business practices
and mistakes that have led to some of the more significant recent
cybersecurity breach and data privacy cases, with an advance
technology tutorial
• Hear from federal court judges on what they want to see from counsel
in their courtrooms
• Learn from in-house counsel on how to better represent companies in
cybersecurity, data privacy and TCPA class action suits — and how to
avoid these cases
• Fully understand the impact of the California Consumer Privacy Act
on cybersecurity and privacy litigation and case valuations — both in
California and other states — and the measures companies can take
to mitigate their risks
• Exhaustive case-by-case, circuit-by-circuit, case law and strategy
year-in-review updates
• Consider the latest class certification issues, trends and strategies
and how to value cases
• Learn from a panel of experts on the “future of law” in this area —
to be able to anticipate the new wave of cases

“Very informative and well-presented.”

Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Senior Program Manager, California: Ivo Mijac
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* January 13
San Francisco, #277973
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277974, $230

“Excellent presentations.”
– Areg Sahakian, Honeywell International Inc.

“This was a very informative and refreshingly down to earth discussion
of blockchain. Great program.”
– Adrienne Lipoma, Yorozu Law Group, PC

– Arthur Herskowitz, Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP

“Absolutely fantastic presentations!”
– Anthony Elias, The Bancorp

BECOME AN EXPERT
IN AN HOUR
PLI One-Hour
Audio Briefings
More than 135 Briefings a year,
on topics ripped straight from the
headlines. You can’t read about
them here, but watch your Inbox
on Sundays. Not receiving our
updates? Visit www.pli.edu/YFW0
for a complete list or to subscribe.
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LITIGATION
Basic Negotiation Skills 2020†
Chair
Ching Valdezco, Exec-Comm LLC, San Francisco
Negotiation is part of any lawyer’s everyday life. You negotiate with
colleagues, clients, and staff about an array of issues, ranging from
simple project deadlines to complex contractual language. This program
is designed to help you gain confidence in every negotiation you
conduct. The panelists represent academicians, sole practitioners, and
members of leading local law firms.
Topics Include
• Following six steps to a successful negotiation
• Organizing a strategy before, during and after a negotiation
• Identifying the three types of negotiations and when to use each
• Creating and using currencies during a negotiation
• Bargaining and offering concessions effectively
• Preparing tactics and avoiding ploys during a negotiation
• Considering alternative dispute resolutions and alternatives to trial
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Laxmi Rees
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* January 8
San Francisco, #278848
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278849, $65

“I enjoyed this program very much — it provided personalized practical
skills that I can implement going forward.”
– Meaghan Shirk, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP

“Every segment was informative. Real world tips and tactics.
Great advice. Thank you! I’m going to highly recommend this one.”
– Caroline English, Arent Fox LLP

“Well organized and presented. Quite helpful!”
– Michael Shor, Fisher Broyles

Government Investigations 2020:
Investigations Arising from Data Breach and
Privacy Concerns and Parallel Proceedings†
Chair
Ronald J. Hedges, Dentons US LLP, New York City
Electronic information pervades our society. Corporations and other
organizations create, store, and utilize that information in all facets of
business. Unfortunately, security can be breached and any breach can
lead to investigations by various government agencies at the federal
and state levels. Those investigations may lead to disputes about
scope, variety and volume of electronic information to be produced.
This program will explore the role of electronic information through
a hypothetical breach of a corporation’s information that leads to an
investigation. It will focus on the “what, why and how” an investigation
is conducted — from the viewpoint of the investigating agencies
and of the corporate representatives charged with responding to the
investigation. The program will then consider a hypothetical class action
that parallels the investigation and how that parallel litigation interacts
with the investigation.
Our faculty, which includes experienced regulators and attorneys,
will address various aspects of government investigations and parallel
proceedings with a focus on requests for and production of
electronic information.
This program will be of interest to in-house and retained counsel, as
well as corporate officers and other personnel who find — or may find
— their clients under investigation by federal or state regulators.
The program will also benefit counsel for those clients — and for
plaintiffs and their counsel — who litigate “parallel” civil actions in
tandem with or subsequent to investigations.
Topics Include
• What triggers a government investigation?
• What is the scope of a government investigation?
• What are the limitations on a government investigation?
• What might the government demand in an investigation and how
might a corporate entity respond to such a demand?
• What room for negotiation exists between a corporate entity
and the government?
• What is the role of — and relationship between — parallel civil
proceedings and government investigations, and how might
these be coordinated?
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman

ATTEND
FROM YOUR
LOCATION!
REGISTER
FOR OUR
LIVE WEBCASTS
Most of our programs are available as live
webcasts. Reserve your seat to watch PLI’s
acclaimed faculty as they discuss the hottest
legal trends, developments, case law and
regulations. . . . View all supporting material. . . .
And earn CLE and CPE credit.
Register today at www.pli.edu/YFW0 or
Call 800.260.4754
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New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
January 31, 9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. ET
New York, #275701 • Atlanta, #284146 • Boston, #283264 • Cincinnati,
#283993 • Columbus, #283263 • Indianapolis, #283994 • Mechanicsburg,
#283992 • Philadelphia, #283990 • Pittsburgh, #283991
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275706, $230

LITIGATION
Current Developments in Federal Civil Practice
2020†

Fundamentals of Taking and Defending
Depositions 2020†

Chair
Jonathan L. Frank, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP,
New York City

Chair
Gerald A. Stein, Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP, New York City

Are you up to date on the important developments in federal civil
practice and the implications of these developments for your cases?
At this program, a distinguished faculty of trial lawyers and judges will
provide a dynamic overview of significant recent developments in the
law and offer their insights. The program will focus on the impact of
these developments on best practices throughout the life of a federal
litigation. This program will be helpful for any attorney who litigates in
federal court. Both new lawyers and experienced trial attorneys will
appreciate the focus on recent developments and decisions, and the
opportunity to hear the views of federal judges on these issues.
Topics Include
• Recent decisions interpreting and applying the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure and the Federal Rules of Evidence
• New developments affecting pleadings, motions to dismiss, and
summary judgment motions
• Using experts effectively in pretrial motion practice and at trial
• The “View from the Bench” — insight from federal judges on what they
consider to be effective practices in pretrial proceedings and at trial
• New developments in electronic discovery and how they affect
best practices
• Notable ethical considerations in federal litigation practice

By focusing on critical strategic practice tips, this highly engaging
and dynamic program will well-equip junior and mid-level attorneys to
prepare for, take, and defend depositions. Particular attention is given to
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure with distinctions made under
New York practice. Seasoned litigators will explain how to prepare for as
well as take and defend expert witness depositions. Panelists will further
analyze examination techniques and discuss the increasing importance
of deposition testimony in motion practice, at trial, and when evaluating
the merits of a case for settlement. Our faculty of experienced litigators
will share their insights and provide practical advice to guide you
through every facet of the deposition process, and will give you tips to
develop the fundamental skills for taking and defending depositions.
We will also guide a discussion of important ethical issues that may
arise during depositions. Gain a better understanding of the tactical and
strategic considerations behind the deposition techniques employed in
high-stakes litigation so that you can confidently prepare for and take
your next deposition.

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 7

Topics Include
• Deciding where each deposition fits into your overall discovery plan
and litigation strategy
• Learning how to effectively prepare for a deposition, including
preparing an outline and selecting exhibits
• Mastering the nuts and bolts of taking a deposition, including
using stipulations, objections, and use of exhibits
• Exploring techniques you can use to deal with difficult adversaries
and witnesses
• Finding out how to defend the deposition by making objections,
instructing the witness, going off the record, and more
• Discovering how to prepare and depose expert witnesses
• Ensuring you accomplish your deposition goals

New York, #276002 • Atlanta, #284147 • Cleveland, #284007 • Columbus,
#283314 • New Brunswick, #284769
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276007, $230

Special Features
• Earn transitional Skills credit
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit

Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman

“Very good presenters, experts in their fields. Great to hear from
the judges, and also the practical tips provided. Overall, an excellent
CLE course.”

Credit Available: CLE and CPD

– Arturo Garcia-Sola, McConnell Valdes

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 5

Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York, #276091 • Atlanta, #284153 • Cleveland, #284011 • Indianapolis,
#284010 • New Brunswick, #284770
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276096, $230

“Fantastic program — I really enjoyed the Q & A in the last section and
the earlier clips of actual depositions.”
– Christy Fisher, Office of the Attorney General of Maryland

“Finally, a CLE that covers topics that matter in a deposition. Nice job.”
– Jonathan Kortmansky, Pierce Bainbridge
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LITIGATION
New York CPLR 2020†

Specialized Deposition Techniques 2020†

Chair
Burton N. Lipshie, Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP, New York City

Chair
Jennifer Hurley McGay, Lewis Johs Avallone Aviles, LLP, Islandia, NY

This instructive program will provide a comprehensive review of
developments concerning the important procedural rules that govern
litigation in New York State. The program is for attorneys who litigate in
the state courts of New York, managing attorneys, and in-house counsel
who have responsibility for making decisions concerning litigation or
who work with outside litigation counsel.

Whether you’ve done one deposition or one hundred, you need to be
prepared to handle the special situations that arise and know how to
identify and exploit the opportunities that exist. This program covers
a range of topics and scenarios that can challenge even the most
seasoned litigators. Our faculty of experienced litigators and deposition
experts will outline proven solutions to some of this craft’s thorniest
challenges.

Topics Include
• Update regarding statute of limitations case law
• Recent cases concerning jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments
• Discussion of new cases dealing with discovery issues
• New cases about service of process
• Updates on the law of motions to dismiss and summary judgment
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York & Live Webcast,* March 10, 9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. ET
New York, #276107
Program Fee: $495; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276112, $230

Come learn why attendees rated this course “the best CLE presentation
I have seen” and “one of the best seminars I have attended.” Attendees
praised the “seasoned, experienced attorneys” and raved that the
program “contained practical and specific information that will be
helpful in preparing depositions in the future.”
Litigators and in-house counsel of every level of experience will find this
program valuable.
Topics Include
• Preparing (and not overpreparing) your witness
• Practical advice about dealing with the difficult deposition witness —
whether that witness is yours or your adversary’s
• Constructive advice about dealing with difficult opposing counsel
• Seeking (or resisting) the deposition of Chief Executive Officer —
implications of Apex
• Tactical use of Rule 30(b)(6) depositions
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
March 26, 1:00 – 4:30 p.m. ET
New York, #276133 • Atlanta, #284155 • Cleveland, #284029
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276138, $230

“Should be a required course for all litigators.”
– David Jones, Akerman LLP

The Leader in
GLOBAL LEGAL
EDUCATION
Explore our new UK-focused site and take
advantage of our live and on-demand
PLI programmes.
Discover what’s trending and browse the
practice areas of banking and finance,
mergers and acquisitions, and tax.
Get Started at www.PLI.edu/UK
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LITIGATION
Pretrial Practice 2020†

Appellate Advocacy 2020†

Chair
David G. Keyko, Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP, New York City

Chair
Mark D. Harris, Proskauer Rose LLP, New York City

Pretrial practice in federal civil litigation continues to change. As fewer
civil cases are tried, the staples of pretrial practice — pleadings,
motions to dismiss, discovery, Daubert motions, summary judgment,
and settlement — have replaced trials as the focus of litigation.
What does the changing nature of pretrial practice in litigation mean for
your practice? Join our faculty of experienced plaintiffs’ and defense
attorneys, inside counsel, judges and others as they review what you
need to know to succeed at this increasingly important stage
of litigation.

This program will provide real-world insight into effective appellate
advocacy. Attendees will learn about all aspects of the appellate
process, from things to do (and not to do) in the trial court, to strategies
and techniques for persuasive brief writing and oral argument, to how
and when to seek amicus support, to the rehearing and certiorari
processes. Attendees will also hear the “View from the Bench” —
what judges find persuasive and effective.

This program will help attorneys who are not yet experienced litigators
become familiar with the ins and outs of pretrial practice.
Topics Include
• Planning the litigation
• Investigating the facts and the law
• Pleading your case
• Pretrial motions
• Settlement strategies
Special Feature
• The program offers transitional Skills credit
Credit Available: CLE and CPD

This program will be of interest to attorneys who need to learn basic
techniques of appellate litigation, experienced practitioners who would
like to improve their skills in appellate advocacy, and in-house counsel
who want to be able to better manage appellate litigation handled by
outside counsel.
Topics Include
• Strategic choices, and common issues to watch for, in the trial court
• How to be an effective advocate — both in brief writing and in
oral argument
• Soliciting amici and preparing amicus briefs
• The rehearing and certiorari process
• The “View from the Bench”: effective appellate advocacy from the
judicial perspective

Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman

Special Feature
• This program will provide transitional Skills credit

New York, Live Webcast* and Groupcast Locations, April 6

Credit Available: CLE and CPD

New York, #276164 • Atlanta, #284162 • Cleveland, #284070
• New Brunswick, #284777
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276169, $230

Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 28,
12:45 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #276170 • Atlanta, #284165 • Cleveland, #284072 • Columbus,
#283344 • Nashville, #284071
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0

“This was a very informative CLE with wonderful speakers.”
– Julia Zwak, Mid-Minnesota Legal Aid

“This was one of the best CLE seminars I can remember. Thank you to
the course planners and presenters.”
– Robert Morris, Smith Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchell & Jernigan LLP

VIEW
NEAR YOU

Now you can attend PLI programs
at our remote viewing locations
in Atlanta, Boston, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Mechanicsburg, Nashville,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh. Get a classroom
experience — and live CLE credit —
without having to leave town.
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LITIGATION
Selecting a Jury in 2020†

Expert Witness 2020†

Chair
Gregory Kasper, Trial Counsel, Denver

Chair
Brian A. Herman, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, New York City

Jury selection is often when a case is won or lost. Learn valuable and
current information on the best methods to prepare for and conduct
jury selection.

For many attorneys, searching for, retaining, using and examining expert
witnesses can be a daunting experience. Don’t miss out on the critical
benefits conferred by the effective use of expert witnesses in complex
litigation. Our faculty of experienced litigators and expert witnesses will
demystify the challenges of selecting, preparing, and using experts.
You will come away with practical tools to handle the myriad of issues
involved with expert witness preparation and testimony. Litigators at all
levels of practice and experience should find this program useful.
In-house counsel who are involved in or supervise litigation will also find
this program of interest.

You will learn from expert faculty consisting of current and former
judges, jury consultants, academics who have performed extensive
research on juries, and practicing lawyers who have experience and
insight on jury selection.
Topics Include
• Learning how to make use of jury consultants
• Determining who you want — and who you don’t want — on your jury
• Learning how to effectively conduct research on your venire
• Understanding how to effectively conduct voir dire
• Examining peremptory challenges
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Laxmi Rees
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* May 19
San Francisco, #278872
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278873, $230

“Really informative and well done.”
– James Nonkes, Harris Beach PLLC

“Fantastic program — I thoroughly enjoyed it and learned a lot!”
– Daniella Main, Alston & Bird LLP

Topics Include
• Selecting the right expert for your case
• Preparing for and conducting a Daubert hearing
• Defending against a Daubert challenge
• Deposing the opposing expert
• Preparing your expert to testify at a deposition and at trial
• Mastering direct and cross examination of experts at trial
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York, Live Webcast* and Groupcast Locations,
May 27, 1:00 – 4:30 p.m. ET
New York, #276176 • Atlanta, #284195 • Cleveland, #284074 • Nashville,
#284073
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276181, $230

“All speakers were truly excellent.”

“This was a very good overview of the subject matter, and the
presenters did a great job.”

– Ann Marie Walsh, Locke Lord LLP

– Britt Anderson, Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP

INDIVIDUAL PRIVILEGED MEMBERSHIP
UNLIMITED ACCESS TO PLI’S LIVE AND ONLINE
PROGRAMMING FOR ONE FLAT ANNUAL FEE!

For more information on
Individual Privileged
Membership, please
call 800.260.4754
or email
membership@pli.edu
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LITIGATION
Class Action Litigation 2020†

International Arbitration 2020†

Co-Chairs
Jayne A. Goldstein, Shepherd Finkelman Miller & Shah LLP,
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Howard S. Suskin, Jenner & Block LLP, Chicago

Chair
John Fellas, Hughes Hubbard & Reed, LLP, New York City

Class action lawsuits remain an integral and exciting part of high-stakes
litigation. The courts, including the Supreme Court, have
taken notice. In this program, you will gain the tools and strategies
you need to effectively litigate, mediate or settle these complex
cases. Our outstanding faculty of plaintiffs’ and defense counsel and
academics will bring you up to date on important developments in class
action litigation. You and your clients will benefit from this program
whether your practice focuses on employment law, products liability,
toxic tort, securities, antitrust, consumer fraud, or civil rights.
The course also includes pragmatic tips on litigation strategies designed
to improve your skills and your chances for success in the courtroom.
This program will benefit outside attorneys who are prosecuting or
defending class actions, as well as in-house counsel who want to gain
a competitive edge in understanding this fast-moving field.
Topics Include
• Supreme Court review and round-up
• Explore new developments in CAFA and on the class action landscape
• Pick up pretrial and courtroom tips and practices from top litigators
• Learn what is involved in class administration: specifics you need
to know
Special Features
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
• Earn transitional Skills credit
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 1
New York, #276195 • Cincinnati, #284078 • Cleveland, #284090 • Columbus,
#283346 • Indianapolis, #284079 • Mechanicsburg, #284077 • Nashville,
#284080 • New Brunswick, #284779 • Philadelphia, #284075 • Pittsburgh,
#284076
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276204, $230

If your company or client has a dispute arising out of an international
contract, such as one with a foreign party, international arbitration
represents the best method of resolving that dispute in a neutral
forum and enforcing any subsequent award. However, the resolution
of international business disputes through arbitration raises issues
that are simply not present in the litigation context. In many ways,
arbitration offers more choices than litigation. What is the appropriate
place of arbitration? Under which rules should you arbitrate? How many
arbitrators should you have? Which arbitrator should you choose? How
can you make the proceeding more efficient? This program will address
these and other critical issues and give you the information you need
to successfully navigate the international arbitration process. Join our
exceptional faculty of experienced practitioners for instruction on the
most current and important topics in this fast-growing field. If you
handle any aspects of international arbitration or mediation for your
clients or company, you will not want to miss this conference.
This program is designed for private practitioners, in-house counsel,
and other professionals who are involved in the arbitration of
international disputes.
Topics Include
• Current issues in international arbitration
• The international arbitrator’s point of view
• Pitfalls to avoid with fact witnesses and experts
• Practical tips for winning your cases
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 8
New York, #276242 • Atlanta, #284197 • New Brunswick, #284780
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276247, $230

“Overall, an outstanding program! Kudos!”
– Maryann Waryjas, Herc Holdings Inc. and Herc Rentals Inc.

Take a Seat at the Roundtable
Join the conversation with PLI Studio Briefings
These online-only roundtable discussions featuring legal and
industry experts deliver PLI’s standard in educational CLE
programming though an exciting new format. Tune in and watch
as our panelists share practical legal insights set in helpful
practice contexts for a range of topics and industries.

www.pli.edu/programs/studio-briefings
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BANKING
25th Annual Consumer Financial Services
Institute (2020)

Financial Services Technology 2020:
Avoidance of Risk†

Co-Chairs
Alan S. Kaplinsky, Ballard Spahr LLP, Philadelphia
John J. Roddy, Bailey & Glasser LLP, Boston
Julia B. Strickland, Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP, Los Angeles
Beth E. Terrell, Terrell Marshall Law Group, Seattle

Chair
Richard Raysman, Holland & Knight LLP, New York City

2020 will mark the 25th year of this exceptional program, which is
considered the premier consumer financial services CLE program
in the country.
The leadership and priorities of the CFPB, FTC, DOJ, FCC, and federal
banking agencies have changed under the Trump administration.
While these entities are still active in enforcing consumer financial
services laws, state regulators and attorneys general have increased
their enforcement activity to fill any void created by decline in activity
at the federal level. The volume of private litigation, particularly under
the TCPA and FCRA, also remains high. At the same time, the improved
economy, the deregulatory atmosphere at the federal level, and the
increase in technological innovation (including artificial intelligence,
data aggregation and blockchain) has resulted in new entrants into the
consumer financial services industry and the offering of new products
by existing players in the industry.
This popular two-day event will bring together faculty representing a
wide range of perspectives, ranging from federal and state regulatory
and enforcement agency representatives to experienced defense,
in-house counsel and consumer advocates who will bring you up to
speed on what they are focusing on now and the areas in which the risk
of private litigation, including class actions, remains high. They will
focus on how the panoply of federal and state laws applies to the
broad range of consumer financial services, including mortgages; auto
finance; credit, debit and prepaid cards; student loans; marketplace
lending and fintech; payday, auto title and installment lending;
and deposit accounts.

The financial services industry is heavily regulated, especially in the
area of data security and privacy — and the regulations are constantly
changing. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act changed the industry landscape, and companies must
maintain their vigilance to comply with its requirements. Federal and
state agencies, including the OCC, FFIEC, Federal Reserve, CFPB, and
others have all issued regulations, guidance and recommendations
regarding data security, cybersecurity, data privacy and the use of
social media.
There are also real cybersecurity risks that require constant monitoring,
with offshore and domestic criminals pinging every financial website
hundreds of times each day looking for vulnerabilities. This program
will help you catch up on the latest developments, with a look at
how the current administration may impact industry requirements.
The program is appropriate for in-house lawyers, outside counsel,
and allied professionals working with clients in the financial services
industry.
Topics Include
• OCC compliance requirements for financial institutions
• FFIEC final guidance on social media
• Impact of the Dodd-Frank Act
• NIST cybersecurity requirements
• CCPA and other state regulatory requirements
• Federal Information Security Management Act
• Information security issues
• Mobile apps considerations
• Strategic alliances — ownership of IP and data

All professionals involved in consumer financial services, including
lawyers, legal and compliance professionals, bankers, lenders,
debt collectors, credit bureaus, consumer advocates and professors,
will gain many practical takeaways from this program.

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

Topics Include
• Hear directly from the sources about new priorities at the CFPB, FTC,
FDIC and OCC
• Understand the important implications of the U.S. Supreme Court’s
decision to review the SEILA Law LLC case dealing with the
constitutionality of the CFPB
• Analyze regulatory and enforcement initiatives of the state regulators
and attorneys general
• Explore the latest wave of private litigation, including class actions,
against banks and other consumer financial services companies
• Evaluate regulatory and litigation priorities of consumer advocates
this year
• Get the latest updates on debt collection, privacy and data security
• Gain insights on the effects of technological innovation (including
artificial intelligence, data aggregation and blockchain) on the
consumer financial services industry

New York, #277804 • Cleveland, #283982 • Columbus, #283447
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #2277805, $115

Special Features
• Earn up to one full hour of Ethics credit exploring the unique
professional responsibility challenges practitioners face in the
consumer financial services space
• Satisfy your Diversity and Inclusion/Elimination of Bias credit
requirements
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA), IAPP (Privacy) CPE
and CFE (Fraud)
Senior Program Attorney: Danielle B. Cohen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 23-24
Chicago, May 18-19
New York, #278949 • Atlanta, #284681 • Cleveland, #284682 • Mechanicsburg,
#284848 • New Brunswick, #285036 • Philadelphia, #284846 • Pittsburgh,
#284847 • Chicago, #278950
Program Fee: $2,045; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #278954, $230
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Senior Program Attorney: Willis Goodmoore
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 7

“I am always impressed with the quality of these programs and
glad I attended.”
– John Clayman, Frederic Dorwart Lawyers

BANKRUPTCY AND RESTRUCTURING
Recent Developments in Distressed Debt,
Restructurings and Workouts 2020

Bankruptcy & Reorganizations 2020:
Current Developments

Co-Chairs
Alice Belisle Eaton, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP,
New York City
Joseph Samet (Ret.), Baker McKenzie, Upper Montclair, NJ

Co-Chairs
Joseph Samet (Ret.), Baker McKenzie, Upper Montclair, NJ
Lisa M. Schweitzer, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP, New York City

Effective risk prevention practice, a volatile political environment,
potential fraud, and cross-border issues require businesses to preplan
and limit risk, including with distressed companies. This program will
cover current issues relating to structuring, drafting and enforcing the
rights of creditors and parties to loans, various executory contracts
and intercreditor agreements, principally in out-of-court restructurings
and exchange offers. Documentation leading to a prearranged or
prepackaged Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing will be explored.
The program will cover issues in structured finance, sales of distressed
assets in diverse industries, and valuation issues. The faculty will
provide tactics to be utilized to better protect creditors, including banks,
bondholders, hedge funds, and parties in interest, and to maximize
values and recoveries.
Topics Include
• Current marketplace developments and recent case developments on
restructurings, and the tools available to practitioners to negotiate and
execute restructuring agreements
• Understanding and drafting relevant documentation in distressed and
other corporate deals and loan transactions, exchange offers
and workouts
• Corporate governance and D&O liability issues in or near the zone of
insolvency; deepening insolvency liability and damage issues;
D&O insurance
• Current issues in structured and complex finance, including on
bankruptcy remote entities and make-whole premiums
• Intercreditor agreements, subordination, voting, and distribution
• Negotiating restructuring agreements and exchange offers;
lockups; valuations
• Sales of distressed assets, bid procedures, “free and clear,”
successor liability, credit bidding, “loan to own,” confidentiality
• Releases and exculpations; attacks on restructuring plans

Keep abreast of the current developments in restructuring, bankruptcy
and reorganizations at this advanced conference, where a remarkable
faculty of bankruptcy judges and leading practitioners will provide you
with a thorough review and analysis of hot topics, recent decisions and
strategies for dealing with cases in diverse industries. The faculty will
review recent cases and trends that affect your practice on behalf of
debtors, vendors, bondholders, lenders, diverse groups of creditors,
hedge funds, committees, labor, and structured finance deals, sales and
other transactions. There will be special focus on valuation, gifting, and
structured dismissals. Equip yourself with strategies, litigation tactics,
and mediation and negotiation skills you can use daily.
Topics Include
• Structured and complex finance developments; §§ 555-562
• Corporate governance and the powers and duties of DIPs and of their
boards; SPEs; D&O liability, insurance and damage issues
• Controversies on sales of assets free and clear (§§ 363 and 1129) and
bid procedures and protections
• Enforcing intercreditor agreements, subordination, voting, distribution
and litigation issues (Momentive)
• International and cross-border insolvencies, inbound and outbound
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and CFE (Fraud)
Senior Program Attorney: Grace E. O’Hanlon
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 21
New York, #275984 • Atlanta, #284166 • Indianapolis, #283899
• New Brunswick, #284725
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275986, $230

Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and CFE (Fraud)
Senior Program Attorney: Grace E. O’Hanlon
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, January 30
New York, #275302 • Atlanta, #284141 • Cleveland, #283699 • Mechanicsburg,
#283891 • New Brunswick, #284689 • Philadelphia, #283889 • Pittsburgh,
#283890
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275303, $230

“Very informative and comprehensive program. Instructors were
very good.”
– Robert Bull, Frederic Dorwart Lawyers

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
Presentation Skills for Attorneys 2020†
Instructor
Sean Romanoff, Senior Learning Consultant, Exec-Comm LLC,
New York City
The ability to speak clearly and confidently is important for all lawyers,
whether speaking with partners, making a pitch to clients, or addressing
a courtroom. At this two-hour program, you will learn techniques that
will immediately improve your presentation skills. The program is
designed for all attorneys interested in improving their
communication skills.
Topics Include
• Master effective physical delivery skills (eye contact, body language,
voice, gesturing)
• Project confidence and control the anxiety associated with
public speaking
• Effectively use notes to assist you in your presentation
• Organize your presentation to better communicate with your audience
• Handle difficult questions with confidence and ease
Special Feature
• Following each topic, attendees will practice and reinforce their new
presentation skills with their colleagues in the audience

All-Star Business Development for Lawyers
2020
Co-Chairs
Deborah Brightman Farone, Farone Advisors LLC, New York City
Brad S. Karp, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP,
New York City
Hear from a roster of all-star players in law firm and in-house leadership
and the media and have the chance to learn what you and your firm
can do to market your practice and grow your business. Expert chief
marketing officers and successful law firm partners will provide tips that
they have learned on the playing field of business development.
Topics Include
• The secrets of successful partners and how to learn from their
successes and mistakes
• How to structure your own individual business plan based on your
personal talents
• How to jumpstart your legal practice or build one from the ground up
• Strategies and techniques of business development
• How to work effectively with your own in-house marketing department
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands

Credit Available: CLE and CPD

New York & Live Webcast,* March 12, 9:00 a.m. – 12:45 p.m. ET

Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman

New York, #275005
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275010, $65

New York, February 11, 2:00 – 4:10 p.m.
New York, #276008
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0

“I found this program very interesting and informative.”
– Amy Brimmage, Thompson & Knight LLP

PLI MOBILE

Meet
Our
Versatile
App
Download our expert and ever current
audio and video content, on-demand and
on-the-go. Access your Online Library.
Review all your course materials. Request
CLE and other approved audio and video
learning credits in your state.
AVAILABLE IN THE APP STORE!
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS / ANTITRUST
Writing for Transactional Lawyers 2020†
Chair
L. Kevin Sheridan, Jr., Mayer Brown LLP, New York City
By attending this program you will learn principles of effective writing
and drafting to enhance your transactional practice. Particular emphasis
will be given to the perspectives of the end users: your clients and
those who litigate commercial disputes. This program will benefit all
transactional attorneys who need to improve their writing and
drafting skills.
Topics Include
• Crisp and clear drafting techniques, including the use of
“Plain English”
• Tailoring your writing to suit different purposes and circumstances;
making words and numbers work; capturing all foreseeable future
events and addressing all unforeseeable events
• What your clients want to see their counsel do differently
• How your transactional writing can affect the outcome of
disputes/litigation
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Janet L. Siegel
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
June 29, 2:00 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #274322 • Atlanta, #284229 • Cincinnati, #283877 • Cleveland,
#283874 • Columbus, #283873 • Indianapolis, #283876 • Nashville, #283875
Program Fee: $695; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Developments in Antitrust Law & Regulation
2020
Co-Chairs
Saul P. Morgenstern, Arnold & Porter, New York City
Yvonne S. Quinn, Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, New York City
Harvey I. Saferstein, General Counsel, Sportsman Cap & Bag,
Los Angeles
This year’s program will examine recent developments in several
key areas of antitrust reflected in recent decisions and in vigorous
enforcement in the U.S. and around the world. Panels of nationally
known practitioners and senior government enforcement officials
will report on and explore developments in competitor relationships,
including cartels and other per se antitrust violations as well as
the antitrust implications of joint ventures and other competitor
collaborations; the legality of various vertical restraints on customers
and suppliers; current merger analysis and enforcement; standards for
compliance with U.S. price discrimination laws; and the strategies and
priorities of the antitrust enforcers, including increased cooperation
among U.S. and foreign competition authorities. This program is
intended for in-house corporate counsel and attorneys in government
and private practice with responsibility for, or interest in, antitrust
matters.
Topics Include
• Recent decisions addressing:
- Standards for per se and rule of reason analysis
- Conspiracy law and competitor relationships
- Joint ventures and other business collaborations
- Resale price maintenance, tying and bundling arrangements,
monopolization, and attempted monopolization
- Mergers, acquisitions and similar combinations
- Trade associations, standard-setting and industry cooperation
- Intersection of intellectual property and antitrust law
• Current federal, state and non-U.S. enforcement priorities
• Developments evidenced in DOJ and FTC reviews of recent mergers
• International developments for global industries
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Director, Programs: Krista M. Gundersen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 6-7
New York, #273520 • Cleveland, #284156 • Mechanicsburg, #284159
• New Brunswick, #284728 • Philadelphia, #284157 • Pittsburgh, #284158
Program Fee: $1,895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Two-Volume Course Handbook: #273525, $250

“Superb Presentation.”
– Lester Ross, WilmerHale

“Comprehensive and very helpful.”
– Samuel Stubbs, Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
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HEALTH CARE AND LIFE SCIENCES / IMMIGRATION
Health Care Technology 2020†
Chair
William A. Tanenbaum, Polsinelli LLP, New York City
IT and health care are rapidly converging as a result of fast-paced
innovation in health-focused information technology and new regulatory
and operational requirements faced by health care providers that are
met by these innovations. This requires institutions, IT companies and
the lawyers who advise them, and investors to reevaluate and revise
existing agreements, address intellectual property issues, and formulate
new forms of agreements for new technology — including remote,
retail, personalized and assisted living health care. Challenges posed
by data security, cyberattacks and privacy aspects of data sharing
must be enhanced at the same time that data analytics, mobile and
cloud computing are being used to improve patient outcomes, drug
development and other aspects of the health care ecosystem.
This conference brings together legal experts from key legal areas to
provide practical guidance so that lawyers can create value in advising
clients in health care IT legal fields.
Topics Include
• Tips for negotiating health care IT agreements
• A look at the use of artificial intelligence in health care and
the state of the law
• Latest developments in outsourcing and health care technology
• Best practices for handling cybersecurity
• What innovative health care technology is hot and why

Basic Immigration Law 2020: Business, Family,
Naturalization and Related Areas†
Chair
Cyrus D. Mehta, Cyrus D. Mehta & Partners PLLC, New York City
The program will provide an overview of U.S. immigration law, including
current developments and trends, and will be extremely useful to
attorneys who are new to immigration practice, as well as those who
need a refresher on immigration law or are involved in immigration
policy. The program will also be useful for attorneys in other practice
areas who need to become familiar with immigration law in order to
work with immigration counsel or undertake representation on
their own.
Topics Include
• Immigration outlook under the administration and Congress
• The difference between nonimmigrant (temporary) and
immigrant (permanent/green card) visas
• Family-sponsored visas
• Why immigrants are put into removal proceedings
• Naturalization
• Protecting an employer from sanctions
• Unique ethical issues in immigration practice
Special Feature
• Earn one hour of Ethics credit

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

Credit Available: CLE and CPD

Senior Program Attorney: Willis Goodmoore

Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, May 27

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 6

New York, #277867 • Cincinnati, #284793 • Cleveland, #284030 • Indianapolis,
#284713 • Nashville, #284061 • New Brunswick, #285035
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277868, $115

New York, #275711 • Atlanta, #284235 • Indianapolis, #283843
• New Brunswick, #284721
Program Fee: $1,095; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275712, $65

“Excellent material — very cutting edge and relevant. Speakers were
well qualified and kept us engaged. Exceeded my expectations.”
– Dominic Andreano, MEDNAX Services, Inc.

Asylum, Special Immigrant Juvenile Status,
Crime Victim, and Other Immigration Relief
2020†
Chair
Cyrus D. Mehta, Cyrus D. Mehta & Partners PLLC, New York City
This program will provide an overview of immigration relief that may be
available to children, victims of crime and trafficking, and individuals
eligible for asylum. The program will also address cancellation of
removal and related relief. Experienced faculty will discuss substantive
and procedural issues as well as new developments in relevant case
law and processes. The program will benefit attorneys who represent, or
who are seeking to represent, these vulnerable populations.
Topics Include
• Asylum: establishing eligibility and case law update
• Representing children in immigration matters and
Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS)
• Immigration relief for victims of crime or abuse
• Cancellation of removal and related relief
Credit Available: CLE and CPD

Can’t Attend Live?
Join us on pli.edu and watch the
program on-demand a week later
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Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Location, February 7,
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. ET
New York, #275717 • Cleveland, #287777
Program Fee: $129; Privileged Member Fee: $0

NEW! PLI’s nationally acclaimed
course handbooks are now available
on PLI PLUS, our online research
database
Access the same great content while experiencing the added functionality of
PLI PLUS:
• Find content quickly with the easy-to-use “search within the book” feature
• Make notes to yourself and highlight relevant passages
• Seamlessly link to cited state and federal cases

View your course handbook materials several days prior to
the program – in just 3 easy steps:

1

Sign in to your PLI
account at www.PLI.edu

2

From the drop-down
menu under your initials,
click on My Programs
and select your program

3

Click on Access Materials
to view your course
handbook

All attendees will have access to the course handbook for
one year from the program date.
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MCLE REQUIREMENTS
Bridge-the-Gap II: Ethics and Skills for Newly
Admitted New York Attorneys 2020†
Attorneys admitted in New York within the last two years will satisfy their
annual MCLE ethics and skills requirements by attending this one-day
program. You can satisfy your professional practice and law practice
management MCLE requirements at other programs.
Topics Include
• Ethical implications of social media use for lawyers
• Legal drafting: effective writing to avoid litigation pitfalls
• Retraining your brain: becoming the best negotiator in the room
• Skills for pro bono work: a toolkit for representing low-income clients
• Interpersonal communication skills for lawyers
Special Feature
• Earn three hours of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE
Program Attorney: Jesse Sands
New York & Live Webcast (Ethics Segment only),* February 13
New York, #278389
Program Fee: $765; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Bridge-the-Gap I: Ethics and Skills for Newly
Admitted New York Attorneys 2020†
With law school behind you, it’s now time to learn the ethics and skills
lessons that are helpful to know before you start practicing, but tend
to arise when you’re already on the job. Knowing how to navigate a
range of ethical pitfalls, polishing your writing and communications for
clients and colleagues, as well as honing your negotiation preparation
approach are all skills and knowledge that are “nice to know” until
you “need to know.” And whether you are in litigation, transactions or
in-house, law firms and legal departments are demanding that new
lawyers joining their ranks possess a strong grasp of these types of
broader professional skills and knowledge from day one.
New lawyers aren’t expected to be experts in all areas of law, but they are
expected to learn quickly, communicate effectively, and act ethically and
professionally. Attend Bridge-the-Gap I and get started on the right path
to establishing your professional brand at this early stage in your career.
Attendees of Bridge-the-Gap I who were admitted to practice in
New York State within the past two years may fulfill their annual MCLE
requirements in Ethics and Professionalism and Skills. They will not earn
credit toward their Professional Practice or Law Practice Management
MCLE requirements.
Newly admitted New York attorneys should find the content of this
program helpful. It will also offer them the chance to earn their annual
MCLE Ethics and Skills credit requirements.
Topics Include
Legal ethics tips for navigating a range of “gray-area” situations
• Improving your writing and communications skills for the legal
audience • Understanding basic accounting terms that may arise
in law practice • Preparing for negotiations with sensitive information
and clients
Special Features
• Video scenarios of legal ethics pitfalls
• Breakout exercises to hone negotiation skills
•E
 diting session to improve legal writing clarity for clients and colleagues
• Audio simulation of consequential miscommunications in the
law firm setting
Credit Available: CLE
Program Attorney: Stephanie N. Figueroa
New York & Live Webcast (Ethics segment only),* February 19
New York, #278948
Program Fee: $765; Privileged Member Fee: $0
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New Jersey Basic CLE Marathon 2020
Co-Chairs
William D. Wilson, Mound Cotton Wollan & Greengrass, Florham Park, NJ
Michael R. Yellin, Cole Schotz P.C., Hackensack, NJ
This two-day program is designed to help newly admitted attorneys
fulfill the New Jersey newly admitted CLE requirements, but will benefit
both experienced and newly admitted attorneys. The program will
include New Jersey-specific instruction about subject areas required by
the Supreme Court of New Jersey Board on Continuing Legal Education
(BCLE) for newly admitted lawyers licensed in New Jersey. This program
can fulfill the New Jersey newly admitted requirement of fifteen credits
in nine of the newly admitted subject areas.
Topics Include
New Jersey basic estate administration • New Jersey basic estate
planning • New Jersey civil trial preparation • New Jersey criminal trial
preparation • New Jersey family law practice • New Jersey municipal
court practice • New Jersey landlord tenant practice • New Jersey law
office management • New Jersey real estate closing procedures
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Manager: Leonard McKenzie
New York & Live Webcast, March 19-20
New York, #276934
Program Fee: $795; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276935, $230

Illinois Professional Responsibility MCLE
Marathon 2020
Co-Chairs
Jeremy N. Boeder, Tribler Orpett & Meyer P.C., Chicago
Lea S. Gutierrez, Senior Litigation Counsel and Director of Diversity and
Inclusion, Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission of the
Supreme Court of Illinois (ARDC), Chicago
PLI’s Illinois Professional Responsibility MCLE Marathon 2020 is
designed to help experienced attorneys practicing in Illinois meet their
MCLE professional responsibility requirements, including one hour of
Diversity and Inclusion and one hour of Mental Health and Substance
Abuse. The program will include discussion of best practices and new
and emerging professionalism and ethical issues.
If your last name begins with letters A-M, June 30, 2020 is the
completion deadline for your two-year reporting period, at which time
you must have finished thirty hours of MCLE credit, including at least
six hours approved for professional responsibility, including one credit
of diversity and one credit of mental health and substance abuse. If your
last name begins with letters N-Z (and you are not newly admitted), you
can get a head start on your MCLE credits for your next completion
deadline of June 30, 2021. Illinois attorneys can verify their requirements
with the Illinois MCLE Board at www.mcleboard.org
Topics Include
Ethical issues update; risk management; and technology use in legal
practice • Diversity and inclusion in the legal profession • Promoting
mental health and handling stress • Ethical issues for in-house counsel
• Retainer and scope of engagement issues
Credit Available: CLE
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
Chicago, April 1
Chicago, #277591
Program Fee: $1,850; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277592, $115

Newly Admitted in Illinois? View PLI’s Illinois Basic Skills for Newly
Admitted Attorneys On-Demand at www.pli.edu

Full scholarships, registration fee waivers, and discounts to
attend PLI programs are widely available to pro bono, nonprofit,
and legal services attorneys, as well as others who qualify for
scholarship assistance. Please visit learning.pli.edu/scholarship
for additional details and to complete our brief application.

DIVERSITY / ETHICS/PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
Diversity & Inclusion in Law Practice 2020†

Ethics for Government Lawyers 2020†

Co-Chairs
Lorraine S. McGowen, Partner and Co-Chair of Diversity & Inclusion
Initiatives, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, New York City
N. Nate Saint-Victor, Executive Director, Legal and Compliance Division,
Morgan Stanley, New York City

Co-Chairs
Karen Griffin, Professional Responsibility & Ethics Counsel, New York City
Law Department, New York City
David Sarratt, Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, New York City

Program Adviser
Sandra S. Yamate, Chief Executive Officer, The Institute for Inclusion in
the Legal Profession, Chicago
Law continues to be one of the least diverse professions in the
United States, and the challenges of creating an inclusive law office
environment continue. In this year’s Diversity & Inclusion in Law
Practice program, a faculty of attorneys and diversity professionals
will discuss important recent legal developments that impact diversity,
emerging trends in diversity and inclusion, and practical suggestions for
achieving a sustainable, diverse law office workplace.
Topics Include
• Recent legal developments that impact diversity
• Emerging trends and innovations to reset and refocus how law thinks
and acts about diversity and inclusion
• Practical steps and candid evaluation of practices and programs that
work to advance recruitment, retention and leadership
Special Feature
• A networking reception scheduled at the conclusion of the New York
program (5:15 – 6:00 p.m.) will provide program attendees with the
opportunity to meet with faculty and colleagues.
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and HRCI/SHRM
Senior Program Attorney: Janet L. Siegel

This interactive program will provide a unique opportunity to learn about
the application of professional conduct rules to government lawyers.
Experienced faculty will discuss hypothetical scenarios, illustrating
various ethical issues that can arise for lawyers who work for the
government. Attorneys who work for (or are interested in working for)
public entities or who are interested in the ethical questions faced by
government lawyers will benefit from this program.
Topics Include
• The application of professional conduct rules to government lawyers
• The interaction between attorney ethics rules and other regulations
• Recent opinions and guidance addressing key topics such as conflicts
of interest, the organization as client, and confidentiality of information
• Best practices for government lawyers
Special Feature
• Earn two hours of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
January 31, 1:30 – 3:45 p.m. ET
New York, #277529 • Atlanta, #284234 • Mechanicsburg, #283852 • Nashville,
#283770 • Philadelphia, #283850 • Pittsburgh, #283851
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275497, $230

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
April 24, 1:30 – 5:15 p.m. ET
New York, #275043 • Atlanta, #284227 • Cincinnati, #283872 • Columbus,
#283869 • Indianapolis, #283871 • Nashville, #283870
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Ethics for the Negotiating Lawyer

2020†

Chair
David Rabinowitz, Moses & Singer LLP, New York City

Full scholarships, registration fee waivers, and discounts to
attend PLI programs are widely available to pro bono, nonprofit,
and legal services attorneys, as well as others who qualify for
scholarship assistance. Please visit learning.pli.edu/scholarship
for additional details and to complete our brief application.

At this program, we will examine everyday issues of ethics and
professional responsibility. Using a lively, interactive format, the
attendees will get to vote anonymously on actual cases where the ethics
rules concerning negotiation came into play — and find out
how the courts resolved them.
Topics Include
Ethics rules that govern behavior in negotiation, including:
• When is it permissible to communicate with adverse clients,
directly or indirectly?
• What exposure does counsel have for participating in the
negotiation and execution of contracts containing express or implied
misrepresentations?
• Protecting sensitive information and responding to opponent’s probes
for sensitive information
• Cross-border negotiation rules

ON-DEMAND

Special Feature
• Earn two full hours of Ethics credits!
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman

You can view entire programs or
individual web segments 24/7,
along with downloadable course
materials.

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
January 8, 2:30 – 4:40 p.m. ET

www.pli.edu/YFW0

Credit Available: CLE and CPD

New York, #275693 • Atlanta, #284145 • Cleveland, #283988 • Columbus,
#283262 • Indianapolis, #283986 • Mechanicsburg, #283985 • Nashville,
#283987 • Philadelphia, #283983 • Pittsburgh, #283984
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275497, $230

THE EASIEST WAY TO COMPLETE
YOUR MCLE REQUIREMENT!
Over 10,000 hours of web
programs, available whenever
and wherever you need it.
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ETHICS/PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
Ethics for Commercial Litigators 2020†

Ethics for Financial Industry Lawyers 2020†

Chair
C. Evan Stewart, Cohen & Gresser LLP, New York City

Chair
N. Adele Hogan, Hogan Law Associates PLLC, New York City

Ethics for Commercial Litigators 2020 reviews the most complex
ethicsissues and relevant case law arising out of commercial litigation.
Our experienced faculty will address the latest legal ethics developments
in multiple representations, client confidentiality, privilege, the
work-product doctrine and waivers, among other important subjects.
This program continues to deliver key takeaways that litigators and
allied professionals at all experience levels will benefit from learning.

Over the course of representing one’s clients in the financial industry, an
attorney’s role can come into question. Are you serving as a confidential
communicant? Can you become a whistleblower? Is there a duty to be
a gatekeeper? And do the legal rules of ethics change with each role?

Topics Include
New developments in confidentiality, the attorney-client privilege and
the attorney work-product doctrine (including disclosure obligations to
third parties, the status of government pressure to waive, congressional
legislation, selective waiver and inadvertent waiver) • Dangers to
lawyers in the heightened regulatory environment • Current issues
relating to multiple representation and conflicts of interest • Attorney
exposure to civil liability • Whistleblower remedies for lawyers
• Recent developments impacting the “no-contact” rules and lawyer
“dissemblance” • Ethical issues posed by witness preparation
• Risks to lawyers arising from parallel investigations • Current issues
in electronic discovery
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Dana M. Berman
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
February 20, 9:00 – 11:10 a.m. ET
New York, #276025 • Atlanta, #284152 • Columbus, #283338 • Nashville,
#284009
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275497, $230

This program is designed to educate attorneys at all levels on the ethics
rules and professional responsibility issues that arise in connection
with the representation of clients in financial industry matters. Learn the
best practices for reporting wrongdoing, whether it be up the corporate
ladder or externally to regulators, and improve your understanding
of the ethics rules in play and how they correlate with the SEC’s
professional responsibility rules.
Topics Include
Examine the policy and ethical considerations of the SEC and CFTC
What is the lawyer’s role — confidential communicant, whistleblower or
gatekeeper? • Who is the client? Entity, not individual officers?
• How to report wrongdoing: internally (up the corporate ladder and to
the board) and externally (to regulators) • What is the impact of SEC
professional responsibility rules? • What is the impact of SEC and CFTC
whistleblower rules? • What is the efficacy of conflicts waivers?
• What ethical precepts should be followed in internal investigations?
• What ethical rules are present in cybersecurity matters? • What ethical
rules are present in selling ICOs?
Special Feature
• Earn two hours of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Stephanie N. Figueroa
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
March 11, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. ET

Ethics for Corporate Lawyers: Multijurisdictional
Practice and Other Current Issues 2020†
Chair
C. Evan Stewart, Cohen & Gresser LLP, New York City
This program continues to deliver lively analysis of recent legal
ethics developments and their related practice pointers for corporate
lawyers. Our expert panel will discuss common ethical pitfalls arising
out of multijurisdictional practice along with related ethical issues
that corporate lawyers often face. The faculty will also address how
jurisdictional distinctions regarding an ethics matter can prompt
changes in the way counsel approaches that same matter, depending
on where he or she practices.

New York, #278980 • Atlanta, #284244 • Cincinnati, #283878 • Cleveland,
#283719 • Columbus, #283419 • Nashville, #283721
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275497, $230

Ethics in Social Media 2020†
Chair
Richard Raysman, Holland & Knight LLP, New York City
Explore the ethical risks and benefits of social media. PLI’s expert faculty
will examine a host of issues, including what types of personal information
employers are permitted to access without the consent of their employees
or applicants; best practices for privacy and security; the use of mobile
apps; the attorney-client privilege and email; the use of social media in
screening jurors and witnesses; and many others. Faculty will examine
recent federal guidance and ethics opinions from The New York City
Bar Association, the New York State Bar Association, and the New York
County Lawyers’ Association. This program is intended for all attorneys.

Topics Include
Developments in multijurisdictional practice (including the interplay
of various state ethics rules, enforcement regimes, and U.S. rules vs.
international rules) • Updates regarding confidentiality, the attorneyclient privilege, and the attorney work-product doctrine (including
disclosure obligations to third parties, the status of government
pressure to waive, selective waiver, and inadvertent waiver)
• Current issues in multiple representation and conflicts of interest
• Ethical concerns in witness preparation and internal investigations
• Ethical concerns when representing multinational clients
• Whistleblower remedies for corporate counsel • Current issues
involving conflicts of interest, multiple representation, and “no contact”
rules • Dangers to lawyers with clients facing parallel investigations and
lawyer exposure to civil and regulatory liability • Lawyer liability issues
resulting from recent decisions

Special Feature
• Earn three hours of Ethics credit

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)

Director, Programs: Krista M. Gundersen

Senior Program Attorney: Willis Goodmoore

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, March 10

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
March 13, 9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. ET

New York, #275492 • Atlanta, #284144 • Columbus, #283256 • Nashville,
#284143
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #275497, $230
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Topics Include
Ethics in social media • Privacy and security issues • Mobile apps
considerations • FFIEC Social Media Guidance • Negotiation of
contracts • Recent opinions from NYCBA, NYSBA and NYCLA
• Discoverable information • Ethics in e-discovery • Maintaining
attorney-client privilege

New York, #277756 • Atlanta, #284920 • Columbus, #283445 • Nashville,
#284043 • New Brunswick, #284961
Program Fee: $895; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277757, $230

ETHICS/PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY / PRO BONO
Ethics for In-House Corporate Counsel 2020†

Ethics in Discovery 2020†

Chair
Carole Basri, President, Corporate Lawyering Group LLC; Chief Advisor,
Association of Corporate Counsel In-House Counsel Accreditation
Program; Visiting Professor, Peking University, School of Transnational
Law; Visiting Professor, Pericles Law School, New York City

Co-Chairs
Claudia T. Morgan, Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, New York City
Philip N. Yannella, Ballard Spahr LLP, Philadelphia

Hear from experienced practitioners who will discuss a broad range of
ethical issues that can arise for in-house corporate counsel. This unique
program will help you identify and analyze relevant ethical obligations
and best practices for in-house counsel.
Topics Include
• Representing the corporate entity: who is the client?
• Best practices and related professional conduct obligations when
in-house counsel function in multiple roles
• Considerations relevant to protecting the attorney-client privilege and
client confidences
• Ethical duty of competence, including technological
competency obligations
Special Feature
• Earn two hours of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
June 24, 9:00 – 11:10 a.m. ET
New York, #277640 • Atlanta, #284240 • Cincinnati, #283848 • Indianapolis,
#283847 • Mechanicsburg, #283868 • Nashville, #283775 • Philadelphia,
#283866 • Pittsburgh, #283867
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #273531, $230

This program is designed to provide attorneys with an understanding of
the lawyer’s ethical duties that arise in the course of discovery, including
e-discovery. Whether you are new to your career or an experienced
attorney, the program will help you analyze your obligations under
relevant rules of professional conduct when engaging in the discovery
process. This program is designed to help both litigators and in-house
counsel who have litigation responsibilities understand how to act
ethically when confronting new — or new to them — e-discovery and
related issues.
Topics Include
• How to navigate the discovery process and ethical obligations
• Protecting confidential information
• Ethical obligations in connection with e-discovery
• Attorney ethical responsibilities and best practices for preservation,
collection, review, and production of documents
Special Feature
• Earn two hours of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IAPP (Privacy) CPE
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
June 24, 12:00 – 2:10 p.m. ET
New York, #277667 • Atlanta, #284241 • Cincinnati, #283849 • Columbus,
#283585 • Nashville, #283776
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #273531, $230

The Ethics Game Show 2020:
A Review of Ethical Issues†

Addressing Domestic Violence Across
Practice Areas 2020†

Chair
Katie M. Lachter, Proskauer Rose LLP, New York City

Co-Chairs
The Honorable Judy Harris Kluger (Ret.), Executive Director, Sanctuary
for Families; Member, New York State Judicial Committee on Women in
the Courts, New York City
Charlotte A. Watson, Executive Director, New York State Judicial
Committee on Women in the Courts, New York City

Join us once again at this unique interactive program. Chair Katie M. Lachter
will review a new set of hypotheticals to test your knowledge of the pertinent
ethical rules, as you match wits with our expert faculty, and contestants.
What would you do? What do the experts say you should do? This program
had past attendees raving: “My favorite PLI program so far”; “Amusing
cases and a fun and interactive way to do ethics training. Bravo!”;
“Hilarious presenters, engaging format, very well done”; and “Very fun
and refreshing means of presenting ethical information!”
Topics Include
• The cost of using trickery to obtain an advantage in investigating
legal cases
• How the courts have treated the lack of civility from lawyers and
their clients
• The impact of evolving technology on the attorney-client relationship
and privilege determinations
• The attendant consequences when even well-intentioned attorneys
and judges have bad days
Special Feature
• Earn two hours of Ethics credit
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and CPE (NASBA)
Director, Programs: Krista M. Gundersen
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, June 24
New York, #273526 • Atlanta, #284149 • Indianapolis, #284150 • Nashville,
#284148
Program Fee: $395; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #273531, $230

This program is designed for attorneys and social workers in private,
pro bono, or public interest practice who are interested in assisting
domestic violence survivors. The program will benefit both new and
experienced practitioners, and will enhance their ability to address
domestic violence issues. While the program will highlight New York
law and practice, the legal doctrines and strategies explored by the
presenters will have relevance for practitioners in other jurisdictions.
Topics Include
• Trauma-informed lawyering
• The expert witness in domestic violence cases
• Evidentiary issues in domestic violence cases
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and NYS Social Work CE
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
February 7, 1:30 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #276443 • Cleveland, #283772 • Nashville, #283771
Program Fee: $129; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Full scholarships, registration fee waivers, and discounts to
attend PLI programs are widely available to pro bono, nonprofit,
and legal services attorneys, as well as others who qualify for
scholarship assistance. Please visit learning.pli.edu/scholarship
for additional details and to complete our brief application.
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Justice
EMPOWERED
by equipping pro bono counsel and public interest
lawyers with the training they need to strengthen
our communities.
PLI’s 80-year-old commitment to ensuring the legal community
is at the forefront of expertise extends to the pro bono and
public interest community. We provide complimentary access
to our programming for all those working to ensure justice is
available to those who need it most.

250,000+

60+

500+

Complimentary attendance
over five years

Programs designed specifically
for those working pro bono

Public interest organizations
with memberships, pro bono

Working pro bono or for a public interest organization?
Apply for complimentary access to PLI.

Pro Bono Access
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Pro Bono Memberships
FOR ORGANIZATIONS

PLI grants complimentary access to any of our
2,500+ on-demand courses to legal professionals
that are:

PLI awards pro bono Privileged Memberships, at no cost,
to organizations dedicated to strengthening the rule of
law and expanding access to justice:

• Providing no-fee legal assistance
• Judges and judicial law clerks
• Law professors and students
• Over the age of 65
• Facing financial hardship

• Legal aid and legal services
• Nonprofit organizations

Learn more at:
www.pli.edu/probono/pbscholarship
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PRO BONO
Advising Nonprofit Organizations 2020†
Chair
Pamela A. Mann, Carter Ledyard & Milburn LLP, New York City
Managing a nonprofit organization is increasingly complex as nonprofits
are under heightened scrutiny to account for their management and
fiduciary practices. At this program expert faculty will examine the key
laws and rules affecting nonprofit organizations and will share their
insights about emerging issues impacting nonprofit organizations,
managers, and advisers, as well as common challenges in this practice
area and solutions for overcoming those challenges. This program is
for attorneys interested in learning more about nonprofit law, as well
as those who concentrate on such issues as a substantial part of their
practice. The program is also valuable for in-house counsel at nonprofit
organizations and attorneys who work with (or are interested in working
with) nonprofit organizations.
Topics Include
• Traps for the unwary nonprofit organization
• Nonprofit formation and start-up issues
• Federal and state regulatory issues
• Ethical considerations for nonprofit advisers
Credit Available: CLE, CPD, CPE (NASBA) and IRS-CE
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, February 27
New York, #276449 • Cleveland, #283778 • Columbus, #283584 • Indianapolis,
#283844
Program Fee: $1,095; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #276450, $115

California Eviction Defense:
Protecting Low-Income Tenants 2020†
Chair
Madeline S. Howard, Senior Attorney, Western Center on Law & Poverty,
Oakland, CA
Effective representation can make the difference between a family
keeping their home and becoming homeless. The housing crisis is
only getting worse in California; the tide of displacement leaves more
and more people on the street. Those who are evicted face not only
the loss of their homes, but also displacement from their communities.
Successfully defending an unlawful detainer is a profound way to
impact a tenant’s life: housing instability and homelessness have
long-term harmful consequences.
For newer attorneys with limited litigation experience, the fast-paced
unlawful detainer is also an excellent opportunity to develop skills;
your case may be heading into trial only a month after the summons
and complaint are served. This training provides the basic knowledge
you will need to effectively defend tenants from eviction, including new
tenant protections effective January 1, 2020.
Topics Include
Procedural basics of the limited jurisdiction unlawful detainer case
• How to draft an effective Answer to an Unlawful Detainer Complaint
and spot defects in eviction notices • Strategic use of responsive
motions to attack faulty notices and complaints • Trial skills, including
evidentiary motions • Basics of anti-discrimination laws protecting
tenants, and how to assert a fair housing defense in an unlawful
detainer • How to craft a settlement agreement that protects your
client’s rights

Social Security Disability 2020:
From Administrative Proceedings to
Federal Practice†
Co-Chairs
Anne K. Callagy, Director of Government Benefits, Civil Practice,
The Legal Aid Society, New York City
Montel Cherry, Supervising Attorney, Mobilization for Justice, Inc.,
New York City
This program will address the basics of Social Security law and
practice, and how to represent clients with disabilities who are seeking
benefits or appealing benefit claim denials. The application and
appeals process can be confusing and difficult for the many claimants
for disability benefits who cannot afford legal representation, and
representation by counsel can make the difference. At the program,
experienced practitioners will discuss fundamentals, evolving issues,
and practical considerations for representing clients with disabilities
who need representation, particularly when the claimant is appealing
an unfavorable decision to an Administrative Law Judge or for further
review. Attorneys interested in providing pro bono representation and
attorneys already working with clients with disabilities will benefit from
this program.
Topics Include
An overview of Social Security eligibility and applications • How to
handle an administrative hearing and best practices • Appeals Council:
what it is and best practices • Federal court appeals and practice
• How to be an effective advocate for your client
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
March 11, 1:00 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #277546 • Atlanta, #284236 • Cleveland, #283780 • Nashville,
#283773
Program Fee: $129; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Pro Bono Basics 2020: Best Practices
and Ethics†
Co-Chairs
Karen Fisher Gutheil, Supervising Attorney, Pro Bono Practice,
The Legal Aid Society, New York City
Adam Heintz, Director of Pro Bono Services, Legal Services NYC,
New York City
This program will address practical issues that often arise in pro bono
representation, and strategies for successfully handling them. Faculty
will discuss key considerations for transactional and litigation attorneys.
Attorneys considering pro bono representation as well as attorneys
new to public interest and legal services practice will benefit from
the program, as will attorneys involved in law firm or corporate legal
department pro bono coordination.
Topics Include
Tools for working effectively with low-income clients • How to balance
other professional obligations with pro bono representation • Strategies
for securing adequate training and mentorship • Strategies for obtaining
pro bono opportunities for in-house, transactional, and litigation
attorneys • Ethical issues in pro bono representation
Credit Available: CLE and CPD

Credit Available: CLE and CPD

Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead

Senior Pro Bono Program Attorney: Christina Thompson

New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations,
March 12, 1:30 – 4:00 p.m. ET

San Francisco & Live Webcast,* March 4
San Francisco, #274911
Program Fee: $199; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Full scholarships, registration fee waivers, and discounts to
attend PLI programs are widely available to pro bono, nonprofit,
and legal services attorneys, as well as others who qualify for
scholarship assistance. Please visit learning.pli.edu/scholarship
for additional details and to complete our brief application.

New York, #277573 • Indianapolis, #283845 • Nashville, #283774
Program Fee: $129; Privileged Member Fee: $0
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PRO BONO
32nd Annual Elder Law Institute†
Co-Chairs
Jeffrey G. Abrandt, Goldfarb Abrandt Salzman & Kutzin LLP,
New York City and White Plains, NY
Douglas J. Chu, Hynes & Chu LLP, New York City and Mineola, NY
This program is designed for elder law practitioners, lawyers who
represent elderly clients or younger clients with aging parents, and
advocates interested in getting into this constantly evolving field.
Experienced practitioners will explore developing issues and also
review elder law fundamentals.
Topics Include
• Medicaid home care basics
• Power of attorney — New York update — the old and the new?
• Housing discrimination and options
• Elder abuse: physical, psychological, financial, and neglect
• Palliative care, hospice, and end-of-life options
• Ethical considerations for the elder law attorney
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and NYS Social Work CE
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Location, March 18
New York, #277579 • Atlanta, #284237
Program Fee: $695; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook #277580, $115

California Public Benefits: The Basics for
Nonprofit and Pro Bono Advocacy 2020†
Co-Chairs
Lauren Hansen, Staff Attorney, Public Interest Law Project, Oakland, CA
Joanna Parnes, Supervising Attorney, Bay Area Legal Aid, Oakland, CA
Low-income clients need your help to protect their rights to potentially
life-saving benefits. Many low-income clients have difficulty navigating
the confusing and bureaucratic processes to establish and maintain
eligibility for public benefits. Without legal assistance and advocacy,
large numbers of clients go without the benefits to which they are
entitled, which can often lead to unnecessary hunger and homelessness.
Attorneys who work with low-income people or pro bono attorneys
interested in working on these types of cases can learn the basics of
public benefits law.
Topics Include
• Overview of CalWORKs, CalFresh, General Assistance and Medi-Cal,
including the Affordable Care Act, Covered California, and other health
access issues
• Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), Supplemental Security
Income (SSI), and the California Cash Assistance Program for
Immigrants (CAPI)
• Common issues related to administrative hearings
• Strategies and procedures for filing writs and appeals
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Pro Bono Program Attorney: Christina Thompson
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* March 19
San Francisco, #274917
Program Fee: $199; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Full scholarships, registration fee waivers, and discounts to
attend PLI programs are widely available to pro bono, nonprofit,
and legal services attorneys, as well as others who qualify for
scholarship assistance. Please visit learning.pli.edu/scholarship
for additional details and to complete our brief application.

Working with Domestic Violence Immigrant
Survivors: The Intersection of Basic Family Law,
Immigration, Benefits, and Housing Issues in
California 2020†
Co-Chairs
Cindy C. Liou, State Policy Director, Kids in Need of Defense (KIND),
San Francisco
Mélody Saint-Saëns, Regional Immigration Counsel, Bay Area Legal Aid,
Richmond, CA
Morgan M. Weibel, Executive Director, Tahirih Justice Center, San Bruno, CA
Immigrant domestic violence survivors may require assistance with
a constellation of related yet distinct legal issues, more commonly
in the areas of family law, domestic violence, housing, and public
benefits. While it may be difficult for a single attorney or legal service
provider to provide all of these services, it is important to understand
the comprehensive and holistic legal needs of an immigrant domestic
violence survivor, and the intersectionality between these legal matters.
This day-long program will develop the practitioner’s understanding
of how to provide culturally and linguistically responsive services to
immigrant survivors, and provide guidance on how to issue spot various
legal issues for immigrant survivors of domestic violence. Experienced
domestic violence and language access advocates and legal practitioners
in the areas of immigration, family law, public benefits, and housing will
share their expertise by providing insight into issues that arise when
working with immigrant clients, how these areas of law overlap to provide
special protections and remedies to immigrants and domestic violence
survivors, and how immigration status impacts eligibility availability of
safety net programs for housing, public benefits and health care.
Topics Include
Cultural and linguistic issues to be aware of when working with
immigrant clients generally and specific issues that arise in working with
immigrant survivors of domestic violence • What domestic violence is
and how it impacts immigrant communities • Family law issues that
are implicated when working with immigrant survivors of domestic
violence • Immigration legal remedies and benefits that are available
for immigrant domestic violence survivors, and recent immigration
updates • How immigration status can impact access to public benefits
• Special housing protections for immigrant domestic violence survivors
in the Violence Against Women Act, Fair Housing laws, and other
California laws
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Pro Bono Program Attorney: Christina Thompson
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* April 22
San Francisco, #274923
Program Fee: $199; Privileged Member Fee: $0

20th Annual School Law Institute†
Co-Chairs
Jesse Cole Cutler, The Law Offices of Regina Skyer and Associates, L.L.P.,
New York City
Deusdedi Merced, Special Education Solutions, LLC, Weston, CT
Experienced faculty will examine significant developments in education
law and policy, as well as the implications of these developments
for your clients. This program offers practical guidance and covers
the latest legal developments. It is of value to school law attorneys,
impartial hearing officers, and agency and school district administrators,
as well as parents interested in learning about the unique issues arising
in school law.
Topics Include
The most recent Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and
Section 504 decisions • Ethical challenges facing school law attorneys
• Practical issues, strategies, and pitfalls when litigating and appealing
special education matters
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York, Live Webcast* & Groupcast Locations, April 29
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New York, #277595 • Atlanta, #284238 • Indianapolis, #283846
Program Fee: $695; Privileged Member Fee: $0
Course Handbook: #277596, $115

PRO BONO
Mental Health Issues & the New York State
Courts 2020†

Wrongful Conviction 2020:
Litigating Claims of Innocence

Chair
Carol Fisler, Consultant, Mental Health/Criminal Justice Collaborations,
New York City

Chair
Vanessa Potkin, Director of Post-Conviction Litigation, The Innocence
Project, New York City

Approximately 20% of Americans experience some type of mental
illness in a given year, and the prevalence of mental disorders among
individuals involved in the criminal justice system, and some areas
of the civil legal system, is even higher. At this year’s Mental Health
Issues & the New York State Courts program a multidisciplinary
faculty will discuss the impact of mental health issues in the civil and
criminal legal systems. This program is designed for New York State
judges, court attorneys, law clerks, prosecutors, defense attorneys,
attorneys in private practice, and mental health system professionals
involved in the New York State justice system.

This program will explore strategies for investigating and litigating
post-conviction claims of innocence. Lawyers considering pro bono
representation, who are interested in getting involved, or who already
advocate in this area, as well as policy makers, advocates for
incarcerated persons, or anyone who wants to hear about the legal
issues arising in exoneration work will find this program valuable.
With exoneration of the wrongly convicted getting increasing attention,
don’t miss this timely and relevant program.

Practising Law Institute gratefully acknowledges the support and
assistance of the New York State Courts Office of Court Administration
and the Academy for Justice-Informed Practice.
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Program Attorney: Janet L. Siegel
New York & Live Webcast,* May 15
New York, #274316
Program Fee: $199; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Topics Include
• The contributing causes of wrongful conviction and how to recognize
these issues
• Using DNA to show innocence
• Post-conviction reinvestigation and fact development
• Changes in forensic science
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York & Live Webcast,* May 21, 1:30 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #277629
Program Fee: $129; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Voter Rights 2020
Co-Chairs
Marcia Johnson-Blanco, Co-Director, Voting Rights Project,
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, Washington, DC
Ezra D. Rosenberg, Co-Director, Voting Rights Project,
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, Washington, DC
This new program will provide an overview of voting laws in America,
reviewing constitutional and statutory standards as well as recent
developments. Faculty will also examine present-day challenges to
voting and what attorneys can do to address challenges and protect
voting rights.
Topics Include
• History of voting rights in America
• Present-day challenges to voting
• How attorneys can address challenges and protect voting rights
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York & Live Webcast,* May 20, 1:30 – 5:00 p.m. ET
New York, #277615
Program Fee: $129; Privileged Member Fee: $0

This is the premier offering of this program.

Full scholarships, registration fee waivers, and discounts to
attend PLI programs are widely available to pro bono, nonprofit,
and legal services attorneys, as well as others who qualify for
scholarship assistance. Please visit learning.pli.edu/scholarship
for additional details and to complete our brief application.

Just Scheduled!

Helping Homeowners Facing Fair Lending
Problems in Home Repairs and Improvements:
Overview of Rights and Options†
Chair
Joseph Jaramillo, Senior Attorney, Housing and Economic Rights
Advocates, Oakland, CA
Nationally, homeowners remain vulnerable to unfair and predatory
financing abuses. Some need to refinance an existing loan to improve
their loan terms and make it more affordable. Many need to make
home repairs or decide to make energy-efficient improvements —
such as installing solar panels to reduce their energy bills — and seek
financing for that purpose. People of color, women, immigrants, people
with disabilities and other vulnerable residents who are homeowners,
especially if they are seniors, find themselves targeted for abusive
door-to-door sales marketing scams (including home energy scams),
abusive and dangerous financing that is likely to lead to foreclosure
on the family home, and shoddy work by contractors followed by
unwarranted collections efforts. This session will provide an introduction
to the legal rights and options of homeowners who have been targeted
for such abuses, and a guide to addressing and remedying abuses
using consumer and fair housing laws, with a focus on Californiaspecific issues.
Topics Include
Warning signs of fair lending problems when seeking financing
• Key legal claims that homeowners can pursue to remedy home
improvement contractor and financing abuses • Litigation and
non-litigation approaches to resolving disputes, including pursuing
administrative remedies with state and federal agencies like the
California Department of Business Oversight and the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development • Updates on recent legislative
and regulatory developments and activity in California, particularly
concerning PACE programs
Credit Available: CLE and CPD
Senior Pro Bono Program Attorney: Christina Thompson
San Francisco & Live Webcast,* February 11
San Francisco, #289017
Program Fee: $199; Privileged Member Fee: $0
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PRO BONO / GENERAL INFORMATION
New York Public Assistance and Food Stamp
Advocacy 2020: Representing the
Pro Bono Client†

GENERAL INFORMATION

Co-Chairs
Saima Akhtar, Senior Staff Attorney, Empire Justice Center, Albany, NY
Tanya E.M. Wong, Director of Government Benefits, Legal Support Unit,
Legal Services NYC, New York City

Cancellations: All cancellations received 3 business days prior to
the program will be refunded 100%. If you do not cancel within the
allotted time period, payment is due in full. You may substitute another
individual to attend the program at any time.

This program is designed to equip attorneys with a sharper
understanding of the substantive law, strategies, procedures, and best
practices relevant to their representation of low-income clients who
seek government benefits such as public assistance and benefits
under the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).
These necessary benefits can be difficult to access for many eligible
applicants due to the complex rules governing public benefits.
Attend this program to learn about public benefits, eligibility criteria,
work requirements, and recent developments.

PLI Scholarships: PLI is pleased to make scholarships available for our
live, webcast, and on-demand programs (exceptions: SEC Institute and
Patent Office Exam Course). To apply, visit learning.pli.edu/scholarship

Topics Include
• Eligibility for public assistance
• Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) eligibility
• Recent developments
Credit Available: CLE, CPD and NYS Social Work CE
Program Attorney: Ilizabeth Hempstead
New York & Live Webcast,* June 18
New York, #278223
Program Fee: $199; Privileged Member Fee: $0

Full scholarships, registration fee waivers, and discounts to
attend PLI programs are widely available to pro bono, nonprofit,
and legal services attorneys, as well as others who qualify for
scholarship assistance. Please visit learning.pli.edu/scholarship
for additional details and to complete our brief application.

SAVE THE DATE!
Prison Law 2020
New York, June 17
Visit www.pli.edu for additional information

Payment Policy: Registration fees are due in advance. Attendees may
pay by check, Visa, MasterCard, American Express or Diners Club.

PLI Group Discounts: Groups of 4 or more from the same organization,
all registering at the same time, for a PLI program scheduled for
presentation at the same site, are entitled to receive a group discount.
For further discount information, please contact membership@pli.edu or
call 800.260.4754.
Credit Information: PLI programs offer CLE credit in all U.S.
jurisdictions that have mandatory CLE requirements. Please check
www.pli.edu/credit for credit details, eligibility and approval status for
your particular jurisdiction(s).
CPE Credit: Practising Law Institute is registered with the National
Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA), as a sponsor
of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors. For PLI’s official National Registry Statement, please visit
PLI’s Credit Information page at www.pli.edu/credit
Special Needs: If you have special needs as addressed by the
Americans with Disabilities Act, please notify Customer Service at least
two weeks prior to your program.
To Purchase and Participate in Webcasts: Visit www.pli.edu and
under “Find a Program” choose a Practice Area, then check
“Live Webcast” and select the program you wish to attend. If you have
not already personalized the website, you will be prompted to log in and
provide a User ID and Password. Keep this information to log on to view
the webcast. It is recommended that you register before the program
date to allow time to test your system. On the date of the webcast, click
into the Account area on the navigation bar where a link to the webcast
will be provided. Webcast participants will receive streaming audio
and video of the program, have the ability to view and print the course
handbook and submit questions electronically. Each webcast is for use
by only one viewer.
PLI Can Arrange Group Viewing in Your Firm by Broadcasting Live
to Your Conference Room. Contact the Groupcasts Department via
email at groupcasts@pli.edu for more details.
PLI Bookstores: Current publications, training materials and related
products are available for purchase at the PLI New York Center,
1177 Avenue of the Americas, entrance on 45th Street (2nd floor),
New York, NY, and at the PLI California Center, 685 Market Street,
Suite 100, San Francisco, CA, Monday to Friday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
All PLI publications can also be purchased online at www.pli.edu
Sales Tax: If applicable, sales tax will be added to the price
of publications.
Quantity Order Discounts: For information, please contact PLI’s
Customer Service Department at 800.260.4754.
Please note: Dates, locations and prices are subject to change.
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